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GEOMETRIC QUANTIZATION
OF CHERN SIMONS GAUGE THEORY

SCOTT AXELROD, STEVE DELLA PIETRA & EDWARD WITTEN

Abstract

We present a new construction of the quantum Hubert space of Chern 
Simons gauge theory using methods which are natural from the three 
dimensional point of view. To show that the quantum Hubert space
associated to a Riemann surface Σ is independent of the choice of com 
plex structure on Σ , we construct a natural projectively flat connection
on the quantum Hubert bundle over Teichmuller space. This connec 
tion has been previously constructed in the context of two dimensional
conformal field theory where it is interpreted as the stress energy tensor.
Our construction thus gives a (2 +  1 ) dimensional derivation of the basic
properties of (1 +  1) dimensional current algebra. To construct the con 
nection we show generally that for affine symplectic quotients the natural
projectively flat connection on the quantum Hubert bundle may be ex 
pressed purely in terms of the intrinsic Kahler geometry of the quotient
and the Quillen connection on a certain determinant line bundle. The
proof of most of the properties of the connection we construct follows
surprisingly simply from the index theorem identities for the curvature
of the Quillen connection. As an example, we treat the case when Σ has
genus one explicitly. We also make some preliminary comments concern 
ing the Hubert space structure.

Introduction

Several years ago, in examining the proof of a rather surprising result
about von N eumann algebras, V. F . R. Jones [20] was led to the discovery
of some unusual representations of the braid group from which invariants
of links in S3 can be constructed. The resulting "Jones polynomial" of
links has proved in subsequent work to have quite a few generalizations,
and to be related to two dimensional lattice statistical mechanics and to
quantum groups, among other things.
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Tsuchiya and Kanie [38] recognized that the Jones braid representa-
tions and their generalizations coincide with certain representations of
braid groups and mapping class groups that have quite independent ori-
gins in conformal field theory [4] and that have been intensively studied
by physicists [11], [40], [23], [31]. (The representations in question are ac-
tually projective representations, for reasons that will be clear later.) The
conformal field theory viewpoint leads to a rigorous construction of these
representations [34], [39].

Conformal field theory alone, however, does not explain why these par-
ticular representations of braid groups and mapping class groups are re-
lated to three-dimensional invariants. It was conjectured [2] that some
form of three- or four-dimensional gauge theory would be the key to un-
derstanding the three-dimensional invariances of the particular braid traces
that lead to the Jones polynomial. Recently it has been shown [41] that
three-dimensional Chern-Simons gauge theory for a compact gauge group
G indeed leads to a natural framework for understanding these phenom-
ena. This involves a nonabelian generalization of old work by A. Schwarz
relating analytic torsion to the partition functions of certain quantum field
theories with quadratic actions [32], and indeed Schwarz had conjectured
[33] that the Jones polynomial was related to Chern-Simons gauge theory.

Most of the striking insights that come from Chern-Simons gauge theory
depend on use of the Feynman path integral. To make the path integral
rigorous would appear out of reach at present. Of course, results predicted
by the path integral can be checked by, e.g., showing that the claimed
three-manifold invariants transform correctly under surgery, a program
that has been initiated in [30]. Such combinatorial methods—similar to
methods used in the original proofs of topological invariance of the Jones
polynomial—give a verification but not a natural explanation of the three-
dimensional symmetry of the constructions.

In this paper, we pursue the more modest goal of putting the Hamil-
tonian quantization of Chern-Simons gauge theory—which has been dis-
cussed heuristically in [42] and in [7]—on a rigorous basis. In this way
we will obtain new insights about the representations of braid and map-
ping class groups that arise in this theory. These representations have
been constructed, as we have noted, from other points of view, and most
notably from the point of view of conformal field theory. However, three-
dimensional quantum field theory offers a different perspective, in which
the starting point is the fact that affine spaces and their symplectic quo-
tients can be quantized in a natural way. Our goal in this paper is to give a
rigorous construction of the representations of mapping class groups that
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are associated with the Jones polynomial, from the point of view of the
three dimensional quantum field theory.

Canonical quantization. The goal is to associate a Hubert space to ev 
ery closed oriented 2 manifold Σ by canonical quantization of the Chern 
Simons theory on Σ x R. As a first step, we construct the physical phase
space, Jt. It is the symplectic quotient of the space, sf , of G connec 
tions on Σ by the group 9 of bundle automorphisms. It has a symplectic
form ω which is k times the most fundamental quantizable symplectic
form ω 0 here k is any positive integer. Jί is the finite dimensional
moduli space of flat G connections on Σ . We then proceed to quan 
tize Jt as canonically as possible. We pick a complex structure J on
Σ . This naturally induces a complex structure on Jί, making it into a
Kahler manifold. We may then construct the Hubert space ^ ( Σ ) by
Kahler quantization. If F denotes the space of all complex structures on
Jt, we thus have a bundle of Hubert spaces <%*(Σ) —•  ίΓ. This "quantum
bundle" will be denoted %?Q. For our quantization to be "canonical" it
should be independent of / , at least up to a projective factor. This is
shown by finding a natural projectively flat connection on the quantum
bundle.

The essential relation between Chern Simons gauge theory and confor 
mal field theory is that this projectively flat bundle is the same as the
bundle of "conformal blocks" which arises in the conformal field theory
of current algebra for the group G at level k. This bundle together with
its projectively flat connection is relatively well understood from the point
of view of conformal field theory. (In particular, the property of "dual 
ity" which describes the behavior of the ^ ( Σ ) when Σ degenerates to
the boundary of moduli space has a clear physical origin in conformal field
theory [4], [40]. The property is essential to the computability of the Jones
polynomial.) The conformal field theory point of view on the subject has
been developed rigorously from the point of view of loop groups by Segal
[34], and from an algebra geometric point of view by Tsuchiya et al. [39].
Also, there is another rigorous approach to the quantization of Jί due to
Hitchin [18]. Finally, in his work on non abelian theta functions, Fay [8]
(using methods more or less close to arguments used in the conformal field
theory literature) has described a heat equation obeyed by the determinant
of the Dirac operator which is closely related to the construction of the
connection and may in fact lead to an independent construction of it.

We will be presenting an alternative description of the connection on
^ ( Σ ) which arises quite naturally from the theory of geometric quanti 
zation. In fact, this entire paper is the result of combining three simple
facts.
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(1) The desired connection and all of its properties are easily understood
for Kahler quantization of a finite dimensional affine symplectic manifold
si . In that case the connection 1 form is a simple second order differential
operator on si acting on vectors in the quantum Hubert space (which are
sections of a line bundle over si ).

(2) By geometric invariant theory we can present a simple abstract ar 
gument to "push down" this connection "upstairs" for quantization of si
to a connection "downstairs" for the quantization of JK. Here, Jt is the
symplectic quotient of si by a suitable group of affine symplectic transfor 
mations that preserves the complex structure which is used in quantizing
si } The one form (9 for the connection downstairs is a second order
differential operator on Jί .

(3) Even in the gauge theory case where the constructions upstairs are
not well defined since si is infinite dimensional, we may present the con 
nection downstairs in a well defined way. We first work in the finite dimen 
sional case and write out an explicit description of (9. We then interpret
the "downstairs" formulas in the gauge theory case in which the underlying
affine space is infinite dimensional though its symplectic quotient is finite
dimensional. As is familiar from quantum field theory, interpreting the
"downstairs" formulas in the gauge theory context requires regularization
of some infinite sums. This can, however, be done satisfactorily.

What has just been sketched is a very general strategy. It turns out
that we have some "luck"—the definition of (9 and the proof of most
of its properties can all be written in terms of the Kahler structure of
Jt and a certain regularized determinant which is independent of the
quantization machinery. Since these objects refer only to Jί, our final
results are independent of geometric invariant theory. One consequence of
this independence is that our results apply for an arbitrary prequantization
line bundle on Jί, and not just for line bundles which arise as pushdowns
of prequantum line bundles on si .

The infinite dimensionality of the affine space that we are studying
shows up at one key point. Because of what physicists would call an
"anomaly", one requires a rescaling of the connection 1 form from the
normalization it would have in finite dimensions. This has its counterpart
in conformal field theory as the normalization of the Sugawara construc 
tion [14], which is the basic construction giving rise to the connection from
that point of view. This rescaling does not affect the rest of the calculation

For physicists, geometric invariant theory is just the statement that, in this situation, one
gets the same result by imposing the constraints corresponding to & invariance before or
after quantization.
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except to rescale the final answer for the central curvature of the connec 
tion. This reproduces a result in conformal field theory. From our point of
view, though we can describe what aspects of the geometry of the moduli
space lead to the need to rescale the connection, the deeper meaning of
this step is somewhat mysterious.

Outline. This paper is quite long. Essentially this is because we re 
derive the connection several times from somewhat different viewpoints
and because we describe the special case of genus one in considerable
detail. Most readers, depending on their interests, will be able to omit
some sections of the paper.

For physicists, the main results of interest are mostly in §§2 and 5,
and amount to a (2 +  l) dimensional derivation of the basic properties
of (1 +  l) dimensional current algebra, including the values of the central
charge and the conformal dimensions. This reverses the logic of previ 
ous treatments in which the understanding of the (2 +  l) dimensional
theory ultimately rested, at crucial points, on borrowing known results
in (1 +  l) dimensions. This self contained (2 +  l) dimensional approach
should make it possible, in future, to understand theories whose (1 +  1) 
dimensional counterparts are not already understood. On the other hand,
a mathematically precise statement of the majority of results of this paper
is given at the beginning of §4. This discussion is essentially self contained.

In §1, we present a detailed, although elementary, exposition of the
basic concepts of Kahler quantization of affine spaces and their symplectic
quotients. We define the desired connection abstractly. As an example, in
the last subsection we show explicitly how for quantization of the quotient
of a vector space by a lattice, the connection is the operator appearing in
the heat equation for classical theta functions.

The remainder of the paper is devoted to making the results of § 1 ex 
plicit in such a way that they essentially carry over to the gauge theory case.
In §2 we discuss this case in detail and construct the desired connection
in a notation that is probably most familiar to physicists.

In §3 we present a more precise and geometric formulation of the re 
sults of §2 in notation suitable for arbitrary affine symplectic quotients.
We derive a formula for the connection that may be written intrinsically
on Jί. This derivation is, of course, only formal for the gauge theory
problem.

In §4, we state and prove most of the main results. Using an ansatz
suggested by the results of §§2 and 3 and properties of the intrinsic ge 
ometry of ^f, we find a well defined connection. The properties of the
intrinsic geometry of Jί which we need follow from the local version of
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the families index theorem and geometric invariant theory. Using these
properties, and one further fact, we show that the connection is projec 
tively flat. (Actually, there are several candidates for the "further fact" in
question. One argument uses a global result—the absence of holomorphic
vector fields on Jf—while a second argument is based on a local differ 
ential geometric identity proved in §7. It should also be possible to make
a third proof on lines sketched at the end of §6.) This section is the core
section analyzing the properties of the connection and is rigorous since
all the required analysis has already been done in the proof of the index
theorem.

In §5 we shall concentrate on the gauge theory case when Σ is a torus.
We give explicit formulas for our connection and a basis of parallel sections
of the quantum Hubert bundle <^(Σ ) . We also show directly that our
connection is unitary and has the curvature claimed. The parallel sections
are identified with the Weyl Kac characters for the representations of the
loop group of G. This result is natural from the conformal field theory
point of view, and was originally discussed from the point of view of
quantization of Chern Simons gauge theory in [7].

In §6 we make some preliminary comments about the unitarity of our
connection.

In §7 we develop an extensive machinery allowing us to prove in a sys 
tematic way the one identity left unproved in §4. Our discussion, however,
is incomplete in that we have not checked some details of the analysis of
regularization.

The appendix contains further formulas relevant to §5.
We would like to thank M. Atiyah, V. Delia Pietra, C. Fefferman, D .

Freed, N . Hitchin, C. Simpson, and G. Washnitzer for helpful discussions.

1. Geometric setup and pushed down connection

In this section we consider the quantization of a finite dimensional sym 
plectic manifold Jί which is the symplectic quotient of an affine sym 
plectic manifold J /  by a suitable subgroup of the affine symplectic group.
Quantization of Jί is carried out by choosing a suitable complex struc 
ture /  on j /  which induces one on Jί. We describe the projectively
flat connection whose existence shows that quantization of Jt is indepen 
dent of the choice of / . This is an interesting, though fairly trivial, result
about geometric quantization. Its real interest comes in the generalization
to gauge theory, which will occupy the rest of the paper.
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Most of this section is a review of concepts which are well known, al 
though possibly not in precisely this packaging [22], [36], [37], [43]. We
review this material in some detail in the hope of making the paper acces 
sible.

la. Symplectic geometry and Kahler quantization. To begin with, we
consider a symplectic manifold J /  , that is, a manifold with a closed and
nondegenerate two form ω. Nondegeneracy means that if we regard ω
as a map from ω : Tsf  » Γ*J /  , then there is an inverse map ω~ ι :
Γ V  > Tst. In local coordinates, a1, if

(1.1) ω = ωijdaι ΛdaJ,

and

(1.2) fiΓ^α^β *
v J da1 daJ

then the matrices ωtj and ωιj are inverses,

(1.3) ω , y* =  <*,*.
Let C°°{sf) denote the smooth functions on $/  . G iven h e C°°($f) ,

we form the vector field Vh = ω~ ι(dh) called the flow of A. It is a
symplectic vector field—that is, the symplectic form ω is annihilated by
the Lie derivative 3*v —since 3^  (ω) =  (iv d +  div )ω = d(iv ω) (since

h h h h h

ω is closed) and by the definition of Vh one has iv (ω) =  dh. Con 
versely, given a symplectic vector field V, that is a vector field V such
that  Sy(ω) =  0, one has a closed one form a = iv(ω). A function h
such that a =  dh is called a Hamiltonian function or moment map for
V. If the first Betti number of Jt is zero, then every symplectic vector
field on sf can be derived from some Hamiltonian function.

The symplectic vector fields on J /  form a Lie algebra. If two symplectic
vector fields Vr and Vg can be derived from Hamiltonian functions /
and g, then their commutator [Vf, Vg] can likewise be derived from a
Hamiltonian function; in fact

where [/ , # ] P B denotes the so called Poisson bracket

(1.5) [/ , g]PB =  ω~\df, dg) = ω^d/  djg.

Therefore, the symplectic vector fields that can be derived from Hamilto 
nians form a Lie subalgebra of the totality of symplectic vector fields.
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Essentially by virtue of (1.4) the Poisson bracket obeys the Jacobi iden 
tity

(1.6) [ [ / , g]m, Λ]PB +  [[g, h]?B, / ] P B +  [[A, / ] P B , g)?B = 0,

so that under the [ , ] P B operation, the smooth functions on si have a Lie
algebra structure. It is evident that the center of this Lie algebra consists
of functions /  such that df = 0 in other words, if sf is connected, it
consists of the constant functions. The smooth functions on si are also a
commutative, associative algebra under ordinary pointwise multiplication,
and the two structures are compatible in the sense that

(1.7) [/ , gh]FB = [/ , g] P B . A +  [/ , A]PB g.

These compatible structures [ , ] P B and pointwise multiplication give
C°°(si) a structure of "Poisson Lie algebra".

According to quantum mechanics textbooks, "quantization" of a sym 
plectic manifold si means constructing "as nearly as possible" a unitary
Hubert space representation of the Poisson Lie algebra C°°(si). This
would mean finding a Hubert space H and a linear map /  —•  /  from
smooth real valued functions on si to selfadjoint operators on H such
that (fg) =  f g and [/ , g]FB =  / [ / , g]. One also requires (or proves
from an assumption of faithfulness and irreducibility), that if 1 denotes
the constant function on A, then ΐ is the identity operator on H.

This notion of what quantization should mean is however far too ide 
alized; it is easy to see that such a Hubert space representation of the
Poisson Lie algebra C°°(si) does not exist. Quantum mechanics text 
books therefore instruct one to construct something that is "as close as
possible" to a representation of C°°(si). This is of course a vague state 
ment. In general, a really satisfactory notion of what "quantization" should
mean exists only in certain special classes of examples. The proper study
of these examples, on the other hand, leads to much information. The
examples we will be considering in this paper are affine spaces and their
symplectic quotients by subgroups of the affine symplectic group obeying
certain restrictions.

Prequantization. If one considers C°°{si) purely as a Lie algebra, a
Hubert space representation can be constructed via the process of "pre 
quantization".

Actually, for prequantization one requires that j^ω represents an inte 
gral cohomology class. This condition ensures the existence of a Hermitian
line bundle 3? over si with a connection V that is compatible with the
Hermitian metric ( , )^> and has curvature  iω. The isomorphism class
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of 3 (as a unitary line bundle with connection) may not be unique; given
one choice of 3 , any other choice is of the form 3*1 = 3? <g> S, where S
is a flat unitary line bundle, determined by an element of H ι(sf , C/ (l)).
The problem of prequantization has a solution for every choice of 3 .

Let ^ be the group of diffeomorphisms of the total space of the line
bundle 3 which preserves all the structure we have introduced (the fibra 
tion over si, the connection, and the Hermitian structure). Let
HLi(stf , 3) be the "prequantum" Hubert space of all square integrable
sections of 3 . Since   acts on 3 , it also acts on HLi(stf , J ? ) . An
element, D, of the Lie algebra of ^ is just a vector field on Jt lifted
to act on 3 . Acting on HLi(srf ,3), this corresponds to a first order
differential operator,

(1.8) D = Vτ + ih.

Here T  is the vector field representing the action of D on the base space
si and h is a function on si . The conditions that D preserves the
connection is that for any vector field v we have

(1.9) [Vr +  / A,VJ =  v ^ .

Since the curvature of V is  iω, this is true if and only if T = Vh . One
may easily
defined by
may easily check that the map p from C °°( J / ) to the Lie algebra of

(1.10) PpTW = lVVh+h

is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. In addition, the function 1 maps to
the unit operator.

Prequantization, as just described, is a universal recipe which respects
the Lie algebra structure of C°°(si) at the cost of disregarding the other
part of the Poisson Lie structure, coming from the fact that C°°(si) is a
commutative associative algebra under multiplication of functions. Quan 
tization, as opposed to prequantization, is a compromise between the two
structures, and in contrast to prequantization, there is no universal recipe
for what quantization should mean. We now turn to the case of affine
spaces, the most important case in which there is a good recipe.

Quantization of affine spaces. Let si be a 2/ t dimensional affine space,
with linear coordinates a1, /  =  1. . . 2n and an affine symplectic structure

(1.11) ω = ωijdai daj,

with ω being an invertible (constant) skew matrix.
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The Poisson brackets of the linear functions a! are

(1.12) [ e V ] r a =  c>'y.

In contrast to prequantization, in which one finds a Lie algebra rep 
resentation of all of C°°{sf) in a Hubert space β?, in quantization we
content ourselves with finding a Hubert space representation of the Pois 
son brackets of the linear functions, that is, a Hubert space representation
of the Lie algebra

(1.13) [ai,aί] =  iωij.

Actually, we want Hubert space representations of the "Heisenberg Lie al 
gebra" (1.13) that integrate to representations of the corresponding group.
This group, the Heisenberg group, is simply the subgroup of g7 that lifts
the affine translations. According to a classic theorem by Stone and von
N eumann, the irreducible unitary representation of the Heisenberg group
is unique up to isomorphism, the isomorphism being unique up to multipli 
cation by an element of {7(1) (the group of complex numbers of modulus
one). Representing only the Heisenberg group—and not all of C°°(s/ )—
means that quantization can be carried out in a small subspace of the
prequantum Hubert space.

Action of the affine symplectic group. Before actually constructing a
representation of the Heisenberg group, let us discuss some properties that
any such representation must have.

The affine symplectic group W—the group of affine transformations of
si that preserve the symplectic structure—acts by outer automorphisms
on the Lie algebra (1.13). The pullback of a representation p of (1.13)
by an element w of W  is another representation p of (1.13) in the
same Hubert space H. The uniqueness theorem therefore gives a unitary
operator U{w) : H  > H such that p = U(w) op. The U(w) are
unique up to multiplication by an element of C/ (l), and therefore it is
automatically true that for w , w' e H, U(ww') = U(w)U{w')a{w , w')
where a(w, w') is a £/ (l) valued two cocycle of W . Thus, the U(w)
give a representation of a central extension by 1/(1) of the group W.
It can be shown that if one restricts to the linear symplectic group—the
subgroup of W  that fixes a point in stf—then (for finite dimensional
affine spaces) the kernel of this central extension can be reduced to Z / 2Z.

Now, let us investigate the extent to which a representation p of the
Lie algebra (1.13) can be extended to a representation of the Poisson 
Lie algebra C °°( J / ) . One immediately sees that this is impossible, since
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one would require both ρ(aιaj) = p(aι)p(aj) and ρ{aιaj) = ρ(ajaι) =
p{aj)p{aι) but

(1.14) p(a)ρ(aj)   p(aj)p(aι) =  iωl}.

Thus, p cannot be extended to a representation of C°°{sf). However,
the right hand side of (1.14), though not zero, is in the center of C °°( J / ) ,
and this enables us to take one more important step. Defining

one verifies that
/  i j \  k L . i j k I

[p{a a ) , p(a a )] =  — ιp([a a , a a ] F1 6 ) ,  k i i k I

To interpret (1.16) observe that the linear and quadratic functions on si
form, under Poisson bracket, a Lie algebra which is a central extension
of the Lie algebra of the affine symplectic group. In other words, the
Hamiltonian functions from which the generators of the affine symplectic
group can be derived are simply the linear and quadratic functions on si .
Equation (1.16), together with (1.13), means that any representation of
the Lie algebra (1.13) automatically extends to a projective representation
of the Lie algebra of the affine symplectic group W . This is an infinites 
imal counterpart of a fact that we have already noted: by virtue of the
uniqueness theorems for irreducible representations of (1.13), the group
W  automatically acts projectively in any such representation.

The verification of (1.16) depends on the fact that the ambiguity in the
definition of p(aιaj)—the difference between p(aι)p(aj) and p(aj)p(aι)
—is central. For polynomials in the a1 of higher than second order, differ 
ent orderings differ by terms that are no longer central, and it is impossible
to extend p to a representation of C°°(sf) even as a Lie algebra, let alone
a Poisson Lie algebra. It is natural to adopt a symmetric definition

(1.17) p(ai{ aΪ2 an) =  — (a1 a2 an +  permutations),

but for n > 2 this does not give a homomorphism of Lie algebras.
Quantization. There remains now the problem of actually constructing

Hubert space representations of (1.13). There are two standard construc 
tions (which are equivalent, of course, in view of the uniqueness theorem).
Each construction involves a choice of a "polarization", that is, a maximal
linearly independent commuting subset of the linear functions on si . In
the first approach, one takes these functions to be real valued. In the sec 
ond approach, they are complex valued and linearly independent over C .
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We will describe the second approach; it is the approach that will actually
be useful in what follows.

Pick a complex structure / o n / , invariant under affine translations,
such that ω is positive and of type ( 1, 1). Then one can find n linear
functions zι that are holomorphic in the complex structure J such that

(1.18) ω = +idz Λdz*.

Let 3? be the prequantum line bundle introduced in our discussion of
prequantization. We recall that 3? is to be a Hermitian line bundle with
a connection V whose curvature form is  iω. Since the (0, 2) part
of ω vanishes, the connection V gives Sf a structure as a holomorphic
line bundle. In fact, Sf may be identified as the trivial holomorphic line
bundle whose holomorphic sections are holomorphic functions ψ and
with the H ermitian structure \ψγ =  exp( A) ψψ, with h =  £ \  z V .
Indeed, the connection V compatible with the holomorphic structure and
with this Hermitian structure has curvature  )d( h) = ̂ 2dzιd ι =   iω.
Since H ι{sf , E/ (l)) =  0, the prequantum line bundle just constructed is
unique up to isomorphism.

We now define the quantum Hubert space βfQ\ 5 , in which the Heisen 
berg group is to be represented, to be the Hubert space H\ ι{srf , J ?) of
holomorphic L2 sections of Sf. We recall that, by contrast, the prequan 
tum H ubert space consists of all L2 sections of Sf without the holomor 
phicity requirement.

The required representation p of the Heisenberg group is the restriction
of the prequantum action to the quantum Hubert space. At the Lie algebra
level, the zι act as multiplication operators,

(1.19)

and the ~zι act as derivatives with respect to the zι,

(1.20) i(zV =  ^ .
oz

That this representation is unitary follows from the identity

which asserts that p(zι) is the H ermitian adjoint of p(z'). (Of course,
with the chosen Hermitian structure on S?, (χ, ψ) = / e xp (   Σ , z ; r ( )
XΨ )
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Irreducibility of this representation of the Heisenberg group can be
proved in an elementary fashion. This irreducibility is a hallmark of quan 
tization as opposed to prequantization.

Because of the uniqueness theorem for irreducible unitary representa 
tions of the Heisenberg group, the Hubert space ^Q\ j that we constructed
above is, up to the usual projective ambiguity, independent of the choice
of J (as long as J obeys the restrictions we imposed: it is invariant
under the affine translations, and ω is positive and of type ( 1, 1)). It au 
tomatically admits a projective action of the group of all affine symplectic
transformations, including those that do not preserve / .

Infinitesimally, the independence of /  is equivalent to the existence of
a projective action of the Lie algebra of the affine symplectic group. Its
existence follows from what we have said before; we have noted in (1.16)
that given any representation xι —•  p{xι) of the Heisenberg Lie algebra,
no matter how constructed, one can represent the Lie algebra of the affine
symplectic group by expressions quadratic in the p(xι). In the represen 
tation that we have constructed of the Heisenberg Lie algebra, since the
p(zι) and p{~zι) are differential operators on s/  of order 0 and 1, respec 
tively, and the Lie algebra of the affine symplectic group is represented by
expressions quadratic in these, this Lie algebra is represented by differen 
tial operators of (at most) second order. By the action of this Lie algebra,
one sees the underlying symplectic geometry of the affine space srf , though
an arbitrary choice of a complex structure /  of the allowed type has been
used in the quantization.

Quantization of Kάhler manifolds. In this form, one can propose to
"quantize" symplectic manifolds more general than affine spaces. Let
(sf , ω) be a symplectic manifold with a chosen complex structure /  such
that ω is positive and of type (1, 1) (and so defines a Kahler structure
on the complex manifold Jf). Any prequantum line bundle 3* automat 
ically has a holomorphic structure, since its curvature is of type ( 1, 1),
and the Hubert space H°Li{s/  , J?) can be regarded as a quantization of
{s#  , ω) . In this generality, however, Kahler quantization depends on the
choice of J and does not exhibit the underlying symplectic geometry.
What is special about the Kahler quantization of affine spaces is that in
that case, through the action of the affine symplectic group, one can see the
underlying symplectic geometry even though a complex structure is used
in quantization.

Most of this paper will in fact be concerned with quantization of spe 
cial Kahler manifolds that are closely related to affine spaces. So we will
now discuss Kahler quantization in detail, considering first some general
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features and then properties that are special to affine spaces. To begin, we
review some basic definitions to make our notation clear.

An almost complex structure /  on a manifold srf is a linear operator
from Tsf to itself with J2 =   1 , i.e. a complex structure on Tsf . On
Tsf Θ C we can form the projection operators πz =  j(l   iJ) and π  =
j(\  + iJ). The image of πz is the subspace of Tsf ® C on which /  acts
by multiplication by / . It is called Γ ( 1 ' 0 ) J /  or the holomorphic tangent
space. Similarly, Γ ( 0 ) 1 ) J /  is the space on which /  acts by multiplication
by  / . The transpose maps n 

z and πΐ ac ton Γ V ^ C . We define
Γ*( 1> 0) and Γ*( 0> 1) as their images. Given local coordinates α ' , we may
define
(1.22) daL = πz(daι), dct =  π da\
The statement that /  is a complex structure means that we may pick our
coordinates a1 so that daL actually is the differential of a complex valued
function a1 and da1 is the differential of the complex conjugate a1.

We should make contact with more usual notation. The usual complex
and real coordinates are

zι   χι +  iyι for /  =  1, ...,«,

(1.23) a1 A " " ' f o r / = 1 '  > * >
\ / ~ n for ι =  Λ+ l , . . . , 2 / i .

So we have
i { \ zι for /  =  1, ..., n ,

(1.24) ^ = 1
[  \ zι~n fo r i =  Λ +  l , . . . , 2 / i .

We m ay decom pose a 2 form σ as th e sum of its ( 2 , 0 ) , ( 1 , 1) , an d
( 0, 2) com pon en t s:

(2,0) J ij j (0,2) j 7 , 7
crv =  crf  da da , σv =  σ77ύf(2 rfαy,

(1.25) '   _ '
σ{ltl) = σΰdardaJ + σljdaιdaJ .

In general, any real tensor can be thought of as a complex tensor with the
indices running over /  and 7 which correspond to a basis for Γ J /  <g> C .

We also assume that /  is compatible with ω in the sense that
ω(Jv, Jw) = ω(v ,w) for any v, w e Ts/  . This amounts to the as 
sumption that

(1 26) fω }
J iωik =  ~ωijJ\

This is so exactly when ω is purely of type (1, 1).
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We may form the map g = ω o /  from Tst to T*sf . Equivalently
g is the /  compatible nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form:

(1.27) g(υ, w) = ω(v, Jw) for υ,wes/ .

Finally, we assume that /  is chosen so that g is a positive definite metric.
In summary, Tst is a complex manifold with a Riemannian metric, g,
which is compatible with the complex structure and so that ω =  g o J
is a symplectic form. This is just the definition of a Kahler manifold; ω
is also called the Kahler form.

A connection V on a vector bundle Ψ* over a Kahler manifold which
obeys the integrability condition

(1.28) 0 =  [V7,Vj]

induces a holomorphic structure on "V, the local holomorphic sections
being the sections annihilated by Vj. In particular, since ω is of type
( 1, 1), the prequantum line bundle 3?, which is endowed with a unitary
connection obeying

(1.29) [V/ 5V.] =   ^ . . ,

is always endowed with a holomorphic structure. It is this property that
enables one to define the quantum Hubert space ^Q\ j as H%i{st , Sf).

Variation of complex structure. In general, given a symplectic manifold
st with symplectic structure ω, it may be impossible to find a Kahler
polarization—that is, a complex structure /  for which ω has the proper 
ties of a Kahler form. If however a Kahler polarization exists, it is certainly
not unique, since it can be conjugated by any symplectic diffeomorphism.
To properly justify the name "quantization", which implies a process in
which one is seeing the underlying symplectic geometry and not properties
that depend on the choice of a Kahler structure, one would ideally like to
have a canonical identification of the ^Q\ j as /  varies. This, however,
is certainly too much to hope for.

In many important problems, there is a natural choice of Kahler polari 
zation—for instance, a unique choice compatible with the symmetries of
the problem. We will be dealing with situations in which there is not a
single natural choice of Kahler polarization, but a preferred family F.
For instance, for si affine we take F to consist of translationally in 
variant complex structures such that ω is a Kahler form. In such a case,
the spaces β?Q\ j =  H^(si, S?) are the fibers of a Hubert bundle &Q

over y . %?Q is a subbundle of the trivial Hubert bundle with total space
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%? =  HLi(s/  , J ?) x ^ . We will aim to find a canonical (projective) iden 
tification of the fibers <%*Q\ j , as /  varies, by finding a natural projectively
flat Hermitian connection δ̂ Q on ^ . The parameter spaces ^ will be
simply connected, so such a connection leads by parallel transport to an
identification of the fibers of %fQ .

Let  1 be the subgroup of *& consisting of those elements whose action
on the space of complex structures on sf leaves ZΓ invariant setwise.
An element φ e &' maps β^Q\ j to ^q\φj in an obvious way. Using

the projectively flat connection δ to identify %Q\ΦJ with %Q\ J9 we
get a unitary operator φ\ j : ^Q\ j —•  WQ\J . We consider the association
φ —•  φ\ j to represent a quantization of the symplectic transformation φ
if the φ\ j are invariant (at least projectively) under parallel transport by

δ . In this case we say that φ is quantizable. It is evident that the
symplectic transformations that are quantizable in this sense form a group
Ψ" for any / , φ —•  φ\ j is a projective representation of this group (the
representations obtained for different J 's are of course conjugate under
parallel transport by δ ).

Repeating this discussion at the Lie algebra level, we obtain the follow 
ing definition of quantization of functions h whose flow leaves y invari 
ant. (For s/  affine, h is any quadratic function.) Let δ J = Jϊ?v (J) e
TjZΓ be the infinitesimal change in /  induced by h . Let δ be the triv 
ial connection on the trivial bundle %* . The quantization of h can be

iwritten as a sum of first order differential operators on Γ ( ^ , & )

(1.30) ih =  ippτ(h) + δ δ J   δ*°δ j +  c o n st a n t .
Λ A

The first term is the naive prequantum contribution. The second term
represents the fact that the prequantum operator should also be thought
of as moving the complex structure. The third term is our use of δ*Q to
return to the original complex structure so that h is just a linear transfor 
mation on the fibers of ^ Γ . To check that (1.30) leaves the subbundle
β^Q invariant we observe that acting on sections of %?Q

VπjV o h =  [V , ppτ(h)   iδδ j]
(1.31) _ "

  ~V i&v (π v)+i(δδ j)(π v) ~ °
Λ h

In the first line of (1.31), δδ , is the trivial connection acting in the δ J
h h

direction on sections of the trivial bundle ^ Γ  •  !Γ. In the second line
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it is the trivial connection on Γ J /  <g> C x ZΓ —•  &". The first equality
in (1.31) follows from the facts that π v annihilates holomorphic sec 
tions and that δ Q takes holomorphic sections to holomorphic sections.
The second equality follows from (1.9). Equation (1.31) shows that h
preserves holomorphicity as desired.

The requirement that h is independent of complex structure is the
statement that

(1.32) δ*Qh = O.

If δ^Q is projectively flat this implies that quantization is a projective
representation:

(1.33) [ Λn \ ] p B
 = Mi > Λ2] +  constant.

Connection for quantization ofaffine space. We now turn to the case in
which sf is an affine symplectic manifold and !Γ consists of translation 
ally invariant complex structures. We take a1 to be global affine coordi 
nates. By the uniqueness theorem for irreducible unitary representations
of the Heisenberg algebra we know that the projectively flat connection
δ*Q must exist. It may be defined in several equivalent ways which we
shall discuss in turn.

1. We first present a simple explicit formula for δ*Q and then show
that it corresponds to any of the definitions below. The connection δ̂ Q

is given by

(1.34.1) δ*°=δ 0up,

(1.34.2) &up = Mu ViVj with Mij  =  \ (δJω~l)U .

Here δJ is a one form on ZΓ with values in H om (Γj/  , Tsf). We call
<fup the connection one form for δ̂ Q. It is a second order differential
operator on $/  acting on sections of &. We use the superscript * up' to
distinguish it from the connection one form which we will construct for
quantization of the symplectic quotient Jί.

To demonstrate that δ̂ Q preserves holomorphicity and is projectively
flat, we need the variation with respect to /  of the statements that J2 =
 1 and that /  is ω compatible (1.26), that is,

(1.35) 0 =  JδJ +  δJJ = fljδJ\  + δfjjj
k = 2iδJ\    2iδj\

(1.36) (cυδJ)^ = (coδJ)jj + (ωδJYη is symmetric.
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Using these identities as well as the fact that V has curvature  iω, it is
op

easy to check that δ Q preserves holomorphicity (so that it does in fact
give a connection on the bundle ^ over &"). To calculate the curvature
Rδ*Q = (δ̂ Q)2 we first observe that @up Λ0up = 0 because holomorphic
derivatives commute. To calculate δ@up we must remember that the
meaning of the indices /  and i change as we change / . One way to
account for this is to use only indices of type /  and explicitly write πz

wherever needed. Using the formulas

(1.37.1) δπz = ~δJ

(1.37.2) δπ  = +±δJ,

we find

(1.38) R**Q =  δ&up =  ±δJLjδJj =   $ τ{πzδJΛδJ).

This is a two form on F whose coefficients are multiplication operators
by constant functions, i.e., δ Q is projectively flat as desired.

2. The essential feature of the connection that we have just defined is
that @up —δ δ̂  is a second order differential operator. The reason for
this key property is that in quantization of an affine space, the Lie algebra
of the affine symplectic group is represented by second order differential
operators. Indeed, a change δJ of complex structure is induced by the
flow of the Hamiltonian function

(1.39) h =  \ (ωJδJ)ija
iaj.

In the discussion leading to (1.15), we have already defined the quantiza 
tion of a quadratic function

(1.40) h = hija
iaj + hia

i + h0

by symmetric ordering,

(1.41) p(h) = h = h^ticj +  άjά1} +  A.a'" +  V
This preserves holomorphicity for any complex structure /  and gives a
representation of the quadratic Hamiltonian functions on  ̂ Q\ j . Accord 

ing to (1.30) (dropping the constant), (9 p = δ   δ is to be simply
ih   ippτ(h), with h in (1.41). This leads to the definition (1.34) of the
connection δ̂ Q }

2Note that (1.30), with a constant included, holds true for arbitrary h , and not just those
of the form (1.39). By properly including the "metaplectic correction" we can actually find
a flat connection and arrange for all unwanted constant factors to vanish.
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3. One natural candidate, which exists quite generally, for the connec 
tion on ^ is the "orthogonally projected" connection for %fQ considered
as a subbundle of the trivial Hubert bundle ^ r . It may be defined by

(1.42) < ψ\δ**ψ >=< ψ\δψ' > for y/ , ^ Γ ( 7 , / β ) .

Although we may write this formula down quite generally, there is no
general reason that it should yield a projectively flat connection. However,
in the case at hand, we may check that this definition agrees with that of
points 1 and 2 above. This is so because @up does not change form after
integrating by parts, and @UVrψ =  0. This implies that our connection is
in fact unitary.

4. Closely related to point 3 is the fact that δ*Q may also be described as
the unique unitary connection compatible with the holomorphic structure
on %*Q . We discussed the holomorphic structure on %?Q previously. To
describe it explicitly we first note that a complex structure on the space
y is defined by stating that the forms δJJ— are of type (1, 0) and that
the forms δJ\  are of type (0, 1). In other words, the (1, 0) and (0, 1)
pieces of δ J are

(1.43) δJ{li0) = πzδJπ  and ί/ (0>1) =  n^Jnz.

Let <5(1'0) and (J( 0> 1) be the holomorphic and antiholomorphic pieces of
the trivial connection on ^ Γ . Holomorphic sections of ^ Γ are those sec 
tions which are annihilated by the d operator J ( 0 > 1 ) . We define sections
of %?Q to be holomorphic if they are holomorphic as sections of ^ r . The
integrability condition that we can find a local holomorphic trivialization
of %?Q is satisfied if we can show that <J(0>1) leaves ^ invariant. But
this is true since for ψ a section of %?Q , we have

(1.44) V( ( U V =  [*ίkVj,i{0 l)]Ψ =  {(δ/ ^Ϋ.Vjψ =  0.

The statement that d*Q as defined in point 1 above is compatible with the
jp (0,1)  / Q jx

holomorphic structure is just the observation that δ Q =  δκ ' ; since
(9 only depends on ( J / ( 1 0 ) .

lb. Symplectic quotients and pushing down geometric objects. Affine
spaces by themselves are comparatively dull. The facts just described get
considerably more interest because they have counterparts for symplectic
quotients of affine spaces. Our applications will ultimately come by consid 
ering finite dimensional symplectic quotients of infinite dimensional affine
spaces.
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Symplectic quotients. To begin, we discuss symplectic quotients of a
general symplectic manifold s/  , ω. Suppose that a group & acts on s/
by symplectic diffeomorphisms. We would like to define the natural notion
of the "quotient" of a symplectic manifold by a symplectic group action.
This requires defining the "moment map".

Let g be the Lie algebra of 9 and T  : g  > Vect(j/ ) be the infinitesimal
group action. Since & preserves ω, the image of T  consists of symplectic
vector fields. A comoment map for the 9 action is a & invariant map,
F, from g to the Hamiltonian functions on sf (where 9 acts on g by
the adjoint action). To express this in component notation, let La be a
basis for g and Ta = T(La). Since T  is a representation, we have

where fab
c are the structure constants of 3?. The comoment map is given

by functions Fa whose flow is Ta . Invariance of F under the connected
component of & is equivalent to the statement that F is a Lie algebra
homomorphism,

For each Aest 9 Fa(A) are the components of a vector in the dual space
gv . We may view F as a map from si to g v . Viewed this way it is
called a moment map.

Since the moment map and {0} c ^ are ^ invariant, so is F~ ι(0).
The quotient space Jt =  F~ ι(0)/ 2? is called the symplectic or Marsden 
Weinstein quotient of si by & ? With mild assumptions, Jt is a non 
singular manifold near the points corresponding to generic orbits of *§ in
F~ ι(0). We will always restrict ourselves to nonsingular regions of Jt 9

although we do not introduce any special notation to indicate this. We
have the quotient map:

(1.47) π : j F l ( 0 Γ i
A* > A.

We may define a symplectic structure, ώ, on Jt by
(1.48) o ) A ( ϋ , w) =  coA(v 9w) fo r ϋ , w e TAJί'.

3This quotient plays a role in elementary physics. If sf is the phase space of a physical
system, and & as a group of symmetries, then Jf is simply the phase space for the effec 
tive dynamics after one restricts to the level sets of the conserved momenta and solves the
equations that can be integrated trivially due to group invariance. Alternatively, if the Fa

are constraints generating gauge transformations of an unphysical phase space, then Jf is
the physical phase space left after solving the constraints and identifying gauge equivalent
configurations.
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By ,^ invariance and the fact that

(1.49) ω(Ta,u) = 0 for ueTF~ ι(0),

the definition is independent of our choice of A, v, and w. This is
the first example of our theme of "pushing down" geometric objects from
si to Jί. The basic principle is that the objects (symplectic form, com 
plex structure, bundles, connections, etc.) that we consider on sf are
^ invariant so that when restricted to F~ ι(0) they push down to the cor 
responding objects on JK.

Pushing down the prequantum line bundle. In order to push down the
prequantum line bundle we must assume we are given a lift of the & 
action on J /  to a ^ action on Sf which preserves the connection and
Hermitian structure, i.e., an action by elements of ^ . The Lie algebra
version of such a lift is just a moment map. We may define the pushdown
bundle 3* by stating its sections,

eg

(1.50) Γ(jr,&) = Γ(F~ ι(0),&) .

The & superscript tells us to take the ^ invariant subspace. A line bun 
dle on Jί with (1.50) as its sheaf of sections will exist if ^ acts freely
on F~ ι(0) (or more generally if for all x e F~ ι(0), the isotropy sub 
group of x in & acts trivially on the fiber of S? at JC). A section
ψ e T(F~X(0), Sf) is invariant under the connected component of 9
precisely if

(1.51) Q = ip{Fχ = Vτψ.

The pushdown connection may be defined by

(1.52) Vϋψ = Vvψ.

Here v is any vector field on  F~ ι(0) which pushes forward to ΐ o n / .
By (1.51) the right hand side of (1.52) is independent of our choice of v .
To show that (1.52) is a good definition we must show that the right hand
side is annihilated by Vr . This can be done using (1.29) and (1.49).
Similarly, one can check that V has curvature  iώ.

Pushing down the complex structure. To proceed further, we assume that
sf is an affine space and that & is a Lie subgroup of the affine symplectic
group such that (i) there is an invariant metric on the Lie algebra g, and
(ii) the action of & on si leaves fixed an affine Kahler polarization. We
continue to assume that the ^ action on si has been lifted to an action
on Sf with a choice of moment map. We let y be the space of Kahler
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polarizations of si that are invariant under the affine translations and
also ^ invariant. &" is nonempty and contractible.

Since 9 acts linearly, there is a unique extension of the ^ action to
an action of the complexification  <§c which is holomorphic as a function
from ^ c χ j /  to si . In a closely related context of compact group ac 
tions on projective spaces, a basic theorem of Mumford, Sternberg, and
Guillemin [16; 24, p. 158] asserts that the symplectic quotient Jΐ of si
by 9 is naturally diffeomorphic to the quotient, in the sense of algebraic
geometry, of si by <§c. Since the latter receives a complex structure as a
holomorphic quotient, Jt receives one also.

Those results about group actions on projective spaces carry over almost
directly to our problem of certain types of group actions on affine spaces,
using the fact that subgroups of the affine symplectic group obeying our
hypotheses are actually extensions of compact groups by abelian ones. We
will not develop this explicitly as actually the properties of the geometry of
J[ that we need can be seen directly by local considerations near F~ ι(0),
without appeal to the "global" results of geometric invariant theory. For
instance, let us give a direct description of an almost complex structure /
obtained on Jί which coincides with the one given by its identification
with si j<§c when geometric invariant theory holds. (By the methods of
§3a below, this almost complex structure can be shown to be integrable
without reference to geometric invariant theory.) Let gc be the complexi 
fication of the Lie algebra g. The action of 3?c is determined by the action
of %? and gc. Since we want it to be holomorphic in 3?c, the complex Lie
algebra action Tc: gc —•  Vect(j/ ) must be

(1.53) Tc(La) = Ta,

At every A e F~ ι(0), we have the following inclusion of spaces:

(i

So

54)

we have the map

TF'1

u
 u

(0)

ί)

c

c

Tsf
u

(1.55) T λJ[ 3 [TF i{0)/ T(g)]A   Tji/ Tc(gc).

One can show that this is an isomorphism by simple dimension count 
ing. As a quotient of complex vector spaces, the right hand side of (1.55)
receives a complex structure. Therefore, under the identification (1.55),
7^v#  receives a complex structure. (By ^ invariance, the choice of a
point A in the orbit above A is immaterial.) The fact that (1.55) is
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an isomorphism is just the infinitesimal version of the statement that
Jί =  sf l&c. This isomorphism may also be proved using the Hodge
theory description that we will present in §3. For instance, surjectivity of
(1.55) follows since the representative of shortest length of any vector in
Ts/ / Tc(gc) actually lies in TF~\θ). This argument is just the infinitesi 
mal version of the proof that Jt = srf' j<§c, which uses a distance function
to choose preferred elements on the S? orbits.

G eometric invariant theory also constructs a holomorphic line bundle
3? over st l&c, such that, if π : sf  •  sf/ &c is the natural projection,
then 3f = π*(3?). Moreover, 3? has the property that

(1.56) H°(sf , 3ff =  H°(s/ / S?c, &).

This equation is a holomorphic analog of (1.50). U nder the identification
of Jt with sf l&c, the two definitions of 3? agree.

Connection for quantization of Jt. We let <^r be the trivial prequan 
tum bundle over & whose fibers are the sections of 3?. We let ^
be the bundle whose fibers consist of holomorphic sections of 3?. The
quantum bundle < ^ that arises in quantizing Jt may be identified with
the ^ invariant subbundle of the quantum bundle ^ that entered in our
discussion of the quantization of the affine space si :

(
The second to last equality in (1.57) is due to the fact that, for holomorphic
sections, ^ invariance is equivalent to ^ invariance. The ^ action on
^Q is just the prequantum action. It is invariant under parallel transport

b y δ*<>.
Thus we may identify ^ with a subbundle of ^Q which is preserved

at? op

under parallel transport by δ Q . Therefore δ Q restricts to the desired
projectively flat connection δ Q on the subbundle %fQ. Of course, the
Hermitian structure of ^ is the one it inherits as a subbundle of ^ .

In finite dimensions, this is a complete description of the projectively
flat connection on ^ there is no need to say more. However, even in
finite dimensions, one obtains a better understanding of the projectively
flat connection on ^ by describing it as much as possible in terms of
the intrinsic geometry of Jt. Moreover, the main application that we
envision is to a gauge theory problem in which stf and & are infinite
dimensional, though the symplectic quotient Jt is finite dimensional. In
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this situation, the "upstairs" quantum bundle ^ is difficult to define
rigorously, though the "downstairs" bundle ^ is certainly well defined.
U nder these conditions, we cannot simply define a connection on ^ by
restricting the connection on ^ to the ^ invariant subspace. At best, we
can construct a "downstairs" connection on ^ by imitating the formulas
that one would obtain if ^ , with a projectively flat connection of the
standard form, did exist. Lacking a suitable construction of ^ , one
must then check ex post facto that the connection that is constructed on
%?Q has the correct properties. This is the program that we will pursue in
this paper.

The desired connection on ^ should have the following key properties.
The connection form should be a second order differential operator on JT ,
since the connection upstairs has this property and since a second order
differential operator, restricted to act on  <§c invariant functions, will push
down to a second order differential operator. The connection should be
projectively flat. And it should be unitary.

In the gauge theory problem, we will be able to understand the first two
of these properties. In fact, we will see that there is a natural connection
on %?Q that is given by a second order differential operator, and that this
connection is projectively flat. Most of these properties (except for van 
ishing of the (2, 0) part of the curvature) can be understood in terms
of the local differential geometry of JT . Unitarity appears more difficult
and perhaps can only be understood by referring back to the underlying
infinite dimensional affine space s/  . It is even conceivable that a con 
struction of the "upstairs" bundle ^ is possible and would be the best
approach along the lines of gauge theory to understanding the unitarity of
the induced connection on the ^ invariant subbundle.

lc. Theta functions. As an example of the above ideas, we consider
the case in which sf is a 2« dimensional real vector space, with affine
symplectic form ω and prequantum line bundle J ? , and 9 is the discrete
group of translations by a lattice Λ in si whose action on si lifts to an
action on S*. Picking such a lift, and taking the Λ invariant sections of
Sf, we get a prequantum bundle i ? over the torus JK = si /Λ.

To quantize J(, we pick an affine complex structure J on sf which
defines a Kahler polarization; it descends to a complex structure /  on Jί.
The existence of the prequantum line bundle 3? , with curvature of type
( 1, 1), means that the complex torus J£ is actually a polarized abelian
variety. The Hubert space J%?Q\ j =  H°(JT, J?) serves as a quantization
of JT.
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This Hubert space βtQ\ j is, in classical terminology, the space of theta
functions for the polarized abelian variety {Jf, &).

Classically, one then goes on to consider the behavior as /  varies in
the Siegel upper half plane Ω, which parametrizes the affine Kahler po 
larizations of J /  . Thus, the quantum Hubert spaces &Q\ j, as /  varies,
fit together into a holomorphic bundle βtQ over Ω.

Since the work of Jacobi, it has been known that it is convenient to fix
the theta functions, in their dependence on / , to obey a certain "heat
equation". While it is well known that the theta functions, for fixed J,
have a conceptual description as holomorphic sections of the line bundle
Si?, the conceptual origin of the heat equation which fixes the dependence
on /  is much less well known. In fact, this heat equation is most natu 
rally understood in terms of the concepts that we have introduced above.
The heat equation is simply the projectively flat connection δ Q on the
quantum bundle ^ over Ω which expresses the fact that, up to the usual
projective ambiguity, the quantization of Jί is canonically independent
of the choice of Kahler polarization J. The usual theta functions, which
obey the heat equations, are projectively parallel sections of ^ . The fact
that they obey the heat equation means that the quantum state that they
represent is independent of / .

Actually, the connection δ̂ Q as we have defined it in equation (1.34)
is only projectively flat. The central curvature of this connection can be
removed by twisting the bundle & by a suitable line bundle over Ω (with
a connection whose curvature is minus that of δ Q ). The heat equation as
usually formulated differs from δ^Q by such a twisting. In the literature
on geometric quantization, the twisting to remove the central curvature is
called the "metaplectic correction". We have not incorporated this twisting
in this paper because it cannot be naturally carried out in the gauge theory
problem of interest.

In the rest of this subsection, we shall work out the details of the relation
of the heat equation to the connection δ̂ Q . These details are not needed
in the rest of the paper and can be omitted without loss.

Prequantization ofJK. A prequantum Hermitian line bundle y o n /
with connection with curvature  iω is, up to isomorphism, the quotient
of J /  x C under the identifications

{A,υ)~(A + λ, eλ(A)v),
where the "multipliers" eλ can be taken to be of the form
(1.58) eλ(A) = e(λ)exv( {ω(A   A0,λ)).
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Here AQ is a point in s/ / A and may be considered as parametrizing the
possible flat line bundles over Jf, and e(λ) € {±1} satisfies

(1.59) e(λι+λ2) = e(λι)e(λ2)( l)ω{λ>>λ2)/ 2π.

A section of Si? is a function s :<$/  + C satisfying

(1.60) s(A + λ) = eλ(A)s(A).

The connection and metric can be taken to be

(1.61) Vis{A)=(J^ + ̂ ωiJA
jyjs(A)9 \ \ s\ \ (A) = \s(A)\ 2.

Family of complex structures on J£. The Siegel upper half space Ω
of complex, symmetric n x n matrices Z with positive imaginary part
parametrizes affine Kahler polarizations of si and Jί. For Z in Ω we
may define the complex structure Jz on $/  as follows. Fix an integral
basis λ for Λ so that in terms of the dual coordinates {xt} on s/  ,

(1.62) ^ =

Such a basis always exists (see [15]). (The δi are nonzero integers called
elementary divisors; they depend on the choice of Λ.) The complex struc 
ture Jz is defined by saying that the functions

(1.63) AL=± (δ,xi + ΣzijX
i+"\  , i=\ ...n,

are holomorphic. In terms of these,

(1.64) ω = πi^2 dAL (ImZ)Γ.1 dAj.
ij

The map Z ι > Jz is a holomorphic map, which may be shown to map
onto ^ .

We easily compute

(1.65) ( ί ( 1 0 ) / z ) ί
7 =  ( ( ί ( 1 0 ) Z ) ( I m Z Γ 1 ) l 7 .

The bundle flf^ and the connection δ Q . The quantum Hubert space
β^Q\ j is the space of holomorphic sections of 3? and is thus identified
with functions s satisfying (1.60) and

(1.66) 0 =  V s(Z , A) = (—. +  5 ( I m Z )  V ) s(Z , A).
\dAι ι I
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As Z varies, such functions correspond to sections of the Hubert bundle
# Q  > y ( pulled back to Ω) .

It is not hard to write down explicitly the action of the connection δ Q

on sections of ̂  realized in this way. Recall that

(1.67) δ*° = δ  M^V^j, Mu  =  \ {δJω~X)U .

(1.61) gives the actions of the covariant derivatives V, on s; and (1.64)
and (1.65) give expressions for ω and ( 5 ( 1 ' 0 ) / . We need an expression
for the action of ί on 5. For any function s(Z, A), let δzs(Z, A)
denote the exterior derivative in the Z directions when A is considered
independent. It is given by the formula

(1.68) δ =

'ΘAJ

where the second line takes into account the dependence of the coordinates
AT and A1 on Z . Substituting this expression and the formulas for V, ,

ω, and δJ into (1.67) gives a formula for δ Q acting on sections of %?Q

realized as functions s satisfying (1.60).
A more convenient formula, from the point of view of making contact

with the traditional expressions for theta functions, however, is obtained
by changing the trivialization of J ? =  si x C so that holomorphic sections
are represented by holomorphic functions of Z and A. Such a change in
trivialization corresponds to a function J : Ω X J /  > C satisfying

(1.69) gV g l = ̂   and ^ ' V 1 =  δZ{0'ι\
dAι

To obtain the usual theta functions, we take

(1.70) g(Z,A) = exp ^ ( I m Z ) ' 1 ^ 7  

If we now write Θ(Z, A) = s(Z, A)g(Z, A),  then the conditions that
s(Z, A) represent a holomorphic section of ̂  are that θ is holomorphic
as a function of Z and A and has the periodicities

fl 71)
Θ(Z , A + λi+n) = e(λi+n)exv( 2πiAL   πiZu)θ(Z, A).
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The classical theta functions satisfy these conditions. The choice of e is
called the theta characteristic.

Acting on Θ(Z, A), the holomorphic derivatives become

VLΘ(Z,A) ={jJL  π(lmZ) }(A  A^ή Θ(Z , A)

δ{U0)θ(Z, A) =\δZ{l>0) + ( (< J ( 1 ' 0 ) Z ) ( I m Z )  1) . ( ^   A7) L
(1.72) L 9AL

J 1 ( 1 0 ) 1

L Ai){Aί Aj)] Θ(Z,A).

Combining the equations (1.64), (1.65), and (1.72), we find after a short
calculation

(1.73)

where

(1.74) δ*°(lt

eg? f

The modified connection δ Q has zero curvature. The equation
δ Q Θ(Z, A) =  0 is the heat equation satisfied by the classical theta
functions.

It may be shown that the modified connection δ Q is that obtained
when account is taken of the "metaplectic correction". Thus the depen 
dence of the classical theta functions on Z is naturally interpreted from
this point of view as the statement that as Z varies, the theta functions
Θ(Z, •) G  <%"Q\ Z represent the same quantum state.

2. The gauge theory problem
In this section we will describe the concrete problem that actually mo 

tivated the investigation in this paper. It is the problem of quantizing
the moduli space Jί of flat connections on a two dimensional surface
Σ (of genus g,  oriented, connected, compact, and without boundary).
This moduli space can be regarded (as shown in [3]) as the symplectic
quotient of an underlying infinite dimensional affine space by the action
of the gauge group. Our goal is to explain concretely how this viewpoint
leads to a projectively flat connection that makes possible quantization of
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Jί. In this section, we will aim for simplicity rather than precision and
rigor. The precision and rigor will be achieved in later sections (which are
independent of this one). Our goal in this section is to explain as directly
as possible and without any unnecessary machinery the precise definition
of the projectively flat connection that is used for quantization of Jt, for
the benefit of readers who may have use for the formulas. Also, we will
explain in a language that should be familiar to physicists how one sees
from this (2 +  l) dimensional point of view a subtlety that is well known
in (1 +  l) dimensions, namely the replacement in many formulas of the
"level" k by k + h , with h being the dual Coxeter number of the gauge
group.

Preliminaries. Let G be a compact Lie group, which for convenience
we take to be simple. The simple Lie algebra Lie(G) admits an invariant
positive definite Killing form ( , ) , unique up to multiplication by a
positive number. If F is the curvature of a universal G bundle over the
classifying space BG, a choice of ( , ) enables us to define an element
λ = (F, / \F) of H4(BG, R ) . We normalize ( , ) so that λ/ 2π is a
de Rham representative for a generator of H4(BG, Z) =  Z . This basic
inner product ( , ) is defined in down to earth terms in the appendix.

Let E be a principal G bundle on the surface Σ . Let A be a connection
on E. Locally, after picking a trivialization of E, A can be expanded

(2.1) A

where Ta is a basis of the Lie algebra Lie(G) of G. We can take Ta to
be an orthonormal basis in the sense that [Ta, Tb) = δab . In this basis the
Lie algebra Lie(G) may be described explicitly in terms of the structure
constants fab

c:

ni\  \T T λ— f CT

Defining fabc = fab
dδcd, invariance of ( , ) implies that fabc is com 

pletely antisymmetric.
One has

(2 3) f c f b =  2δ h
V /  Jah  ̂cd ad '

where h is the dual Coxeter number of G (as defined in the appendix).
Let si be the space of smooth connections on E. si is an affine space;

its tangent space Tsi consists of one forms on Σ with values in ad(is) .
si has a natural symplectic structure, determined by the symplectic form

(2.4) ωo = j
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The symplectic form that we will actually use in quantization is

(2.5) ω = k ω0,

with k a positive integer called the "level".
After picking local coordinates on Σ , the connection dA can be de 

scribed by the explicit formula for covariant derivatives

(2.6) Dµφ = (dµ + Aµ
aTa)φ,

with φ denoting a section of any associated bundle to E. And the curva 
ture form is

The "gauge group" 9 is the group of automorphisms of E as a princi 
pal bundle. An element g of the gauge group transforms the connection
dAby

(2.8) dA^gdAg \

*§ is an infinite dimensional Lie group whose Lie algebra g consists of
the smooth sections of ad(2?). The action of g on si is described by the
map

(2.9) 6    dAe

from Γ(ad(E)) to TA{s4).
The action of the group 9 on the space si of connections preserves

the symplectic structure ω . The moment map F : si  > gv is the map
which takes a connection A to its curvature. The curvature F is a two 
form with values in ad(2?) and is identified with an element of gv by the
pairing

(2.10) <F,e>= ± J (e,F)
for e e Γ(ad(£ ) ) .

The zeros of the moment map F~\θ) thus consist of flat connections,
and the quotient Jΐ = F~ ι(0)/ & is therefore the moduli space of flat
connections on E, up to gauge transformation. If G is connected and
simply connected, ^#  is simply the moduli space of flat G bundles over
Σ . If, however, G is not connected and simply connected, there may be
several topological types of flat G bundles on Σ , and Jί is the moduli
space of flat bundles with the topological type of E.

The general arguments about symplectic quotients apply in this situa 
tion, so that the symplectic structure ω 0 on si descends to a symplectic
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structure on J£, which we will call ώ 0 . Our normalization convention on
( , ) ensures that ώo/ 2π represents an integral element of 7/ 2(^# , R ) ,
so that ώ 0 is at least prequantizable.

Holomorphic interpretation. Our goal is to quantize Jί with the sym 
plectic structure ωQ and more generally with the symplectic structure
ώ =  kώ0.

One of the important ingredients will be a construction of a suitable
complex structure on si . To do so, we pick a complex structure /  on Σ
(such that the orientation on Σ  determined by /  is the given one). This
choice induces a complex structure J^  on si , as follows. The tangent
space Tsi consists of one forms on Σ  with values in ad(2s). G iven a
complex structure /  on Σ , we define

Relative to this complex structure

(2.12) Tsi = r ( 1 'Ver ( 0 > V,
where Γ ( 1 ' °W and Γ ( O f l W consist respectively of (0, l) forms and
( 1, 0) forms on Σ  with values in ad(2?). (This is opposite to the choice of
complex structure on si which appears frequently in the physics literature
in which the holomorphic directions are represented by holomorphic one 
forms on Σ . The above choice, however, is more natural since it is the
antiholomorphic one forms which couple to the d operator on Σ , and it
is this operator, which defines a complex structure on the bundle E, which
we want to vary holomorphically as a function of the complex structures
on Σ  and si .) It is evident that with the choice (2.12) the symplectic
form ω on si is positive and of type ( 1, 1).

By analogy with the discussion in § 1 of group actions on finite dimen 
sional affine spaces, one might expect that once the complex structure J^
is picked, the action of the gauge group 9 can be analytically continued to
an action of the complexified gauge group ^c (which, in local coordinates,
consists of smooth maps of Σ to Gc,  the complexification of G). It is
easy to see that this is so. Once the complex structure /  is picked on Σ ,
the connection dA can be decomposed as

(2.13) dA = dA + dA,

where dA and ~dA are the ( 1, 0) and (0, 1) pieces of the connection,
respectively. The &c action on connections is then determined by the
formula

(2.14) dA^g'dA'g~\
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It is evident that this action is holomorphic. (2.14) implies the complex
conjugate formula

(2.15)

with ~g the complex conjugate of g.
Equation (2.14) has the following interpretation. For dimensional rea 

sons, the (0, 2) part of the curvature of any connection on a Riemann
surface Σ vanishes. Therefore, for any connection A, the dA operator
gives a holomorphic structure to the principal G c bundle Ec (E c is the
complexification of E). The holomorphic structures determined by two
such operators ~dA and ~dA, are equivalent if and only dA and  )A> are
conjugate by a transformation of the kind (2.14), that is, if and only if
they are on the same orbit of the action of 2?c on si. Therefore, the
set si' l^c can be identified with the set Jt^  of equivalence classes of
holomorphic structures on Ec.

U nder a suitable topological restriction, for instance, if G =  50(3) and
E is an 50(3) bundle over Σ with nonzero second Stieffel Whitney class,
&c acts freely on si . In this case, we will simply refer to JtJ® as Jtj
it is the moduli space of holomorphic Gc bundles over Σ , of specified
topological type. The subscript in Jtj is meant to emphasize that these
bundles are holomorphic in the complex structure / . In general, reducible
connections correspond to singularities in the quotient si j&c in this case,
instead of the naive set theoretic quotient si &c, one should take the
quotient in the sense of geometric invariant theory. Doing so, one gets the
moduli space Jtj of semistable Gc bundles on Σ , of a fixed topological
type.

For finite dimensional affine spaces, we know that the symplectic quo 
tient by a compact group can be identified with the ordinary quotient by
the complexified group. Does such a result hold for the action of the gauge
group & on the infinite dimensional affine space si ? The symplectic quo 
tient of s/  by 2/  is the moduli space Jt of flat connections on E the
ordinary quotient of Jt by &c gives the moduli space Jίj of holomor 
phic structures on Ec. In fact, there is an obvious map i : Jf  > Jtj
coming from the fact that any flat structure on E determines a holomor 
phic structure on Ec. Using Hodge theory, it is easy to see that the map
/  induces an isomorphism of the tangent spaces of Jt and Jίj . Indeed,
TJΐ = H ι(Σ9 a d ( £ J ) . (Here / T (Σ , ad(EA)) denotes de Rham coho 
mology of Σ with values in the flat bundle &d(EA).) According to the
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Hodge decomposition, the complexification of H ι(Σ, a,d(EA)) is

(2.16) H ι
c(Σ, ad{EA)) =  i / ( ( M ) (Σ , a d ( £ J ) Θi / ( 1 ' 0 ) (Σ , ad ( i^ ) ) ,

and on the right hand side we recognize the ( 1, 0) and (0, 1) parts of
the complexified tangent bundle of Jt3 .

Actually, it is a fundamental theorem of N arasimhan and Seshadri that
the map /  is an isomorphism between Jί and Jfj. Just as in our dis 
cussion of the comparison between symplectic quotients and holomorphic
quotients of finite dimensional affine spaces, the symplectic form ω be 
comes a Kahler form on Jίj under this isomorphism. In particular, ω
is of type ( 1, 1), so any prequantum line bundle 3* over Jί becomes
a holomorphic line bundle on Jtj (and in fact taking the holomorphic
sections of powers of J ? leads to an embedding of Jίj in projective
space).

Thus, the Narasimhan Seshadri theorem gives us a situation similar to
the situation for symplectic quotients of affine spaces in finite dimensions.
As the complex structure /  on Σ varies, the Jίj vary as Kahler man 
ifolds, but as symplectic manifolds they are canonically isomorphic to a
fixed symplectic variety Jί.

Since diffeomorphisms that are isotopic to the identity act trivially on
Jί, isotopic complex structures J and / ' give the same Hodge decompo 
sitions (2.16), not just "equivalent" ones. Therefore, the complex structure
of J[j depends on the complex structure /  on Σ only up to isotopy.

The moduli space of complex structures on Σ up to isotopy is usually
called the Teichmuller space of Σ we will denote it as ZΓ. A point /  e ZΓ
does not determine a canonical complex structure on Σ (it determines
one only up to isotopy). But in view of the above, the choice of t does
determine a canonical complex structure Jt on the moduli space Jt of
flat connections. The complex structure Jt varies holomorphically in t.
Therefore, the product Jt x U~, regarded as a bundle over ίΓ, gets a
natural complex structure, with the fibers being isomorphic as symplectic
manifolds but the complex structure of the fibers varying with t.

Prequantization and the action of the mapping class group. There are
several rigorous approaches to constructing a prequantum line bundle 5?
over J{—that is, a unitary line bundle with a connection of curvature
 iώ. Since for G a compact, semisimple Lie group, bx{Jί) vanishes
and Hx(Jΐ, C/ (l)) is a finite set, there are finitely many isomorphism
classes of such prequantum line bundles.

Holomorphically, one can pick a complex structure /  on Σ , and take
3? to be the determinant line bundle D et y of the d3 operator coupled to
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the associated bundle E(R) determined by some representation R of the
gauge group. If this line bundle is endowed with the Ray Singer Quillen
metric, then the main result of [27] shows that its curvature is  il(R) ώ0,
where l(R) is defined by   τR(TaTb) = l{R)δab . Though this construc 
tion depends on a choice of complex structure on Σ , the line bundle
D e t y , as a unitary line bundle with connection, is independent of the
complex structure chosen since the space of complex structures is con 
nected and (according to the remark at the end of the last paragraph) the
set of isomorphism classes of prequantum bundles is a finite set. (The
isomorphism among the D et 7 as /  varies can also be seen more explic 
itly by using the Quillen connection to define a parallel transport on the
D et y bundle as /  varies.) Thus, if k is of the form 2c2(R) for some not
necessarily irreducible representation of G, the prequantum bundle can
be defined as a determinant line bundle.

From the point of view of the present paper, it is more natural to con 
struct the prequantum line bundle by pushing down a trivial prequantum
bundle 3? from the underlying infinite dimensional affine space si . This
can be done rigorously [28].4

Once E is fixed, there is some subgroup ΓΣ E of the mapping class
group of Σ consisting of diffeomorphisms φ that fix the topological type
of E. ΓΣ E has an evident action on Jf coming from the interpretation
of the latter as a moduli space of representations of πx(Σ). The goal of
the present paper is to construct an action of ΓΣ E on the Hubert spaces
obtained by quantizing Jΐ. For this aim, we lift the action of the mapping
class group of Σ on Jf to an action (or at least a projective action) on
the prequantum line bundle ^ .

Actually, if the prequantum line bundle is unique up to isomorphism,
which occurs if G is connected and simply connected in which case
Hλ(J!', C/ (l)) =  0, then at least a projective action of the mapping class
group is automatic. Even if the prequantum line bundle is not unique up
to isomorphism, on a prequantum line bundle constructed as a determi 
nant line bundle one automatically gets a projective action of the mapping
class group. (If φ is a diffeomorphism of Σ , and Sf has been constructed
as Dety for some / , then φ naturally maps det 7 to detφJ , which has a
projective identification with det y noted in the last paragraph.)

The construction of prequantum line bundles via pushdown is also a nat 
ural framework for constructing actions (not just projective actions) of the

4The authors of that paper consider explicitly the case of G =  SU{2), but it should be
straightforward to generalize their constructions.
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mapping class group. We will now sketch how this construction arises from
the three dimensional point of view. This will be discussed more precisely
elsewhere. To start with, we choose an element of H*(BG, Z ) . This al 
lows us to define an R/ 2πZ valued "Chern Simons" functional of connec 
tions on G bundles over three manifolds with boundary, as discussed in
[6]. The functional S obeys the factorization property that e

iSW* >&*>**)  
eiS{Ml9El9Λι)ueiS(M2tEι,Λ1) if the three manifold Mo with bundle EQ and
connection AQ is obtained by gluing Mχ9Eχ9 Aχ to M2, E2, A2. The
gluing is accomplished by an identification, Φ : Eχ\ τ —•  E2\ Σ , of the
restriction of E2 to some boundary component Σ{ of M{ with the re 
striction of E2 to some boundary component Σ 2 of M2. Now fix a
bundle E over a surface Σ . Let A be an element of the space sf of
connections on E. For /  =  1, 2, let (M., E , A.) be obtained by cross 
ing (Σ , E, A) with an interval. So for each automorphism Φ of E (not
necessarily base preserving) we may form MQ9 Eo, AQ by gluing. We thus
obtain a function p(Φ , A) = e

iS<<M^E^\ ) from Aut(£) x i to (7(1).
By factorization, p is a lift of the action of Aut(E) on $f to the trivial
line bundle over $/  . By restricting to flat connections and factoring out
by the normal subgroup Aut'(2?) of Aut(E) consisting of automorphism
which lift diffeomorphisms of Σ which are connected to the identity, we
obtain the line bundle & over Jί with an action of the mapping class
group ΓΣ E =  Aut(2?)/ Aut'(2?).

Finally, we can introduce the action of the mapping class group ΓΣ E

on the quantum bundle βtQ over !Γ. The fiber βtQ\ t of βtQ, over a point
t e <T , is simply H°(^j 9&). Obviously, since the mapping class group
has been seen to act on 3?, its action on !Γ lifts naturally to an action
on ^Q . Our goal is to construct a natural, projectively flat connection
V on the bundle ^ —•  &. Naturalness will mean in particular that V
is invariant under the action of ΓΣ E . A projectively flat connection on
y that is ΓΣ ^ invariant determines a projective representation of ΓΣ E .
Thus, in this way we will obtain representations of the genus g mapping
class groups. These representations are genus g counterparts of the Jones
representations of the braid group.

The precise connection with Jones's work depends on the following.
At least formally, one can generalize the constructions to give represen 
tations of the mapping class groups Γgn for a surface of genus g with
n marked points Pl9   , Pn. This is done by considering flat connec 
tions on Σ   U, P( with prescribed monodromies around the P.. Jones's
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representations would then correspond to some of the representations so
obtained for Γo n . For simplicity, we will only consider the case without
marked points.

Construction of the connection. We will now describe how, formally, one
can obtain the desired connection on the bundle βtQ —> &, by formally
supposing that one has a quantization of the infinite dimensional affine
space sf , and "pushing down" the resulting formulas from si to Jt.

To begin with, we must (formally) quantize si . This is done by using
the complex structure J^  on s/  that comes (as described above) from a
choice of a complex structure /  on Σ . The prequantum line bundle Sf
over si is a unitary line bundle with a connection V of curvature —iω.
To describe this more explicitly, let z be a local complex coordinate on
σ, and define δ/δAz

a{z) and δ/δAγ
a{z) by

( 2 1 7 )

for u and ΰ adjoint valued (1, 0) and (0, 1) forms on Σ and d2z =
idzd . (We will sometimes abbreviate fΣd

2z as JΣ.) Then the connec 
tion V is characterized by

(2.18)

along with

(2.19)

6

[δΛw
a{w) '

δ
δAz

a{z) ' S

δ
δA 

b{z)_

δ 1b

• k δl4π ab

f '
δzw(Z'*

δ

) ' δAwb M.
= 0.

(In (2.18), δz (z, w)dzdw represents the identity operator on
Γ{K ® ad(/ s)) that is JΣ dwdwδz uw = uz . We also have

I,
The "upstairs" quantum Hubert space ^ | y consists of holomorphic sec 
tions Ψ of the prequantum bundle, that is, sections obeying

(2 20) WiΓ) '° 
What we actually wish to study is the object &Q\ j = H°(Jtj, 2?) intro 

duced in the last subsection. The latter is perfectly well defined. Formally,
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this well defined object should be the ^ invariant subspace of the larger
space %*Q\J . At present, the latter is ill defined.

But proceeding formally, we will attempt to interpret βtQ\ j as the <§c 
invariant subspace of ^Q\ j . Supposing for simplicity that 2? is connected,
the ^ invariant subspace is the same as the subspace invariant under the
Lie algebra gc of &c. The condition for gc invariance is

Here F?z(z) is the curvature of the connection A, which enters because
it is the moment map in the action of the gauge group on the space of
connections. Also, D  =  ̂  +Aγ is the (0, 1) component of the exterior
derivative coupled to A .

Green's functions. To proceed further, it is convenient to introduce
certain useful G reen's functions that arise in differential geometry on the
smooth surface Σ . In what follows, we will be working with flat connec 
tions on Σ—corresponding to zeros of the moment map for the ^ action
on sf . For flat connections, the relevant G reen's functions can all be ex 
pressed in terms of the G reen's function of the Laplacian, or equivalently
the operator  )d . For simplicity, we shall assume that this operator has no
kernel. Let πi : Σ x Σ  +  Σ , for /  =  1, 2, be the projections on the first
and second factors respectively. Let Et   n*(E), for /  =  1, 2. Similarly,
let K be the canonical line bundle of Σ , regarded as a complex Riemann
surface with complex structure / , and let K{ = π*(K).

The G reen's function for the operator d <9 is a section φ of a d ^ ) Θ
ad(2?2)

v over Σ x Σ   ∆ (∆ being the diagonal), such that

(2.22) D D φa
h(z, w) =  δa

uδ  (z, w).
\  /  Z Z~ 0  ̂  ' u ZZ ̂  '

(Here δ z{z, w) satisfies fΣ dwdwδ zv w = v z.) It is convenient to
also introduce

(2.23) ^ z V z ' w) = DzΦab(z >  w)

and

(2.24) L  Λz, w) =  DjφaΛz, w).

They are sections, respectively, of A^10ad(£'1)(8)ad(£'2)
v and K^adiEJ®

ad(£ '2)
v , over Σ x Σ   ∆ , and obviously obey (for A a flat connection)

(2.25) DγLz
a

b(z, w) =   DzZz\ {z, w) = δ\δ z(z, w).
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On H°(K <g> ad(2s)), there is a natural Hermitian structure given by

(2.26) \λ\ 2 =

Let λ,*a(z)9 i =  l...(g   1) D im ( G !) , be an o r t h o n o r m a l basis for
H°(K <g> ad ( 2s) ) , t h a t is, an o r t h o n o r m a l basis of ad(£ r)  valued ( 1 , 0 )
fo rm s obeyin g

(2.27) D λ{i)z\ z) = 0.

Obviously, their complex conjugates J,^a are ad(£) valued (0, l) forms
that furnish an orthonormal basis of solutions of the complex conjugate
equation

(2.28) DzλW 
a(z) = 0.

Finally, we have

(2.29) D L2\ {z, w) =  δ\δ {z,w) + \Σ V < Z ) 4 » '

together with the complex conjugate equation.
We can now re express (2.21) in a form that is convenient for construct 

ing the well defined expressions on Jίj that are formally associated with
ill defined expressions on stf . Let

And for future use, let

Then

The symbol JΣ is just an instruction to integrate over the w variable.
(2.32) is proved by integrating Dw by parts and using (2.29).

At last, we learn that on a section Ψ of %*Q\ j that obeys (2.21), we can
write

(2 33) ^ 4 ^ =  4 /  dwdwL2
a

b(z,w)Fίw(w) + £  λ{i)z\ z)2{ϊλ{i)z\ z)2{ϊ).
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The point of this formula is that arbitrary derivatives with respect to A ,
appearing on the left, are expressed in terms of derivatives 3.^ in finitely
many directions that correspond exactly to the tangent directions to Jί.

We also will require formulas for the change in the λ^a(z) and their
complex conjugates I ( / )

α(z) under a change in the flat connection A.
There is some arbitrariness here, since although the sum

(2.34) 7Σ V^VW
is canonical—it represents the projection operator onto the kernel of dA

acting on one forms—the individual λ^a(z) are certainly not canonically
defined. However, expanding around a particular flat connection A, it is
convenient to choose the I ( / ) so that, to first order in δA,

(2.35) _ 4 _ X ( ί ) 1 > ) = 0.
This choice is natural since A  does not appear in the equation obeyed by
the λ(l x (in other words this equation depends antiholomorphically on the
connection). Varying (2.28) with respect to the connection and requiring
that the orthonormality of the λ^  should be preserved then leads to

( 2 3 6 )

Construction of the connection. We are now in a position to construct
the desired connection on the quantum bundle βtQ  •  SΓ. First, we work
"upstairs" on si . To define a complex structure on si , we need an actual
complex structure on Σ , not just one defined up to isotopy. Accordingly,
we shall also work over the space of complex structures on Σ . We discuss
below why, for the final answer, these complex structures need actually
only be defined up to isotopy. The projectively flat connection on ^
that governs quantization of si is formally

( 2 . 37 ) J e =  i _ _ . y ^ / / r _ _ _ _ _ _

Given the formulas for the symplectic structure and complex structure of
si , (2.37) is an almost precise formal transcription of the basic formula—
equation (1.34)—for quantization of an affine space. However, for finite 
dimensional affine spaces, one would have t =  1, as we see in (1.34); in
the present infinite dimensional situation, it is essential, as we will see, to
permit ourselves the freedom of taking t Φ 1.
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We now wish to restrict δ*Q to act on ^ invariant sections Ψ of %fQ,
that is, sections that obey (2.33). On such sections, we can use (2.33) to
write
(2.38)

We now want to move δ/δAγ
a(z) to the right on (2.41), so that—

acting on  <§c invariant sections—we can use (2.33) again. At this point,
however, it is convenient to make the following simplification. Our goal is
to obtain a well defined connection on sections of & over Jΐ x {J} which
are holomorphic in Jf. Since we are working at flat connections, after
moving δ/δAγ

a(z) to the right in (2.38), we are entitled to set F =  0.
This causes certain terms to vanish.

In moving δ/δA 
a to the right, we encounter a term

We also pick up a term

( 2  4 0 ) JΣFΪz)λ^a{z) = ~iL^{z' z) f«cdχ^C{z)'
where we have blindly used (2.36); the meaning of this formal expression
that involves the value of a G reen's function on the diagonal will have to
be discussed later. With the help of (2.39) and (2.40), one finds that upon
moving δ/δA 

a(z) to the right and setting F =  0 one gets

>  w)(DJδb
aδ(z, w)))

(2A1)

Now we use (2.33) again. The resulting expression can be simplified by
setting F to zero, and using the fact that &n\F   0 at F = 0 (by virtue
of (2.39) and (2.27)). Also it is convenient to integrate by parts in the w
variable in the first line of (2.41), using the delta function to eliminate the
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w integration. After these steps, the connection on ^ turns out to be

(2.42.1) 6^=5 t&,

Notice that the combination

(2.43) ΣΛ

which is the only expression through which the λ,* appear in (2.42), is
independent of the choice of an orthonormal basis of the λ^a .

Regularization. The first problem in understanding (2.42) is to make
sense of the G reen's functions on the diagonal

(2.44) fjLz
a

d(z,z) and (sb
aDwLz\ (z ,w))\ w=2.

These particular G reen's functions on the diagonal have an interpre 
tation familiar to physicists. Consider a free field theory with an anti 
commuting spin zero field c and a ( 1, 0) form b, both in the adjoint
representation, and with the Lagrangian

(2.45)  2* =  ί d dzDγc
a(z)ba

z(z).
J Σ

Let us introduce the current Jzc{z) =  fca
dba

z(z)cd{z) and the stress tensor
Tzz(z) = ba

z(z)Dzc
a(z). Then the G reen's functions appearing in (2.44)

are formally

(2.46) fca
dLz

a
d{z,z) = (jJ,

and

(2.47)

where the symbol ( )' means to take an expectation value with the kernel
of the kinetic operator Dz projected out. Interpreted in this way, the
desired G reen's functions on the diagonal have been extensively studied
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in the physics literature on "anomalies". Thus, the crucial properties of
these particular G reen's functions are well known to physicists.

The interpretation of the G reen's functions on the diagonal that appear
in (2.44) as the expectation values of the current Ja and the stress tensor
T  can also be recast in a language that will be recognizable to mathemati 
cians. Introduce a metric g on Σ  which is a Kahler metric for the
complex structure / . Then one has the Laplacian ∆ : Γ(Σ , ad(2s)) —•
Γ(Σ , ad (£ ) ) , defined by ∆  =   gµvDµDv . Let

(2.48) #  =  det'(∆)

be the regularized determinant of the Laplacian. H is a functional of
the connection A (which appears in the covariant derivative D ) and the
metric g. We can interpret (2.46) and (2.47) as the statements that

(2 49) fjLz
a

d(z,z) =  i ^r)lnH,

and

(2.50) {δb
aDwLz\ {z, w))\ w=2 =  ^ l n t f .

Given a regularization of the determinant of the Laplacian—for in 
stance, Pauli Villars regularization, often used by physicists, or zeta func 
tion regularization, usually preferred in the mathematical theory—the
right hand sides of (2.49) and (2.50) are perfectly well defined, and can
serve as definitions of the left hand sides. Since these were the problematic
terms in the formula (2.42) for the connection on the quantum bundle, we
have now made this formula well defined. It remains to determine whether
this connection has the desired properties.

Conformal and diffeomorphism invaήance. In defining the G reen's func 
tions on the diagonal, we have had to introduce a metric, not just a complex
structure. To ensure diffeomorphism invariance we will choose the metric
to depend on the complex structure in a natural way. Before making such
a choice, however, we shall explain the simple way in which the connection
(2.42) transforms under conformal rescalings of the metric.

One knows from the theory of regularized determinants (or the theory
of the conformal anomaly in (1 +  1) dimensions) that under a conformal
rescaling g  > eφg of the metric, with φ being a real valued function on
Σ , the regularized determinant H transforms as

(2.51) H
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where S(φ, g) is the Liouville action with an appropriate normalization
and may be defined by

together with the group laws S(0, g) =  1 and S(φι+φ2, g) = S(φ{, eΦlg) 
S(<t>2> S) Here, y/ gR is the scalar curvature density of the metric g. The
crucial property of S(φ, g) is that it is independent of the connection A .
We conclude that under a conformal rescaling of the metric, the current
expectation value defined in (2.49) is invariant. On the other hand, the
expectation value (2.50) of the stress tensor transforms as

(δb
aDwLz

a
b(z,w)) \ w=z  >  (δb

aDwLz\ (z,w)) \ wmg

(2.53) δ

This means that under a conformal transformation of the metric of Σ ,
the connection δ^Q defined in (2.42) transforms as

(2.54) s*Q *s*Q + t

The second term on the right hand side of (2.54), being independent of
the connection A, is a function on the base in the fibration Jί x y —> y .
On each fiber, this function is a constant, and this means that the second
term on the right in (2.54) is a central term. U p to a projective factor, δ Q

is conformally invariant. The central term in the change of δ*Q under a
conformal transformation has for its (1 +  l) dimensional counterpart the
conformal anomaly in current algebra.

To show that our connection lives over Teichmuller space and is invari 
ant under the mapping class group one must check that δ^Q is invariant
under a diffeomorphism of Σ , and that the connection form & vanishes
for the variation δJ 

z =  d v
z of the complex structure induced by a vec 

tor field υ on Σ . The first assertion is automatic if we always equip Σ
with a metric that is determined in a natural way by the complex structure
(for instance, the constant curvature metric of unit area or the Arakelov
metric), since except for the choice of metric the rest of our construction
is natural and so diffeomorphism invariant. The second point may be
verified directly by substituting δJγ

z = dγv
z into (2.42), integrating by
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parts, and using (2.28). It follows more conceptually from the fact that
the connection may be written in a form intrinsic on Jt (see §4) and from
the fact that H and the Kahler structure on Jt depend on the complex
structure J on Σ only up to isotopy.

Properties to be verified. Let us state precisely what has been achieved so
far. Over the moduli space Jt of flat connections, we fix a Hermitian line
bundle J ? of curvature  iώ with an action of the mapping class group.
The prequantum Hubert space is T{Jt, &). The prequantum bundle
over Teichmuller space ZΓ is the trivial bundle ^ Γ =  T{Jί, &) x J7".
The connection δ t@ (with the regularization defined in (2.49), (2.50)) is
rigorously well defined as a connection on the prequantum bundle. What
remains is to show that this connection has the following desired proper 
ties.

(i) The quantum bundle β^Q over y is the subbundle of ^ Γ consisting
of holomorphic sections of the prequantum line bundle; that is, β?Q\ j =

H°(Jtj, 3?). We would like to show that (with the correct choice of the
parameter t) the connection δ   tff on SP preserves holomorphicity and
thus restricts to a connection on ^ .

(ii) We would like to show that this restricted connection, δ Q , is pro 
jectively flat, and that it is unitary for the correct choice of a unitary
structure on ^ .

Of course, for symplectic quotients of finite dimensional affine spaces,
these properties would be automatic consequences of simple "upstairs"
facts that are easy to verify. The reason that there is something to be done
is that here the underlying affine space is infinite dimensional. Since we do
not have a rigorous quantization of the "upstairs" space, we need to verify
ex post facto that the connection δ Q has the desired properties. Except
for unitarity, which we will not be able to understand except in genus one
(see §5), this will be done in §§3, 4, and 7. The computations will be done
in a framework that is expressed directly, to the extent possible, in terms
of the intrinsic geometry of the moduli space Jί. These computations
could be carried out directly in the framework and notation of the present
section, but they are simpler if expressed in terms of the intrinsic geometry
of Jί. However, we will here describe (nonrigorously, but in a language
that may be quite familiar to some readers) a small piece of the direct,
explicit verification of property (i). This piece of the verification of (i)
is illuminating because it explains a phenomenon that is well known in
conformal field theory, namely the replacement of the "level" k by k +  h
in many formulas.
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The anomaly. In (2.30) and (2.31), we have introduced bases 31. ~ and
 &{m) of Γ ( 1 ' °l #  and Γ ( ( M l # , respectively. The symplectic structure
of Jt can be described by the statement that, acting on sections of &,

(2 55) [®{m)>%}] =  ^ i m  

This can be verified directly using (2.18) and the orthonormality of the λ 's
(and the fact that a section of Sf over Jί is the same as a ^ invariant
section on sf ).

Now, property (i) above—that the connection δ   t(9 preserves holo 
morphicity—amounts to the statement that, at least when acting on holo 
morphic sections of 2",

(2.56) O = [δ t<f, &(m)] =  [δ, W{m)] +  t[W{m), <?].

The analogue of (2.56) would of course be true for symplectic quotients
of finite dimensional affine spaces. For the present problem, (2.56) can be
verified directly although tediously. In doing so, one meets many terms
that would be present in the finite dimensional case. There is really only
one point at which one meets an "anomaly" that would not be present in
the finite dimensional case. This comes from the term in t[3f(nC), ff\  with
the structure

(2.57)  £ jf δJJ (®{m)(Jza(z))') D o Λ r

Now, formally the current Jz
a(z) is defined in a Lagrangian (2.45)

that depends holomorphically on the connection A, that is, Aγ and not
Az appears in this Lagrangian. Naively, therefore, one might expect that
< Jza(z) > or any other quantity computed from this Lagrangian would
be independent of Az and therefore annihilated by 31 ,m^ .

However, the quantum field theory defined by the Lagrangian (2.45)
is anomalous. As a result of the anomaly in this theory, there is a clash
between gauge invariance and the claim that the current is independent
of Az. At least for Σ of genus zero, where there are no zero modes
to worry about, one can indeed define the quantum current <  Jz

a(z) >'
so as to be annihilated by δ/δAz

a(z), but in this case < Jza > is not
gauge invariant. In the case at hand, we must insist on gauge invariance
since otherwise the basic formulas such as the definition of the connection
(2.42) do not make sense on the moduli space Jt. Indeed, in (2.49) we
have regulated the current in a way that preserves gauge invariance. The
anomaly is the assertion that the gauge invariant current defined in (2.49)
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cannot be independent of Az rather one has
(2 58) π f e K J"(Z) >>=  έ ^ * ( z  w)h+'''
Here h is the dual Coxeter number, defined in (2.3). The •••  terms in
(2.58), which would be absent for Σ of genus zero, arise because in addi 
tion to the anomalous term that comes from the short distance anomaly
in quantizing the chiral Lagrangian (2.45), there is an additional depen 
dence of (Jz)

f on Az that comes because of projecting away the zero
modes present in (2.45) in defining ( ) ' . These terms have analogs
for symplectic quotients of finite dimensional manifolds, and cancel in a
somewhat elaborate way against other terms that arise in evaluating (2.56).
We want to focus on the implications of the anomalous term.

The contribution of the anomalous term to (2.57) and (2.56) is

(2.59)
(0

Terms of the same structure come from two other sources. As we see in
(2.42), the last term in the connection form $ is a second order differ 
ential operator ff2. In computing t\β(m), # 2], one finds with the use of
2.55 a term

(2.60)  (l4) ί δJ zλ(m"{z)y*λ*(z)3Γny

The last contribution of a similar nature comes from

(2.61)

The terms are proportional to δ/δAz and annihilate holomorphic
sections of 3*. On the other hand,

(2.62) \ δ t * ∆ = L j ; *  
L δAz (z)J 2 2 δA/ (z)

Therefore, on holomorphic sections, after using (2.33), we get

(2.63) [δ, S ,] =  i /" δJ 'λmt\ z) Σ A(. ) z
α(z)^

In the absence of the anomalous term (2.59), the two terms (2.63) and
(2.60) would cancel precisely if t = 1. This is why the correct value in
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the quantization of a finite dimensional affine space is t = 1. However,
including the anomalous term, (2.59), the three expressions (2.59), (2.60),
and (2.63) sum to zero if and only if t = k/ (k +  h). The connection on
the quantum bundle ^Q —•  ZΓ is thus finally pinned down to be

That the connection form is proportional to l/ (k +  h) rather than l/ k,
which one would obtain in quantizing a finite dimensional affine space,
is analogous to (and can be considered to explain) similar phenomena in
two dimensional conformal field theory.

The rest of the verification of (2.56) is tedious but straightforward. N o
further anomalies arise; the computation proceeds just as it would in the
quantization of a finite dimensional affine space. We forego the details
here, since we will give a succinct and rigorous proof of (2.56) in §4.

3. Hodge theory derivation of the pushdown connection

In §1 we saw, assuming results from geometric invariant theory, that
the Hubert space for quantization of Jί can be identified with the <§ 
invariant subspace of the Hubert space for quantization of s/  . A priori,
we concluded that the connection for quantization of J /  pushes down to a
connection for quantization of Jί. The connection one form @up , which
is a second order differential operator on J /  , pushes down to a second 
order differential operator, &, on Jί. In the gauge theory case @up is ill
defined due to an infinite sum over the partial derivatives in all directions
on the space of connections. Proceeding formally, however, we were able
in §2 to outline a "derivation" of (9. The final answer we obtained has a
sensible regularization. In this section we will describe this construction
in a way that highlights the relevant geometry for general affine symplectic
quotients.

In §3a we generalize the Hodge decomposition on a Riemann surface,
which applies for the gauge theory example, to a decomposition of the
tangent space of J /  into ' ^ ' and * Jί' directions. The ^ directions are
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those along the &c orbits and the Jί directions are orthogonal to the &c

orbits. Vectors in the Jί directions are identified with tangent vectors to
Jί. We define the "G reen's function" T~x as the inverse of the ( 1, 0)
part of the gc action (with a suitable definition of 'inverse' in the presence
of a kernel and cokernel). The reason for the name G reen's function is
that, in the gauge theory case, T~ ι is an integral operator whose kernel is
standardly called a G reen's function. When the second order differential
operator <fup acts on ^ invariant holomorphic sections of Sf, we may,
with the aid of the G reen's function, solve for the derivatives in the <§c

directions. We obtain a differential operator, (9 > which only involves
partial derivatives in the Jί directions. This is naturally identified with
the desired operator (9 on Jί. In making this identification we obtain
explicit formulas for the coefficients of (9 as pushdowns of tensors on sf .
In the gauge theory case these formulas for the coefficients may be written
as the multiple integrals over Σ which we found in our discussion of §2.

In §3b, we derive identities which tell us how the G reen's function
and the projection operator onto the Jί directions vary as we move in
F~ ι(0) x y . Ultimately, all of the properties of Jί follow from its def 
inition as a symplectic quotient. All identities about the local geometry
of Jί can be derived in terms of the given tensors on s/  and multiple
derivatives of the G reen's function and projection operators. Thus, the
formulas of this subsection are a powerful general tool.

In §3c we will apply some of the results of §3b in order to express
(9 purely in terms of intrinsic objects on Jί and a certain determinant.
In the gauge theory case, this is just the determinant of a Laplacian. (9
is well defined in that case once we define a regularized gauge invariant
determinant.

3a. Explicit form of the connection for quantization of Jί.
Generalization of Hodge theory. Consider the tangent space to Tsf

at points A e F~ ι(0). It has a metric g and a complex structure /
which is an orthogonal transformation of the tangent bundle. The subspace
TF~l(0) c Tsf consists of vectors u which satisfy

(3.1) 0 = (dFa,u) = ω(u9Ta) =  g(u,JTa) for a l l * .

Equation (3.1) means that TF~l(0) is the orthogonal complement in Tsf
of T(ig) = JT(g). Let TJt be the orthocomplement in TF~l{0) of the
tangent space, Γ(g), to the 9 orbits. We have a ^ invariant orthogonal
decomposition:

(3.2) Tsf =  T(g) Θ JT(g) Θ TJt = T(g) Θ TJt.
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The derivative of the projection map from F~ ι(0) to Jt maps TJt\ A

isomorphically onto TJf\ j . Hence we may identify TJί with the pull 
back of TJί. Since /  is orthogonal and leaves T(gc) invariant, it re 
stricts to a ^ invariant complex structure on the bundle TJί. The com 
plex structure /  on TJK is the pullback of a complex structure /  on
TJT.

We would also like to decompose the holomorphic tangent space of sf
into holomorphic 4 ^ ' and 4Λf' directions. Recall that Tcstf = Tstf <g> C
has a notion of complex conjugation and a Hermitian metric:

(3.3) v +  iw =v   iw for v, w e

(3.4) < v , w >Ts/=vιg(jW
J = v\ωJ)ijw

j for v, w e Tcsf .

The projection operators π z , π : Tcsf —•  ΓC J /  onto the holomorphic and
antiholomoφhic tangent spaces are orthogonal projection operators. The
(1, 0) and (0, 1) components of the gc action are

(3.5) Tz = πzo Tc: gc  •  Γ( 1 ' °V

and

(3.6) Tj= π o Tc: gc —> Γ ' Λf.

It is not hard to verify that the holomorphic and antiholomoφhic tangent
space decomposes as

(3.7) Γ ' \ J* =  :

and

(3.8) Γ ( O f l V =  J

The orthogonal decompositions (3.7) and (3.8) are a refinement of the
( 1 , 0 ) ^   ̂ ( 0 , 1 )

complexification of (3.2). We identify TJί and TJί with the
pullbacksof Γ( 1> 0 )^f and Γ ( 0 ' 1 } ^ .

In the gauge theory case, the orthogonal decompositions which we have
been discussing are standard statements of Hodge theory on the Riemann
surface Σ . First observe that
(3.9) T  =  dA : g =  Ω°(Σ , Lie(G))   Tst =  Ω^Σ , Lie(G))

and
(3 10)  TZ= Λ:*C = Ω ( °' 0 ) (Σ , I ie(G )c)   Ω ( 0 ' 1 }(Σ , U e(G )c)
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are the d and ~d operators coupled to the flat G connection A acting in
the adjoint representation. The decomposition (3.2) becomes:

Ω*(Σ, Lie(G)) =  Im(rf) Θ Im(rff) Θ Hl
harm(Σ, dA)

=  Im(rf +  / ) θ < r m ( Σ , ^ ) .
Similarly, (3.7) now reads:

(3.12) Ω ( ( M ) (Σ , Lie(G)c) = lm(d) Θ H{^(Σ, dΛ).

Definition of Green's function. In order to define the Green's function
for Tz we need to assume that we are given a ^ invariant metric on g.
We give gc the corresponding Hermitian metric. In the gauge theory case
we take the metric on g to be of the form

(3.13) < e l 5 e 2 > g =  /  µ<el9e2>Uβ{G)9 eχ, e2 e Ω°(Σ ,

where µ is a volume form on Σ and ( ,  ) L i e ^ is an invariant metric
on the Lie algebra of the gauge group G. When Σ is given a complex
structure, the choice of a volume form is the same as a choice of a metric.

The operator Tz is a map from gc to Γ ( 1 J 0 ) J /  . By restricting the
domain and range of Tz , we obtain an invertible map

(3.14) (Tz)r: [Ker(Γz)]f  > Tz(gc).

Here, [Ker(Γz)]f is the orthogonal complement in gc of [Ker(Γ2)]. Let

3? be the projection operator onto the subspace T.£ ' of Γ ^ ' 0 ) J /  .
So, \  3? is the projection operator onto Tz(gc). We define

(3.15) Tz~
ι = (Tz);

1 o (1   J f ) : Γ ( 1 ' V   gc.
_ 1 ^  ̂ (1 >0)

Equivalently, we could define Tz by requiring that its kernel is TJί ,
its image is orthogonal to Ker(Γz) , and it satisfies
(3.16) 3? + TzT~X =  1.

Our final result for the pushdown connection in finite dimensions must
a priori be independent of the choice of metric on g. If Tz has no kernel
we may actually define the Green's function without choosing a metric.
Even when there is no kernel, however, we find it convenient to choose a
metric so that we may define a useful operator which we call the Laplacian
and which specializes in the gauge theory case to the usual Laplacian for
the operator dA acting on Lie(G) valued zero forms on Σ . The Laplacian
is

(3.17) ∆ =  T\TZ = Tlτγ = \T]TC.
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This is a linear operator on gc, which is the complexification of the op 
erator \  Γ* T on g. In the gauge theory case, the fact that all the terms
on the right are the same is just the usual identity that the d, d, and
d Laplacians are proportional. Equation (3.17) follows quite generally in
this framework from the fact that we are on the zeros of the moment map.
From (3.17), we obtain
(3.18) Ker(Γz) =  Ker(Γ7) =  Ker(Γc) =  Ker(Γ) ® C
which is familiar in the gauge theory case.

Derivation of pushed down connection. We are now ready to essentially
independently repeat the derivation of the pushed connection one form
given for the gauge theory case in §2. In §1, we found that the connection
one form for quantization of sf is

(3.19) ^up =  Mϋ ViVj
 ϋ \ l u

We will show that, when acting on 9 invariant holomorphic sections
(GIHS), @up is equal to an operator (9 which only involves derivatives
in the Jί directions.

First recall that as operators acting on GIHS, we have

(3.20) V7 =  0, 7  ̂ +  ̂  =  0.
Using (3.16) and (3.20), we see that acting on GIHS

=  *l
LvL i(i7l)\ FM.

We work at a point A € F~ι(0) and massage tfup when acting on GIHS:

=  ViM
U [Xk jVk i{T;X)a Fa]

(3.22) "• • «.

The last expression only involves derivatives in the Λf directions and so
is equal to the desired operator &. To simplify the first term, we observe
that 5? jVkFa =  0 on ^"'( 0 ). To simplify the last term, recall that

V(.Fa =  ωik Tjθ.. Using these facts, we obtain

(3.23) c? =  Ji i\  v,M   \  j +  M \ \  iJz ΛJΪ κ\  i  f  7 Ir(Y oJ 1 ).
J_ !L L L L J _ ! L L 4
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This can be translated into the formula (2.42.2) for (9 given in §2. (For
example, in the notation of §2, 3? corresponds to (2.34). The translation
is fairly direct after using (2.35) and (2.36) to evaluate the derivative of
the projection operator J?, given by (2.34), appearing in the second term
of (3.23).) Before simplifying this further and writing it as a differential
operator on ^ # , we derive some useful identities.

3b. Variation of Green's function and projection operators. In th is sub 
section we will derive formulas for the derivatives of the G reen's function
and projection operators onto the kernel and image of Tz as functions on

It turns out that we will not actually need to use most of these formulas
since we manage to mostly supersede them with the index theory argument
of §4. We include them since they are a powerful tool that would allow
us to investigate any question about the local geometry of */ # , not merely
results which follow from the index theorem. To physicists, what we are
saying is that the G reen's function identities below allow us to calculate
all correlation functions we would need, not merely the ones that calculate
anomalies.

We start by deriving a general formula for the variation of "Hodge
theory" inverses and projection operators. Let N  : %*_ —•  ^ be a linear
map between two Hubert spaces. Let /  be the image ofN,K the kernel,
and / * and K^  their orthocomplements. Also let πnπκ, π 7 t , πκ\  be the
orthogonal projection operators onto the indicated spaces. By restricting
the domain and range of N , we obtain an invertible operator Nr from
K] to / . We define the "Hodge theory" inverse of N  to be

(3.24) N~ ι =  i^t o (Nr)~
ι o π / : / + ^ / ,

where iκ^  is just the inclusion map of K* into %*_ . Equivalently, we
may have defined the projection operators and G reen's function by

πκ = πκ> πκ = (πκ"> > π # +  =  1 ~  πκ > ° =  Nπκ >
(3.25) π 7 =  π j , πI = (π 7 )

+ , π / t =  l  π 7 , 0 =  π / tJV,

πκi =  N~lN, Uj =  NN~l, 0 =  πκN~l, 0 =  N'xnlU

For our application we want to evaluate holomorphic and antiholomor 
phic derivatives. So, for δχN  and δ2N  any two variations of N, let
δV =  δχV +  iδ2V and δV = δχV   iδ2V for V equal to N, N~ ι , or
any of the projection operators. By requiring that the defining equations
(3.25) remain true when one subjects TV to a variation we find that the
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variations of πκ, π 7 , and N~ ι are given by

(3.26.1) δπj = [π^δNN'1] +  1*

(3.26.2) δπκ =   [ i V

ίiV"1 =   N~ ιδNN~ ι

(3.26.3) =   N'ιδNN~l

N ote that to derive (3.26) we had to assume that the operators vary
smoothly, which is the condition that the dimensions of /  and K do not
jump discontinuously as we vary N . This is equivalent to π^δNπκ = 0.

We would like to apply the above results to the problem at hand. For
every point (A, / ) £ si x fΓ, we obtain an operator Tz =  N  : gc —•
Γ ( 1 ' 0 ) J /  . Since the range of Tz depends on the complex structure / ,
we think of βf_ and %?+ as bundles over si x fΓ. The variation of Tz

must be defined using a covariant derivative. %?_ is the trivial bundle
with fiber gc and we give it the trivial connection. The fibers of %?
are βfAίA n =  TA

ι °W . Since %?, is a subbundle of the trivial bundle
Tsi 0 C χ y "  + j / χ y , w e may give it the induced Hermitian metric
and the projected connection. These are compatible. In the /  directions
the projected connection is defined by

(3.27) δ̂ =πzδ
τsf.

Since there is no twisting in the si directions, we have

(3.28) V^+ =  π zV =  V.

From now on we drop the superscript ^ in the notation for the connec 
tion on ^ .

The variational formulas that we wish to obtain are greatly simplified
due to the fact that Tz depends holomorphically on A and / , where
the holomorphic structure on ^ is defined by requiring that holomor 
phic sections are annihilated by the (0, 1) piece of the connection on
βf . Holomorphicity of Tz in A follows from the assumption that 9
acts holomorphically on si . To show that Tz is also holomorphic as a
function of /  we must show that δ®'ι)T;a = 0. This follows from

(3.29) δT  =  ~δJ T =   τ>δJ  TJa = δ T~
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A further simplification of the variational formulas arises by observing
that Ker(Γz) =  Ker(Γ)® C is independent of / . Therefore δ{l'0)πκ =

Recall that Jf = π 7 t . By a simple plug into (3.26), we obtain

(3.30.1) V,.Jf:

(3.30.2) V7JΓ =

(3.30.3) VtnK =  [ ^ "' ( VjT ^ Jπ^ ,

(3.30.4) V πκ = [V;%]f =   πκ[T~\v{Γ̂ J?,

(3.30.5) v/ ; 1 =   Γ ' I ^Γ JΓ ; 1 ] ,
(3.30.6) V T~ ι =  T~{(V Jf)Jr   nκ{V :πκ)T~l,

(3.30.8) δ(0Λ)5f = ~

(3.30.9) s{ι'0)τ;1 = ^τ;iδjτjτ;

(3.3U.1UJ 0 1 z =  —Γz o Jt

To obtain the second equality in (3.30.8) we observe that δJ^ = δJ and
[TjT^Ϋ = TzTjl, which follows from τ\Tz = T± T .

3c. Intrinsic expression for &. In this section, we will be establishing
correspondences between ^ invariant objects on F~ ι(0) and their push
forwards to Jt. We have been using indices / , j , etc. for Ts/  , / , j ,
etc. for T{0ΛW , and / , , etc. for Γ( 1 '0)A . It is convenient to similarly
use / , / , etc. for TJί, 7, jΓ, etc. for Γ ( 0 ' 1 } ^ , and / , /  for T{U0)Jί.

By the identification of TJί as the pullback of TJί, a vector field ϋ1

on ^ #  corresponds to a vector field vι on  F "1 ^ ) which is ^ invariant
and lies in Γ^# . Similarly, a (1, 0) vector field tδ  corresponds to

 ̂ / I Q\

a ^ invariant vector field wL which lies in 7^#  ' . As operators on
T{Jt, 3?), which is identified with Γ(F~\θ), &f , the operator «/ V/

corresponds to the operator vιVr
 —  (1 0)

Observe that the orthogonally projected connection for TJί as a
subbundle of Tsf is unitary, holomorphic, and ^ invariant. Therefore
it pushes down to a unitary holomorphic connection on T^'0)Jt. The
unique such connection is the Riemannian connection on Jt, which we
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will also call V. In component notation, this says that the vector field
^(VjW1) lying in Γ ( 1 ' °l #  corresponds to the vector field v\3?i ^  {w~)

lying in TJK .
In order to understand what differential operator on Jί the leading or 

der term in the expression (3.23) for 0 corresponds to, we define B— =
 \ {δJώ~ ι)Ll. Observe that BLl corresponds to ^L

kM ί3^L
ι under the

identification of Γ( ^ , S ym 2 (Γ ( 1 ' °l# ) ) with Γ(F'\θ)9 Sym2 (fjt{lt0))f.
The operator V/ 5  V/ on Γ(Jt, &) corresponds to the following op 
erator on Γ(F~ ι(0),&f:

(3.31)  

Comparing with the expression (3.23) for 0 as an operator on F~ ι(0),
we see that 0 written as an operator on jtf is

(3.32) 0 = VjBlLVL +  WLVL +  A,

where

A < >  l
  r{T;lδJT )

(3.33) 4 z

W L ~  W L = M ^ i V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1

is the correspondence between the function λ on Jί and a ^ invariant
function on F~ ι(0) and between the ( 1, 0) vector field W  on ̂ #  and
a ^ invariant section of 7^#  ' .

To simplify the expression for A, let #  =  det '(∆ ) =  det(∆ +  πκ),
where the prime on the first determinant tells us to take the determinant
of ∆ as a linear transformation on the orthocomplement of its zero modes.
Observe that

(3.34) δ{U0\ \nH) =  Tr(∆~ 15(1'0)∆) =  ~Tr(T~ldJTY).

5 We have actually been slightly imprecise in the description above. In order for a connec 
tion on F " 1 (0) to push down it must not only be ^ invariant, but also satisfy the condition
that the components of the connection in the S? directions annihilate ^ invariant sections.
This latter condition is not necessarily satisfied by the orthogonally projected connection.
It is satisfied, however, by a connection which only differs from the orthogonally projected
connection in the & directions. Since the pullback of v1 has no component in the &
directions, we see that v1 (VjW ) corresponds to vι(3f kVfiu ).
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Here we have used the identity

(3.35) Tz~
l = A~lτJ

and the fact that < J ( 1' 0 )7; + =  0, and δ{U0)T2 =  \δJT .
To summarize, we have shown so far that, as a differential operator on

(3.36) 0 =  VLB
LlVL+ WlVL ±δ{U0\ lnH),

where B~ =   \ {δJώ~ ι)Ll. In the next section we will take this as an
ansatz for the connection one form for the connection δ^Q . We will then
be able to solve uniquely for W  so that δ Q is holomorphicity preserving.
The solution is

(3.37) WL =  l ώl V δ
{l ' 0 ) ln(/ / )   VjB L l =  5Z Z V, ln(/ / ).

(The equality of the last two expressions is shown in §3.)
We shall complete this section by proving the first equality in (3.37). Al 

though, for J /  finite dimensional, this result follows from the calculations
of §4, we prove it here as an illustration of the use of the identities of §3b
for the derivatives of the G reen's function and projection operators. Also,
an appropriately regularized version of the calculations below is needed as
part of the demonstration in §7 that the zeroth order piece of the (2, 0)
curvature of δ Q vanishes.

We will need the following three identities which follow from ^ invari 
ance of M and ω and from selfadjointness of the projection operator

(3.38) 0 =   &τM
kί =  (VLTfa)M

a + (VLT
L

2a)M
ki,

(3.39) 0 =  &τω ki_ = (V£Γf fl)ω^   (V T^a)ωm

(3.40) ~Mω~x = ώ~xXτ.

Let

(3.41) Wo
l=Wl+VLB

Ll.

The corresponding tensor upstairs is

(3.42) wl =wJ  + v^ jo / jr 7 ) ^ .
So the identity we wish to show is

(3.43) W'ζ =  Lar^cer* V^ ( 1 ' 0 ) In/ / .
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Commuting (5( 1 ' 0 ) to the left of V^, remembering that it acts on the k
index, we see that we must show

(3.44)

Plugging (3.33) for W  into (3.42) and evaluating the derivative of X,
we obtain

(3.45) ni = χJ +γJ ,
where

(3.46) x3  =   ι f L h x

( 3 4 ? ) Y

Using (3.38) to rewrite X, we find

(3.48) Xl J l

Using (3.39) on the term in square brackets in the expression (3.48) for
Y and (3.40) on the term in round brackets, we have

(3.49) * ~ tJ.

Making use of the complex conjugate of the variational formula (3.30.10)

Y = jJrJ Lω
ίkδ{l'0) τ[(V T )Tjl]

for T, ι , yields

(3.50)

Plugging in (3.48) and (3.50) for X and Y into WQ =  X + Y, we see that
we have proved (3.44).

4. Proof of the basic properties of δ Q

In the previous section we saw that the desired connection can be ex 
pressed purely in terms of intrinsic objects on Jί and a regularized de 
terminant of the Laplacian. This motivates us to study the role that this
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determinant plays in relation to the intrinsic geometry of Jί. This can
be understood in the framework of determinant line bundles as worked
out by Quillen, Bismut, and Freed [27], [5]. In this framework, they give
a proof of the local family index theorem for the first Chern class of the
index bundle of a holomorphic family of operators. Of course these con 
structions have been known to physicists for a long time from the study
of anomalies. This particular index theorem would be phrased by a physi 
cist as the calculation of the anomaly in holomorphic factorization [1].
We present the result in the Quillen formalism in order to highlight the
geometrical concepts.

For our problem, we apply the index theorem to the family Tz of oper 
ators over B = J£ x F. The cokernel of this family is the tangent bundle
to the fibers of the projection Jt x ZΓ —•  F. If the ^ action is generi 
cally free, the kernel vanishes, and in that case the determinant line bundle
of the family Tz is the canonical bundle K^  of Jί, as a holomorphic
line bundle over B . The Ray Singer Quillen metric on K^  is defined as
H = d e t ' (Γ z

t Tz) times the metric on K^ given by the Kahler structure
on J[. We denote by Vβ the unique connection compatible with the
Quillen metric and the holomorphic structure on K^ . The local index
theorem yields an expression for the curvature of VQ . For our problem,
this curvature is of the form used in the proof of Theorem 1 below.

It turns out that we will be able to demonstrate most of the properties of
δ Q only using the intrinsic identities following from the index theorem as
well as the additional fact that the (2, 0) piece of δJώ~ ι is holomorphic.
(This latter fact follows easily from geometric invariant theory or by the
Hodge theory methods of §3.) As a consequence, these considerations
apply in a more general context than that of symplectic quotients.

To state the result, let [Jί, ώ) be a symplectic manifold. We assume
Jt has a prequantum line bundle 3?, that is a Hermitian line bundle
with compatible connection V which has curvature  iώ. Let y be a
holomorphic family of Kahler structures with Kahler form ώ. We write
π^  and π^  for the projection operators from B =  Jί x ZΓ to JK and
SΓ, respectively.

We assume J[ is compact, although this assumption is not essential.
We assume it here only so that we may state the second assumption of
Theorem 1 in a simple topological manner and so that we may forego
questions about domains of operators.

Let ^ r be the prequantum bundle; that is the trivial bundle over SΓ
with fiber the sections of 3?  > Jί. Let ^ be the quantum bundle,
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that is the subbundle of ^ Γ whose fiber βtQ\ j consists of holomorphic
sections of £?.

Finally, let / , / , etc. be indices for Γ ( 1 ' °l #  and Γ*( 1 ' °l# , and let
7, 7 , etc. be indices for Γ ( ( M l #  and Γ * ( ( M l # .

Theorem 1. Assume the following:
1. For δJ any variation of the complex structure in the family £Γ,

(<J/ (1 ' ^ ώ " 1 is holomorphic as a section of Sym 2(Γ( 1 '°l^f) .
2. As a holomorphic line bundle over B, some power of the canonical

line bundle of Jί is isomorphic to the tensor product of some power of J ?
with a line bundle pulled back from ZΓ and a line bundle admitting a flat
metric. For fixed J e^ the first Chern class of K^  e J ? 2 does not vanish
(so that one can divide by 1 +  r in what follows).

Then there exists a connection δ̂ Q which is compatible with the natural
holomorphic structure on βtQ and whose connection one form is a second 
order differential operator on Jί. The (0, 2) curvature of δ Q vanishes.
The (1, 1) curvature is a purely protective factor\  i.e., the components of
i ? ( 1 ' ! ) are multiples of the identity operator on %?Q. The (2, 0) curvature
is a first order differential operator which preserves holomorphicity.

Sketch of the proof The first sentence of assumption (2) is equivalent
to the condition that the canonical bundle K^  of Jί, considered as a
holomorphic vector bundle over B, admits a connection VQ which is
compatible with the holomorphic structure and which has curvature of
the form

(4.1) 2rπ^( iώ) +  τι^(p),

where r is a real number and p is a ( 1, l) form on J7".
For a given choice of VQ , let (/ , λ) be the ( 1, 0) form on Jί x F

which is the difference between VQ and the connection induced on K^
aw

by the Kahler structure on Jΐ. The connection δ e may then be written
in the form:

o v =  o —

 .LI

where δ is the trivial connection on ^ r and Br  =  \ (δJώ~x)L .

As written, δ*Q is manifestly a connection on ^ Γ . The calculation that
this restricts to a connection on the subbundle %?Q is given in §4b (under
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the heading "holomorphicity preservation"). Since the connection one 
form (9 is purely ( 1, 0) , δ Q is compatible with the natural holomorphic
structure on %?Q (defined by the d operator δ{0'ι)) and ϋ ( 0 > 2 ) vanishes.

The (1, 1) curvature i ? ( l j l ) is ^ \p as calculated in §4b (under the
heading " ( 1 , 1) curvature"). This is clearly purely projective. That R{2'0)

is a first order operator is also calculated in §4b (under the heading " (2, 0)
curvature"). The fact that i? ( 2 ' 0 ) preserves holomorphicity follows triv 
ially from the fact that δ Q does, q.e.d.

We should note that the calculations of §4b referred to above are actually
in a notation specialized to the case where Jί is an affine symplectic
quotient. Assumption (2) follows in this case (with a slight additional
assumption on the & action) since, as described in §4a, we may take
the connection V used in the proof of Theorem 1 to be the Quillen
connection. In the notation of the proof, it may be defined by

The general proofs just amount to a slight change of notation where we al 
low for arbitrary (β', λ) rather than specializing to the values appropriate
for the Quillen connection.

In the case when J /  is finite dimensional, the calculations of §3 show
that the connection constructed in the proof of Theorem 1 is the connec 
tion on β?Q obtained by pushing down the natural connection for quanti 
zation of J /  . In this case, we have

p =  \Tτ(δJΛδJπz), r =  0, an d R{ι'ι) = {p.

The real interest of this paper comes from the gauge theory problem
(described in detail in §2). Our principal results are summarized in the
following theorem. (We must point out that, although we give two argu 
ments for the vanishing of the (2, 0) curvature, there are technical details
in both proofs which we do not provide here.)

Theorem 2. Let Jί be the moduli space of flat connections on a prin 
cipal bundle E, with compact structure group G, over a closed oriented
2 manifold Σ of genus g. Equip Jί with the symplectic form ώ =  kώ0,
where ώ0 is the basic symplectic form on Jt (described in §2). Define
ΓΣ E to be the subgroup of the mapping class group of Σ which leaves
J[ invariant, i.e., which fixes the topological type of E. Let S* be a
prequantum line bundle on Jί which has an action of ΓΣ E (lifting the ac 
tion on Jί and preserving the connection and Hermitian metric). Let ZΓ
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denote the Teichmύller space of Σ , considered as a family of positive com 
plex structures on Jί compatible with ώ.

In this case, there exists a projectively flat connection δ Q on β?Q which
is compatible with the natural holomorphic structure on βtQ and whose
connection one form is a second order differential operator on Jί. Fur 
thermore, δ̂ Q has curvature of type ( 1, 1).

The connection δ Q is invariant under ΓΣ E and therefore determines
a projective representation ofTΣE.

Sketch of the proof The case when Σ has genus one is special because
the ^ action at a generic flat connection has an isotropy subgroup. We
describe that case explicitly in the next section. We restrict ourselves here
to the case when g > 1, although many of the constructions below apply
to the genus one case.

Let Jίs be the submanifold of Jί consisting of the points where Jί is
smooth. Since ^ #  is a normal projective algebraic variety, any holomor 
phic function (or section of 3?) which is defined on Jίs has a unique
extension to a continuous function (section) on all of Jί. Thus, the quan 
tum Hubert bundle for quantization of Jί may be identified with that for
quantization of Jίs. Therefore to define a connection for quantization of
Jί, we may restrict ourselves to Jίs.

To construct a connection which has vanishing (0, 2) curvature, purely
projective (1, 1) curvature, and (2, 0) curvature which is a first order
operator, it is sufficient to define the Quillen connection VQ and show it
has curvature of the form required for the proof of Theorem 1. Invariance
under ΓΣ E will follow from the naturality of the construction.

In order to define the Quillen connection, we need not only a complex
structure on Σ but in fact a metric. A complex structure, however, can
be considered to canonically determine a metric, for instance, the con 
stant curvature metric or the Arakelov metric. G iven a metric on Σ and
flat connection A on E, one has the Laplacian ∆ =  dJdA acting on
Γ(Σ , ad( E)). We define H as the zeta function regularized determinant
of ∆ . (For g =  1 we take the determinant of ∆ restricted to the ortho 
complement of its zero modes.) From this definition, it is clear that H
only depends on the isotopy class of the complex structure on Σ , and is
invariant under ΓΣ E .

We define the Ray Singer Quillen metric to be H times the metric on
3^^ given by the Kahler structure on Jί. The Quillen connection is de 
fined as the unique connection compatible with the Ray Singer Quillen
metric and holomorphic structure on K^ . As discussed in §4a, VQ
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has curvature of the form stated in the proof of Theorem 1 with p =
Cj(Ind(^)) and r =  h/ k. The rigorous analysis that Vβ has the curva 
ture claimed is contained in [27, 5].

The vanishing of the (2, 0) curvature follows on purely global grounds
if H°(Jts, Γ ( 1 ' 0 ) ) =  0. For in such a case i? ( 2 ' 0 ) is a two form on F
with values in the holomorphic functions on Jίs, and these must be con 
stant (on each connected component of Jt) because of normality of Jί.
Thus, if H°{^\  τ{U0)) vanishes, then i? ( 2 ' 0 ) is purely projective, per 
mitting us to conclude that δ*Q is projectively flat. Actually, the Bianchi
identity for δ Q shows in this situation that R[ ' ; is a closed (2, 0) form
on y , which descends to a closed (2, 0) form on the quotient F/ΓΣ E .
If ΓΣ E = ΓΣ , which is true, for instance, if G is connected, then SΓ/ΓΣ E

is the moduli space of curves. In this case, by a result of Harer [17], i? ( 2 ' 0 )

must vanish.
The key step in the above argument, the vanishing of H°(^s, Γ( 1 ' 0 ) ) ,

was proved by N arasimhan and Ramanan [25] for certain nonsingular
components of moduli spaces (in fact, for G =  SU(N)/ Zn , g > 2, and
E of a nontrivial topological type obeying certain restrictions). H itchin
[19] gave an alternative proof of this result for G = 50(3) and E a
bundle of nonzero second Stieffel Whitney class. The main requirement
in H itchin's proof is the construction of a moduli space JίH of  iggs
bundles", and the construction of a proper map from this moduli space to
a vector space V of generalized quadratic differentials. As these steps have
been carried out by Simpson for arbitrary compact G [35], the vanishing
of H°(Jts, Γ ( 1 ' 0 ) ) holds as long as Jt = J?s. Even for the singular
components of the moduli space, essentially the same argument should give
HQ(Jίs, r ( 1 ' 0 ) ) =  0, since the singularities of JίH lie above a subspace
of V of rather high codimension. However, we will not try to make this
argument rigorous here.

The argument of the previous two paragraphs uses global facts about
*/ # . In the spirit of this paper, a proof using local differential geometry is
more natural. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, we will show at the
end of this section that i? ( 2 ' 0 ) vanishes if its zeroth order piece vanishes
as a function on Jί. This is equivalent to a certain differential equation
(7.1) for the determinant of the Laplacian. In §7 we present the proof of
this equation in the finite dimensional case in a way that should carry over
to the gauge theory case. To complete the details of this rather technical
proof, we would need to define a regularization of the expressions involving
G reen's functions which appear there such that the manipulations carried
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out are valid with the regularization in place. Although we do not carry
out the analysis here, it is clear (based on the vast experience of physicists
with these type of manipulations) that no essential complications would
arise, q.e.d.

The connection δ Q that we have constructed actually coincides with
the genus g analogs of the differential equations originally introduced by
Knizhnik and Zamolodchikov [21] to determine the correlation functions
in (1 +  1) dimensional current algebra. Obtaining those same differential
equations from the point of view of quantization of (2 +  l) dimensional
Chern Simons gauge theory comes close to a demonstration that the full
content of the (1 +  l) dimensional theory can be extracted from the (2 +
l) dimensional theory. What is required to complete the deduction of
the (1 +  1) dimensional theory from (2 +  l) dimensions is actually an
understanding of the unitarity of δ Q, a thorny question that we will
address in §6.

For g > 2, the fact that the connection δ Q coincides with that con 
structed in conformal field theory would follow from the fact that δ*Q

is the unique connection on ^ whose connection one form is a second 
order operator. This latter fact follows from global considerations, essen 
tially from the results about / / °( ^ , Γ ( 1 ' 0 ) ^ ) and i J 0 ( ^ , S ym 2 (Γ ( 1 ' 0 l # ) )
in [19].

4a. The index theorem. In this subsection we review the geometry
of determinant line bundles in the holomorphic setting. This leads to a
finite dimensional version of the family index theorem which generalizes to
infinite dimensions. We then apply the theorem to our symplectic quotient
problem to find the identities (4.17) (4.20). These formulas may also be
proved without reference to determinant line bundles by using the tools of
§3.

Let %f_ and %f^  be two holomorphic vector bundles with Hermitian
metrics over the base complex manifold B, and let V ±  be the unique
compatible connections. Let Tz be a linear map from %f_ to %?+ which
depends holomorphically on B. The kernel and cokernel of Tz form
holomorphic bundles Ker(Γz) and Cok(Γz) =&Jlm(Tz) over any region
of B where their dimensions are constant. We will restrict our attention
to such regions. For our applications this corresponds to working away
from the singularities of Jί.

We identify Cok(Γz) and I m (Γz)
t by the natural isomorphism.

Ker(Γz) and I m (Γz)
t inherit metrics and compatible connections as sub 

bundles of βf_ and β?+, respectively. One may easily check that these
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induced connections are compatible with the holomorphic structures on
Ker(Γ2) and C ok(Γz) .

We now specialize to the case where the fibers of %?±  are finite dimen 
sional so that we may compare the (local) geometry of the determinant
bundle of βf   βf_ with that of the determinant of the index bundle
Ind(Γz) =  Cok(Γz)   Ker(Γz) . The bundle D e t ( ^   βΓ) =  D e t ( ^ ) <g>
D e t ( ^ ) " 1 inherits a holomorphic structure, metric gQ , and compati 
ble connection Vβ from the corresponding objects on %f± . (These are
the Ray Singer Quillen metric and Quillen connection.) Similarly,
D et(Ind(Γz)) =  D et(Cok(Γz)) <8> D et(Ker(Γz) )"1 inherits a holomorphic
structure, metric g, and compatible connection V from Cok(Γz) and
Ker(Γz) . Since we are assuming %f±  are finite dimensional we may form
D =  D et(Im(Γz)) <g>  et(Ker(Tzγ)~

ι which is also a holomorphic unitary
bundle with connection. We have a natural isomorphism which is holo 
morphic and unitary:

D et ( ^ +   βΓ) = D et([Cok(Γz) θ Im(Γz)]   [Ker(Γz) θ Ker(Γz)
f])

=  D et(I nd(Γz) )® D .

The isomoφhism

(4.3) Γ z : K e r (Γ z ) +  I m (Γ z ) ,

obtained by restricting the domain and range of Tz , induces an isomor 
phism of D with the trivial line bundle. This isomoφhism is holomoφhic.
It is also unitary if we give the trivial line bundle the metric which is H
times the trivial metric, where

(4.4) ff =  det ' (∆ ) , A = τlTz.

We call ∆ the Laplacian. The prime on the determinant reminds us that
we are supposed to restrict the operator to the subspace orthogonal to its
zero modes.

Putting this together, we may identify D et(Ind(Γz)) with  tί{β^+ βΓ)
as a holomoφhic vector bundle. U nder this identification, D et(Ind(Γz))
receives a unitary structure gQ = Hg and the compatible connection
Vβ =  V +  H~ ιV{ι'0)H. The curvature RQ of VQ is related to the cur 
vature R of V by

(4.5) RQ = [ddln(H)] + R.

Since the curvature of Det(2^) is the trace of the curvature of *V for any
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vector bundle 'V, we have

(4.6)  Q

(4 7) ^

and therefore,

(4.8) RQ =  [dd ln(H)] +  T r( i?C o k ( Γ J )   T r( i?K e r ( 7 ; }) .

Equation (4.6) may be construed as a statement of the local family index
theorem in the finite dimensional case: There exists a connection Vβ on
Ind(Γz) whose curvature RQ is a natural representative for the first Chern
class of Ind(Γz) which is independent of Tz. Furthermore, RQ is also
given by (4.8).

For the usual index theorem we allow %*±  to be infinite dimensional and
take Tz to be a holomorphic family of elliptic differential operators. In
that case, Ker(Γz) and Cok(Γz) are finite dimensional and D et(Ind(Γz))
may still be defined as a holomorphic vector bundle with metric g as
before. G iven a 9 invariant regularized determinant of the Laplacian, we
may still define gQ = Hg. We still have (4.5), (4.7), and (4.8), but now
the right hand side of (4.6) is ill defined. It is replaced by the appropriate
local index form.

Application of the index theorem to our problem. We will now apply the
index theorem to the ( 1, 0) component, Tz, of the ^. action. As in §3,
for {A, / ) e srf x EΓ we let

( 4 9 ) * \ {Λ,j) =  L i e ( ^ c ) =  Ω ( °' 0 ) (Σ , Lie(G c)),

(4.10) *JlAtJ) = Γ ( 1 ' V =  Ω ( ( M ) (Σ , Lie(G c)),

(4.11)  TZ\ (A,J) = (^O) Piece of ̂ c action =  d{AtJ).

The far right expressions are for the gauge theory case. &±  are bundles
over J /  x y with a %
mation between them.

If 9 acts freely on F~ ι{0) then %T± and Tz push down to Hermi 
tian bundles over B and a linear map between them. Since Tz upstairs
depends holomorphically on s/  x 3", it depends holomorphically on B
downstairs. So we may apply the index theorem to Tz as a family over
B. If, on the other hand, 9 does not act freely then we cannot necessarily
push βf±  down by defining the sections of the bundles downstairs to be

over J /  x y with a 9 action and Tz is a ^ invariant linear transfor 
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the ^ invariant sections of the bundles upstairs. The problem is that the
fibers of the bundles on B would be isomorphic to the subspaces of the
fibers of %*±  upstairs which are invariant under the isotropy subgroups of
the ^ action on F~ ι(0). Whether ^ acts freely or not, we may apply the
index theorem upstairs and push the resulting expressions for the Quillen
curvature down to B.

As described in §3, the bundle Cok(Γz)  > F~\θ) x SΓ can be natu 
rally identified as the pullback of Γ( 1 '°l/ #   > B by the projection map
π : F~ ι(0) x SΓ  •  B. So the bundle D et(Cok(Γz)) pushes down to
the canonical bundle of Jl. By Hodge theory, also explained in §3, we
have that Ker(Γz) is the complexification of the real bundle Ker(Γ) .
A real bundle, with orthogonal structure group, has traceless curvature;
and this remains true after complexification. Therefore Tr(7?K e r (Γ ) ) =  0
and we may ignore the contribution of the kernel in the local index the 
orem. The index theorem gives us an expression for the curvature of
the holomorphic connection on D et(Cok(Γz)) which is compatible with
a certain metric, namely H times the metric induced from the Hermi 
tian structure of C ok(Γz) . Let vD e t ( C o k ( Γ2 ) ) be the holomorphic connec 
tion on D et(Cok(Γz)) which is compatible with the metric induced from
C ok(Γz) . Also let Vκ* be the natural holomorphic connection on K^
compatible with the metric induced from Γ ( 1 ' °l/ # . It is not difficult to
see that vD e t ( C o k ( 7 ; ) ) and π*{Vκ") agree when acting in the TJί direc 
tions (i.e., the horizontal directions orthogonal to the 9 orbits) and that
their difference is «̂  invariant. This implies that the horizontal part of
the two form Tr( i?C o k ( Γ Λ pushes forward to Tr(jRΓα,o)^).

In the formulas below involving forms on Jΐ x ZΓ we will use a com 
ponent notation for forms on Jt but we will include the differentials δJ
and δJ for forms on ^ . Also the notation ( 1, 0) , (0, 1), and ( 1, 1)
will refer to the type of form in the SΓ directions. For forms involving
differentials in the Jί and F directions we choose the sign of the com 
ponents appropriate to placing the Jΐ differentials to the right of the &
differentials.

In order to write down Tr(i?rd,o)^), we will need the Ricci tensor of
J[. Let 3%u = [V7, Vj] be the Riemann tensor. For each /  and /  it is
a linear transformation with components ( ^ / t / ) f . The Ricci tensor is

(4.12) Ru = ^κifr

For a Kahler manifold, this vanishes unless /  and /  are of opposite type.
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Also, the Bianchi identity implies:

(4.13) Rκ  = Rτκ = G % ) ^ =   (^  M)L
L.

So we have

(4.14.1) t T r ( i? C o k ( Γ z ) ) ] ΓM =  Tr([VΓ, V^]) =   

(4.14.2)
hi I 0 *•  hi

(4.14.4)

where (V, πzδ) is the connection on T[ ' ]Jί as a subbundle of
over Jΐ x £Γ. ί ( 1 ' 0 )Γ is the variation of the Christoffel symbol for the
metric connection on Jΐ \  its components are easily calculated to give
the results indicated. All the traces are over Γ ( 1 ' °l # . In (4.14.4), the
anticommutator [ , ] + appears because the connection δ is valued in
one forms; in (4.14.1) (4.14.3), ordinary commutators appear because the
expressions are written in terms of the components of V .

To write down the right hand side of (4.6) in the finite dimensional case,
we first observe that  r(R^ ) vanishes because & is the trivial bundle

with trivial connection. The curvature of D e t ( ^ ) =  D et(Γ( 1 ' 0 ) J / ) is just
the upstairs version of (4.14). Since δJ is covariantly constant upstairs
and since the Ricci tensor upstairs vanishes, we have

(4.15) [Tr(Λ^ )]Mκ = 0, [Tr(Λ^ ) ] £ 0 ) =  0.

The analog of (4.14.4) is

(4.16)

We now write down the index theorem in a way which is true for both
the gauge theory and finite dimensional cases. In the formulas below, the
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left hand side is the curvature of the Quillen connection on K^  as given
by (4.8). The right hand side is the local index density in the gauge the 
ory case and Tr(/ ?^) in the finite dimensional case. For the Jΐ   Jί
directions, the index theorem states that

( 4 17) ^ ^M^H ~RMK =  2 r ( ~ / ώ i o / )

In the finite dimensional case h equals 0 and, in the gauge theory case
£ώ is the basic symplectic form and h is the quadratic Casimir of the
adjoint representation of G, as defined in the appendix. The other com 
ponents of the index theorem are

(4.18)

o (VFln/ / ) (d Γ)L  = 0, {δ Γ)ί ^ ^VLδJ  

(4.19)

(4.20) δ{0 V 1 > 0) inH   j τ[δJ Λ δJπλ = c.(.

Note that a minus sign appears in the first equation of (4.18) because the
holomorphic derivative of In H appears to the left of the antiholomorphic
derivative; as a check of the signs observe that (4.19) is just the complex
conjugate of (4.18). Here cx(lnd(Tz)) is the !Γ  F piece of the local in 
dex form for the first Chern class of the index bundle. In finite dimensions,
it is just equal to  \  r(πzδJ Λ δJ). In the gauge theory case, it is also
a constant in its dependence on J[. In the expression £ ( 1 ' 0 ) ( V^ ln / / ) ,
the operator < ϊ (1'0) acts on the index M . Formally, V^ln / /  are the
components of an antiholomorphic form, and <J(1 ' 0 ) acts as the projected
connection on Γ*(0' ι^Jt or more explicitly

(4.21) δ{U0)(VπlnH) = V (δ{UO)lnH) +  ^δJ^V

Equations (4.17) (4.20) mean that the Quillen connection on K^  sat 
isfies assumption (2) of Theorem 1.

4b. Basic properties of δ Q following from the index theorem.
Holomorphicity preservation. With the results of §§2 and 3 as moti 

vation, we take the following ansatz for the connection on the quantum
Hubert bundle for Jί:

(4.22) ^ ^ _ _ A _ ^ ?
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(4.23) (9 =  VLB
LlVL +  WLVL   \δ{x'0)ln(H),

(4.24) BLl =  \

Here we treat W  as an unknown (1, 0) vector field on Jί to be solved
for so that the δ Q preserves holomorphicity. We will see below that the
solution is

(4.25) Wl = BLlVLln(H).

The holomorphicity preservation equation is

(4.26)

We examine this equation order by order. (We define the m th order
piece to be the sum of the terms with m covariant derivative operators
when all of the covariant operators are commuted to the right.) To show
that the second order piece of (4.26) vanishes we need to use the fact that
V χ(δJώ~1)   = 0. This is assumption (1) of Theorem 1. In this case, it
may be shown by observing that δJω~{ is holomorphic on sf and then
applying either geometric invariant theory or the Hodge theory methods
of §3.

The zeroth order piece of (4.26) is

(4.27) 0 =  jjL. [  / ώ j^ *")   i&ĝ rl   ivΓ<5(1 '0) ln(tf)

This equation uniquely determines W  to be

(4.28) 2 _ .

where for the second equality we have used (4.21). By the index theorem
identity (4.18), the second and third terms cancel and we find that W  is
indeed given by (4.25).
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We must show that, with this choice of W , the first order piece of
(4.26) is satisfied. That is, we need to show that

k

(4.29)

Using the solution (4.25) for W  and the definition of the Ricci tensor and
of B, the right hand side becomes

(4.30) kTJiB~ ( 2 4 ^ M " RMK + (VrV

This vanishes by the index theorem identity (4.17). This concludes the
proof of holomorphicity preservation. Along the way we have obtained
the simple formula (4.25) which expresses W  purely in terms of intrinsic
objects on Jί and a regularized determinant of the Laplacian.

op

Projective flatness. We will now show that δ Q has the expected cur 
vature as a pushdown in the finite dimensional case (where we know the
result a priori anyway) and has curvature agreeing with the results of con 
formal field theory in the gauge theory case. In both cases, δ Q is projec 
tively flat.

The curvature of δ Q is

(4.31)

Since (9 is purely (1, 0) on «f, δ Q is compatible with the complex
structure on βf?Q and i? ( 0 ' 2 ) =  0.

(1, 1) curvature. Since (9 is ( 1, 0) , the ( 1, 1) curvature is also quite
simple:

(4.32)

(4.33)

k + h
δ[ '
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The second and third terms of (4.33) cancel by the index theorem identity
(4.19). Since V^ annihilates holomorphic wave functions, and since

(4.34) [VΓ, BUVj} = ι

we see that, when acting on holomorphic wave functions, the first term in
(4.33) is just

(4.35)  |Tr[< 5/  Λ δJπγ] =  ^Tτ[δJ Λ δJπz].

By the index theorem identity (4.20), the first and fourth terms of (4.33)
sum to  ^ j ( I n d Tz). Our final result is

(4.36) *"• • ». j

This agrees with the expected result in both the finite dimensional and
gauge theory cases.

(2, 0) curvature. We now show that the vanishing of the Λ( 2> 0) is
equivalent to the vanishing of its zeroth order piece. It is not hard to
verify that <5(1 '0)^f is a first order operator,

(4.37) < 5 ( 1 ' V =  ( δ { U 0 ) V L L

A priori, (9 Λ (9 is a third order operator. To examine it order by order,
we write

(4.38)

Notice that all terms of <9t Λ @. are of order at least j . Also,

(9X Λ (9j + (9* Λ (9 t

has order strictly less than i+j. This implies, for example, that the zeroth
order piece of (9 Λ (9 is

[ ^Λ^] 0
( 4 3 9 )

To show that the second and third order pieces of (9 Λ (9 vanish, we
first observe that

(4.40) { U 0 ) L
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This implies that

(4.41) BLL(VLB
lK) = 0.

Using (4.41) and the fact that holomorphic derivatives V7 commute, one
quickly sees that the second and third order pieces vanish!

So far we have shown that the (2, 0) curvature has the form

(4.42) R{2'0)=XLVL+[R{2'\ ,

where

(4.43) [ R ^ \

I &
and X' is a (1, 0) vector field. Since δ Q preserves holomorphicity for
local reasons, its curvature does also, that is:
(4.44) 0 =  [VΓ, R] = [ iώ l_XL +  (VΓ[i?( 2' 0 ) ] 0) ] +  (VΓX

£ )VΓ

The first order piece of (4.44) says that X  is a holomorphic vector field
on Jΐ.

If Jΐ has no nonzero holomorphic vector fields then X must vanish,
and so, by the zeroth order piece of (4.44), [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 is holomorphic. If,
in addition to having no holomorphic vector fields, Jt has no noncon 
stant holomorphic functions then we may conclude that i? ( 2 ' 0 ) is purely
projective. This fact was used in our first demonstration in the proof of
Theorem 2 that R ' vanishes.

Though this argument applies simply to the gauge theory problem that
has motivated our investigation, the use of global holomorphic considera 
tions is not in the spirit of our investigation. We would like to give a proof
of the vanishing of i? ( 2 ' 0 ) using the local differential geometry of J[. So
in §7 we will return to this matter and use the local differential geometry
of symplectic quotients to prove the vanishing of [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 . This suffices
for proving that 7?( 2' 0) =  0, since the zeroth order piece of (4.44) tells us
that [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 =  0 implies that XL = 0.

5. Explicit description of the gauge theory problem on the torus

As an illustration of the previous ideas, we will consider the gauge theory
problem, discussed in §2, for Σ a torus and G a compact, simple, and
simply connected Lie group with maximal torus T  and Weyl group W .
In §5a we explain conceptually why the connection δ Q can essentially be
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reduced to the connection for quantization of an abelian variety. In §5b
we make the computation more explicit, remove some ambiguous central
factors in §5a, and exhibit a basis of a parallel section of %?Q in terms
of Weyl Kac characters for the level k representations of the loop group
of G. Most of the results of this section were first obtained by Elitzur et
al. [7] by physical arguments starting from Feynman path integrals. That
paper is useful background for this section.

5a. Reduction to quantization of abelian varieties. Since the fundamen 
tal group of Σ is abelian, πx(Σ) =  Z Θ Z , every representation of πx(Σ)
in G is conjugate to a representation in T , uniquely up to the action
of the Weyl group. The space of representations of πx(Σ) in G is thus
J£ = T  x T/ W . The symplectic structure that Jt obtains as a moduli
space of representations is ώ =  kώ0, where ώQ is the fundamental quan 
tizable symplectic form, and k is a positive integer, the "level", introduced
in §2. The symplectic structure ώ lifts to a standard translation invariant
and W invariant symplectic structure on the torus T x T , which we call
ω. The basic prequantum line bundle ^ on Jί lifts to a prequantum
line bundle 5 J on Γ x Γ with an action of W  so that sections of J ^
may be identified with W invariant sections of «Ŝ  . To quantize the level
k symplectic form, we consider the prequantum line bundle &®k .

According to the general theory, J[ is to be quantized by picking a
complex structure /  on Σ , whereupon TxT  becomes an abelian variety
Jtj with a W invariant complex structure. The quantum bundle ^ is
to be defined over the Teichmuller space ff of isotopy classes of complex
structures on Σ . Its fiber &Q\ j at /  e F is to be H°(Jt, 3?®k). Because
of the singularities in Jί (coming from fixed points in the action of the
Weyl group on the space of representations of π^Σ ) in T), it is actually
necessary to explain what one means by a holomorphic line bundle or a
holomorphic section of such a bundle over Jt. Though such questions can
be addressed by constructing Jf as an algebraic variety, for our purposes
it is sufficient to define

(5.1) / / V> &*k) =  H°(T x T, &*kf.
In general, rather than dealing with objects on the singular manifold Jί,
we will work with the corresponding fF invariant objects on TxT.

At first sight, the relation of Jί to the abelian variety TxT  makes
it appear that it would be trivial to quantize Jΐ. Indeed, in § 1 we have
considered the quantization of abelian varieties. A family of abelian va 
rieties, with a fixed symplectic structure but a variable complex struc 
ture parametrized by a parameter space F, can be quantized using the
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connection

(5.2) δf° = δ + ± (δJωo ψvLVJ_
on the quantum bundle over ZΓ. In the case at hand, where one consid 
ers a family of abelian varieties with an action of a finite group W , the
connection (5.2) is compatible with the W action and thus descends to a
connection on the W invariant subspace.

Though this is thus a projectively flat connection on the quantum bundle
%?Q , it is not the one that comes by specializing the general, genus g for 
mulas of this paper to the case of genus one. The formula (5.2) is "wrong"
in the sense that it is ad hoc and does not have a genus g generalization.
Our goal in this section is to investigate the projectively flat connection
on β^Q obtained by specializing the general formulas to g = 1. We will
see that this latter connection can be conjugated to a form very similar to
(5.2), but with k replaced by k +  h .

The projectively flat connection that comes from the general formula is

2(k + h)

This acts on W  invariant sections of $f®k ^ ( Γ x Γ ) x J which are
holomorphic in their dependence on T x T . This formula contains, in
addition to the Kahler geometry of T x T , the regularized determinant of
the Laplacian H =  det' ∆ . We must now discuss the basic properties of
this function.

Preliminary discussion of H. Because the fundamental group of the
genus one surface Σ is abelian, a flat connection A on a G bundle E
can up to a gauge transformation be assumed to take values in a maximal
commutative subalgebra t of Lie(G ). The choice of t gives a decom 
position Lie(G) =  Lie(G )± Θ t, where Lie(G )± is a sum of nontrivial
representations of t (its complexification is the sum of the nonzero root
spaces in Lie(G )c). The adjoint bundle ad(is) has a corresponding de 
composition ad( B) =  ad(2s)± 0ad(£ ") o , and the Laplacian decomposes as
∆ =  ∆ ±  Θ ∆ o . Letting H±  and Ho denote the determinants of ∆ ±  and
∆ o , we have

(5.4) H = H0 H±.

Now, to begin with, H is a W invariant function on (T x T) x <7~.
However, in fact, Ho is the pullback of a function on y because t is
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abelian and acts trivially on its own adjoint bundle. Looking back to (5.3),
we see therefore that HQ contributes only a central term to the connection
<Γ% (since V^ΠHQ = 0, and δ{ι'0)lnHQ is the pullback of a one form
on ZΓ and so is central). Thus, it is H±  that we must study.

The operator ∆ ±  is ∆ ±  =  d±d±  , where d±  is the d operator on the
bundle E±  with the connection A . By the index theorem, the determinant
line bundle Det(<9±) has curvature  i(2hω0), where h is the quadratic
Casimir of the Lie algebra of G. Thus, D et(9± ) can be identified with
Q?< 8> 2A

 2Γ0 . ^

By its construction, the line bundle Det(<9±) has a natural action of
the Weyl group W . Actually, since W  has a nontrivial one dimensional
character e of order two (in which the elementary reflections act as mul 
tiplication by  1 ) , it abstractly can act on Det(<9±) in two possible ways.
The action τ that arises naturally in thinking of D et(0± ) as a determi 
nant bundle is the action in which W  acts trivially on the fiber above the
trivial connection. An object that transforms as the character e of the
Weyl group will be called Weyl anti invariant in what follows.

The operator  )±  is generically invertible, so according to [26], its deter 
minant is a holomorphic section s of the determinant line bundle 2^lh .
Moreover

(5.5) H± = \ \ s\ \ \

where || || is the Hermitian structure on the bundle &®lh that has a
compatible connection with curvature  2ihώ0.

The section s is essentially the square of the denominator in the Weyl 
Kac character formula for the affine Lie algebra g, and is extensively
studied in that context. It has the following key properties:

(i) From its construction, it is invariant under the Weyl group W .
(ii) It has a natural square root sι/ 2, which is a holomorphic section

of ^^h . This square root is simply the partition function for a system
of Majorana fermions coupled to the bundle E±  . It can be rigorously
constructed using the theory of Pfaffian line bundles [10]. (The theory of
Pfaffian bundles applies to appropriate Dirac operators twisted by vector
bundles with quadratic forms. In genus one the 9 operator is equivalent
to the Dirac operator D associated with the trivial spin bundle. The
bundle E±  has a quadratic form coming from the pairing of positive and
negative roots. The square root of s is just the Pfaffian of the Dirac
operator twisted by E±.)
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(iii) Since s is Weyl invariant, its square root must be either Weyl in 
variant or anti invariant. In fact s1^2 is Weyl anti invariant, something
that can be seen by inspecting its zeros, which are manifest from the de 
scription of s as a determinant. (s has a double zero and s1^2 has a single
zero at generic fixed points of an elementary reflection. Consideration of
the zeros of s provides another elementary approach to understanding
the existence of s1 / 2. ) Moreover, s1^2 has only the zeros required by
anti invariance. Therefore, every anti invariant section of .2*®A is divis 
ible by sι/ 2, so the anti invariant subspace of H°(T x Γ, &®h) is one
dimensional, generated by s1^2 .

(iv) 5 1 / 2 obeys a heat equation

(5.6) (< J( 1' 0) +  ^ < 1 ' ° > / ω o  1 ) % i v , +  central) sι/ 2 = 0,

where "central" denotes the pullback of a one form from !T . The fact
that s1^2 obeys such a heat equation, with the correct choice of the central
term, is an inevitable consequence of the fact that theta functions obey heat
equations if their dependence on J7" is fixed correctly, and the fact that
the space of anti invariant theta functions at level h is one dimensional.
(Actually, the heat equation (5.6) is well known in the theory of affine Lie
algebras and is essentially equivalent to the MacDonald identities.)

Reduction of the connection. We are now in a position to simplify the
connection δ Q on the quantum bundle ^ over y . The quantum bun 
dle %?Q is isomorphic to what we might call the mock quantum bundle,
namely the bundle ^ whose fiber at /  is the Weyl anti invariant sub 
space of H°(TxT, £?®k+h). The isomorphism between # Q and &Q is
multiplication by sι/ 2. (Multiplication by sι/ 2 clearly defines a map from
<%"Q to β?Q, and this map is an isomorphism since, as sx/ 1 has only the
zeros required by anti invariance, every anti invariant section of Jzf® +h

is divisible by sι/ 2.) Conjugating by sι/ 2, we get a connection S*Q on
the mock quantum bundle, namely

(5.7) δJ%=sl/ 2 δ̂ Q s~l/ 2.

In evaluation of (5.7) using the heat equation (5.6) one finds some cancel 
lations; after a short computation, one obtains

(5.8) δ*° = δ + ^Γk) ((δJωo ψvLVj) +  central.
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(5.8) coincides with the projectively flat connection (5.2) which might have
been guessed naively from the beginning, but (i) k is replaced by k +
h, and (ii) we are to restrict ourselves to Weyl anti invariant sections of

The question now arises of what would be required to sharpen the above
computation and determine the central term in (5.8). There were various
points in the above derivation in which central factors were omitted. Even
the starting point, (5.3), had an ambiguous central factor, because the
determinant H, which is a function on Jί x ZΓ, is defined only up to
multiplication by a function on SΓ, until one picks a particular family of
metrics on Σ , which we have not done in the above. We will see in §5b
that if one uses flat metrics on Σ of unit area in defining H, then the
central term in (5.8) equals the conventional central term in the usual heat
equation for theta functions.

For future reference, it is useful to note that up to multiplication by a
function on Teichmuller space,

(5.9) H~\ \ s\ \ \

since in fact H = Ho \ \ s\ \ 2, and Ho is a function on & alone.
Unitarity. It remains to discuss unitary. According to the standard dis 

cussion of quantization of abelian varieties, the connection (5.8) is com 
patible with a simple unitary structure. If 0 is a section of ^ which is
parallel for (5.8), the unitary structure is

(5.10) (0,0) ~ f \ \θ\ \ \

where f^  is integration on Jί with the measure determined by its sym 
plectic structure, and ||0 ||2 is the norm of 0 as a section of the Hermitian
line bundle J?®k+h . The symbol" ~ " in (5.10) means that, since we have
not pinned down the central term in (5.8), the unitary structure (5.10) is
invariant under parallel transport by the connection (5.8) only up to mul 
tiplication by a function on ZΓ.

It is now easy to derive a similar expression for a projectively unitary
structure respected by the connection δ Q on the original quantum bundle
%?Q . Since the relation between a parallel section ψ of β^Q and a parallel
section 0 of ^ is 0 =  sι/ 2  ψ, the unitary structure on β?Q is given by

( 5.11) (ψ,ψ)~j \̂ \ sι/ 2\
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In view of (5.9), this amounts to

(5.12) (Ψ,Ψ)~ f Hl

The occurrence of a ~ sign in (5.12) is inevitable at this point since we
have not yet chosen metrics on Σ and defined H precisely. We will see
below that if H is defined using flat metrics of unit area, then the unitary
structure defined on the right hand side of (5.12) is invariant under parallel
transport by (5.3), not just projectively so.

5b. Explicit computations. We will now present explicit formulas flesh 
ing out the conceptual treatment just sketched. In addition to making the
treatment more explicit, this will give us the chance to demonstrate that
the Weyl Kac characters of affine Lie algebras are parallel sections of the
quantum bundle, and to fix the projective ambiguity of the above discus 
sion.

Basic objects upstairs. The space si of connections on the trivial
G bundle over Σ may be identified, after choosing a base connection
and a trivialization of the tangent bundle of Σ , with the direct sum
Ω°(Σ , Lie(G)) Θ Ω°(Σ , Lie(G)) of two copies of the space of Lie algebra
valued functions on Σ . Explicitly, we will represent Σ by the quotient

(5.13) Σ =  R2/ ZxZ, (x1, x2) ~ ( jc^w1, χ2+m2) for m\m2 e Z,

and write any connection A as

(5.14) A = Aχdxι +A2dx2 for Ai e Ω°(Σ , Lie(G)).

The symplectic structure on si was given in §2, where it was also shown
how the relevant complex structures on si are induced from complex
structures on Σ . We explicitly parametrize the (Teichmuller space of)
complex structures on Σ by the upper half plane Im τ > 0. In the complex
structure determined by τ , the coordinate

(5.15) z = χι +τχ2

is holomorphic.
The Kάhler structure on Jt. Let t be the Cartan subalgebra of G,

and let S denote the set of flat connections θ = θx (2πidχ{) + Θ2(2πidx2)
whose components, θi, are constant on Σ and valued in t. Every point
in Jt is represented by some point in S. Two points θ and θf in S?
are gauge equivalent if and only if their holonomies are conjugate; that is,

(5.16) θ'~θ~
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for some g in G. Equation (5.16) is equivalent to

(5.17) θ'~w>θ + λ9

where λ = {λ{,λ2) with λ{ in the coroot lattice AR =  {λ € t: e2πiλ =  1} ,
w G W , and with w   θ = (w   θ{, w   θ2). To summarize, we have

(5.18) Λf =  F~\ΰ)/ & =  T  x Γ/ JF =  ί x */ (ΛΛ x Λ*) *W,

where x denotes semidirect product.
We may calculate the Kahler structure on Jί by regarding it as the

quotient of the finite dimensional affine Kahler manifold S c F"ι(0) by
the discrete subgroup (AR x AR)xW  of &. Let (θx, θ2) be a point in

? } 2

= <?> We fix a basis {e(} , /  =  1, , RankίG ), for t, and denote
the components of a point φ e t by φι. We let C ; =  ez e. be the matrix
for the basic inner product on Lie(G) restricted to t (see the Appendix for
normalization), and Cιj be the inverse matrix. We will sometimes write
u2 for CtM

lu/  , and u v for CyUrv'. We will denote the imaginary part
of τ by τ 2 .

The symplectic structure on moduli space restricts to a symplectic struc 
ture on t x t given by
(5.19) ω =  2πkdθx   dθ2 = 2πkCudθ[dθJ

2.

The complex structure on si determined by τ restricts to a complex
structure on t x t in which

(5.20) ι/  =  θ[   τθ[, i =  1, , Rank(G ),

are the holomorphic coordinates. We will denote by tc the space t x /
endowed with this complex structure.

In complex coordinates

(5.21) ω ^

where dQu
ι =  dθι2   τdθ\  is the differential of uι at fixed τ , and similarly

for dQu
ι. Observe that ω is positive and (1,1) as expected. Also we have

771'
u

(5.22) ί)/ τ =   — — ®dQu
τ2 OU

The determinant det'(dAdA). To make the arguments of §5a explicit,
we need to evaluate det'(d^AdA), s = det(<9± ), and sι/ 2. We actually
find it convenient to work not with the section s1^2 of the Pfaffian bundle
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of 5 ± , but with the function Π which appears below and is a section
of the Pfaffian bundle of the operator d coupled to all of Lie(G ). The
two Pfaffian bundles differ by the pullback of a bundle from J7", and Π
differs from s1 / 2 only by a central factor, which was ambiguous in §5a to
begin with. To keep the calculations concrete, we will calculate the results
without reference to the theory of determinant line bundles, but rather in
the language of holomorphic factorization which may be more familiar to
some readers. We will see, after the next subheading, how the choice of
Quillen counterterms in these calculations implicitly trivialize certain line
bundles that would appear in a more conceptual description.

We choose the /  independent metric on the Lie algebra Ω°(Σ , Lie(G))
given by the /  independent measure dxx dx2 on Σ . The determinant
det 'd^d^ in this metric has been evaluated in [12]. For completeness,
and to fix notation, we now give a derivation of the required formula. The
result is stated in equation (5.28) below.

We first observe that the determinant factorizes as the product of de 
terminants of Laplacians on the root spaces. To see this, recall that the
complexified Lie algebra Lie(G )c of G decomposes under the action of
the Cartan subalgebra t as

(5.23) Lie(G )c =  Eo θ

Here Ea are the root spaces on which t acts by the root a. The space Eo

is the complexified Cartan subalgebra tc and is r =  Rank(G !) dimensional.
The root spaces Ea, for a Φ 0, are one dimensional. The nonzero roots
are divided into positive and negative roots.

The operator ~dA has a simple form relative to the decomposition (5.23)
when A = θ =  2πi{θχdxλ +  θ2dx2) with 0. e t. Any ψ e Ω°(Σ , Lie(G )c)
may be decomposed as ψ =  Σa Ψa >

 w h e r e for α ̂  0, ^ G Ω ° ( Σ , £ Q ) ,

and for a =  0 the sum is understood to run over r copies of C corre 
sponding to writing EQ = φ[ C . Then

(5.24) dθψ =  Σd{au)ψa, (a, u) = (a, θχ)   τ(α, θ2),
a

where ~dυ denotes the 9 operator on the trivial complex line bundle over
Σ coupled to the flat connection 2πi{vχdxι +  v2dx2).

For v not gauge equivalent to zero6, the operator  )v is invertible,
while <90 has a one dimensional kernel and a one dimensional cokernel

6 T h a t i s ( υ . , v2) φ ( 0 , 0 ) m o d ( 1 , 1 ) .
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spanned by the constant functions and constant one forms respectively.
Correspondingly, the operator d A has (generically) an r dimensional ker 
nel and an r dimensional cokernel spanned by constant functions and
constant one forms valued in tc .

As a consequence of (5.24), we have the factorization

(5.25) det'flfo =

The ζ function regulated determinant of the Laplacian dvdυ on Σ
was computed originally by Ray Singer in connection with analytic torsion
[29]. They found, for υ not equivalent to 0,

X ) =  (exp £ (υ   vf^j | detd υ\
2,

oo
πiτ/ 6/  πiv — π/ ικ T Γ/ i 2πiv / ί W i —2πiυ nx

= e (e  e ) l l ( l —  ̂ Q){\  e q ) ,
2πiτ

q e
Some explanation of the definition of det<9v is required. Since 9V

varies holomorphically in both τ and v and has no zero modes, if there
were no "anomalies" introduced by regularization, deί'dυdυ would be the
absolute value squared of a holomorphic function. Because of anoma 
lies, this is only true up to a "counterterm": While the function detδ^
appearing in (5.26) is holomorphic in both τ and v , the "counterterm"
correction factor exp((π/ 2τ2)(i;   v)2) cannot be written as the absolute
value squared of a function holomorphic in both τ and v .

For υ = 0, the determinant is given by

(5.27) det'βfo =  τ2|det '50|
2, det'ao Ξ eπiτ/β fl(l   qnf,

where det '~d0 is holomorphic in τ . The correction factor τ 2 by which
(5.27) fails to be an absolute value squared arises due to zero modes.

7In exp((π/ 2τ2)(t;   υ)2) we recognize the contribution of the original "Quillen" coun 
terterm

 — /
2πi JΣ

. . . π  exp  — /  A.A  =  exp vυ ,
< i_ . i z z τ

which is the usual counterterm extracted from (5.26) to obtain holomorphic factorization
with τ held fixed.
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Substituting (5.26) and (5.27) into (5.25) and doing a little algebra (us 
ing (A.8)) give

Q =  rlnτ2 +  —(u  u) ,
T 2

Π(τ, M) =  Π ( T , u)e

( 5 2 8 ) p = * J2 a = the Weyl vector, |G | =  Dim(G),
α>0

The definitions of Π and Π agree with that given in the Appendix. From
the Macdonald identity, Π =  0~  h , we conclude that Π =  det^δ^) 1^ 2 is
a Weyl anti invariant level h theta function.

We see from the above formulas that H is eQ times the absolute value
squared of the function det^fl^) which is holomorphic in τ and u. That
H has this form could be deduced from the index theorem. The main
point is that

(5.29) d^xtxtd^ χtχt lnH =

where d^xtxt and d^xtxt are the d  and d  operators on ^xtxt. We
first observe that t x t has vanishing Ricci tensor because it is flat. Also
the JT' JT ' piece of the local index density for c{(Ind(d)) vanishes since
Σ is flat. As a result, the index theorem identities (4.17) (4.20) read

(5.30) 2hπ . r

dou
ι Λ dQΰ

J H ^dτ Λ dτ.

Writing

(5.31)

ijo dQ H ^

zτ2

and noting that duι = dou +  {{uι   ΰι)/ 2iτ2)dτ, we see that the two terms
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o f '&&rxtχβ&rχtχtQ e q u a l t h e t w 0 t e r m s °f (5.30). We will find the identity

(5.32) 9<rxtxtd<rχtχtQo =  ~ z ^ ω = ~iωo

particularly useful.
The prequantum line bundle .2? and its connection. Let Jz^ be the

trivial holomorphic line bundle over F x t x t. We give it the Hermitian
structure

(5.33) (Ψι  ia

and the compatible connection with component V in the txt directions
and δ in the & directions. By (5.32), we see that the connection has
curvature  ilω0. The action of the Weyl group on the trivial bundle «£^
is the trivial lift of the action on t x t. Define the action of AR x AR on
Jz^ so that invariant sections of 2^  have periodicities

(5 34) Ψι(, ι) ψι(,)
^ ( τ , u + τλ2) =  exp( iπlτλ2   2πilλχ w)^(τ, u)

for λi e AR. The holomorphic and Hermitian structures on «SJ are in 
variant under this action. For fixed τ , sections of  2̂  with the above
periodicities are identified with sections of the pushed down line bundle
over T x T  and are called level /  theta functions. The pushdown of
the bundle S?lh is isomorphic with the determinant line bundle D et(9).
Thus the bundle 3*k  •  t x t pushes down to the bundle £?®k  > T xT
appearing in §5a. £f®k further pushes down by the action of W  to the
prequantum line bundle 3*®k over Jΐ. The quantum Hubert space con 
sists of the holomorphic sections of 5?®k , that is the Weyl invariant theta
functions at level k.

An important fact that we need for our calculation is that the multipli 
cation map from Jz^ <g> ^ to Jz^ respects the holomorphic and Hermitian
structures, as well as the action of the group (AR x AR)x W. Therefore
we may use Leibniz's rule to evaluate covariant derivatives of products of
theta functions. Also the holomorphicity of Π together with

(5.35) H ι/ 2 = τr / 2 < Π , Π > ^

implies that

(5.36) i( Ϊ 1
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and

(5.37)

Heat equations for theta functions. Allowing τ to vary, we require that
level /  theta functions are holomorphic in τ and satisfy the heat equation

(5.38)  ιΨι =
I V. +  dτ p—.ι  L 4ιτ2

To write this out explicitly, we let d/ dτ denote the τ derivative in coordi 
nates (τ, τ, θλ, θ2), and let d/ dτ denote the τ derivative in coordinates
(τ, τ, u, u). We have

(539) A = A + ί ί i^A
K ' dτ dτ+ 2iτ2 d u

r

The connection on Jz^ is given by
d

? ( o , ,_ d
τ

viΨι =
(5.40)

[£• (.»]*
a

^ 7 +  ^ ( M  M )
[du

=  dτ d (u ΰ)' θ

Finally, note that

(5.41) 2  ̂=

Putting this altogether, we find

(5.42) D, =  d

Λikπ

Iπ

which is the heat operator at level /  found in the appendix. So the level
/  theta functions are just the theta functions θγ ; given in the Appendix.

Proof that Weyl Kac characters are parallel. Let

(5.43) ^, / f e ( τ ' " ) Ξ
H.W.,2πh πiτ(\ p\ 2/ h \γ+ p\ 2/ (k+ h))
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be (up to the overall constant included) the Weyl Kac character at level k
for the highest weight γ e A . According to the character formula (see
the Appendix),

(5.44) ψ dτ,u)= y+P:*+^ τ'U\
γ'κ Π(τ , «)

where 0~ fc+Λ is the Weyl odd combinations of level k theta functions
defined in the Appendix. For each τ , ψv . is the ratio of a level k +  h

y > *
to a level h Weyl odd theta function, and is thus a Weyl invariant level
k theta function. So ψy k is a section of &Q .

The vanishing of δ*Q ψk follows trivially from holomorpicity in τ .
Since θ~ k+h satisfies the level k +  h heat equation, ψy k is annihilated
by

(5.45)

Now using (5.36), the heat equation at level h for Π, and (5.37) twice,
this operator equals

(5.46) \

* ( l , 0 )

Combining the two constant terms, we see that this equals δ <* . Thus
ψγ k is annihilated by δ*Q .

Orthonormality of the Weyl Kac characters. We define the inner product
on βtQ by

(5.47) (ψy>k9

U p to a τ independent factor, the integrand is

(5.48)
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So, up to a constant,

( 5 . 4 9 )

r_  r/ 2 (k+ h)π{u ΰ)2/ 2τ2

From the orthonormality properties given in the Appendix for the theta
functions θγ+p k+h, it follows that the ψyk are orthogonal and have τ
independent norms. Since the ψ k form a basis of parallel sections, this

shows that the connection δ̂ Q is unitary relative to the inner product
(5.47).

6. Hubert space structure on ^

In this section we will briefly discuss the question of the existence of
a Hubert space structure on ^ relative to which the connection δ Q is
unitary. We make no attempt at complete results, but merely point out
possibly useful observations for later consideration.

In the finite dimensional case, a Hubert space structure on β^Q relative

to which δ^Q is unitary may be obtained by pushing down the trivial
Hubert space structure on ^ . In this case, the inner product on &Q\ j is
given by

(6.1) (ψl9 ψ2)=  I ωn/ 2(ψιy ψ2)# ,

where the ψi are elements of &Q\ j and the ψ. are the corresponding
^, invariant sections of 3? ( ) ^ is the inner product on Sf and ωn^2

is the symplectic volume form. The sections ψ are determined by their
values along F~\θ). Integrating along the &c orbits then gives

(6.2) ι2 J
where U is a function on Jt x !Γ expressible as an integral of a top form
a along the &c orbit. We will give below an explicit expression for a
along F~ ι(0) together with the differential equation determining σ along
the orbit.

It was shown in [7] that in the gauge theory case, σ may be expressed
in terms of the exponent of a gauged WZW action. The &c integral deter 
mining U is then a (formal) functional integral, which, in the genus one
case, has been studied in [12] in connection with coset models. Using the
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results of [12], the authors of [7] showed that on the torus, U =  Hι/ 2,
where H is the determinant det'(∆ ). We have already rigorously checked
in §5 that in this case and with this choice of U the connection δ̂ Q is
unitary.

In the gauge theory case for genus bigger than one, and in the general
finite dimensional case, U depends on k there does not seem to be a
simple explicit expression for U. We may, however, attempt to evaluate
U perturbatively in powers of l/ (k +  h). The solution to leading order
is still H1^2, but now there are subleading terms.

It would be very interesting to investigate the higher order corrections.
For example, in the next few paragraphs we will explain why an explicit
expression for the subleading term could lead to a rigorous proof (perhaps
simpler than that given in §7) that [Λ( 2 '0 )] 0 vanishes.

Differential equation for U. Since in the gauge theory case it will be
difficult to make rigorous the pushdown construction of U, we begin by
simply formulating in terms of the geometry of J[ the conditions that U
must obey in order to give a unitary structure.

dp

Unitarity of δ Q is the statement that for holomorphic sections ψχ, ψ2,
one should have
(6.3) δ(ψ{,  ψ2) =  (δ**φx, Ψ2) +  (ψx, δ*°φ2).
Writing δ** =  δ{ι'0)+δ{0'ι) k&/ {k +  h), and recalling that (9 is of type
( 1 , 0 ), (6.3) is equivalent to

(6.4)

together with the complex conjugate equation. Integrating by parts (ne 
glecting the effects of singularities) and then requiring that the coefficient
of (ψx, ψ2) in the integrand vanishes, we find

(6.5) (<*(1 0) +  ̂ TI ( v^ Vz  V^ ^ 0 ) l o g 7 / ) ) U =  0.
This is the local form of the unitarity condition.

To analyze (6.5), it is convenient to write U =  Hι/ 2F for F a function
on Jt x F. With a little algebra, the local unitarity condition (6.5) may
be written as

( 6. 6) o =    ̂ j(H~l/ 2(ΠHl/ 2)F   kV  ̂ VjF) +  δ{l '0)F.

In (6.6), D denotes the partial differential operator

(6.7) Π =   hδ{U0)
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(Note: The expression kVtB
lJ V is independent of k since B is propor 

tional to l/ k.)
To solve this equation order by order in l/ (k +  h) write

Then,

( 6 ' 9 ) δ{l'0)FN = ( kVLB
U Vj + H l/ 2aHl/ 2)FN_y for N  > 1.

We conclude:
(i) The choice U = H ι/ 2 obeys the local unitary condition to leading

order in l/ k.
(ii) This leading order solution is exact if and only if H~ ι/ 2 H ι/ 2

vanishes. (In the gauge theory problem, this is true in genus one but not
otherwise.)

(iii) Since ( 5 ( 1 ' 0 ) ) 2 =  0, the first order correction Fχ exists only if

(6.10) δ{l'0)(H 1/ 2ΠHl/ 2) = 0.

The fact that, in the gauge theory case, H~ ι/ 2OH ι/ 2 vanishes in genus
one is essentially equivalent to the heat equation for sx/ 1 (or Π) discussed
in §5. It is because / / ~ 1 / 2 D / ί 1 / 2 vanishes in genus one that we were able to
give an explicit proof of unitarity in genus one, with, of course, U = H1^2.

Point (iii) on the above list is of particular importance, since (6.10) is
equivalent to the identity required at the very end of §4 to complete the
proof of the vanishing of the (2, 0) part of the curvature of the connec 
tion δ̂ Q without appealing to global holomorphic considerations. While
it is no surprise that unitarity would imply vanishing of the (2, 0) cur 
vature, the point to be noted here is that unitarity has to be understood
only approximately, up to terms of order l/ k, to get an exact result for
vanishing of the (2, 0) curvature.

§7 will be devoted to a proof of (6.10); evidently the identity could also
be proved, perhaps more directly, by constructing the object Fχ. Fχ could
be constructed in principle, and probably also in practice, by carrying out
the pushdown construction of U perturbatively in l/ k. For complete 
ness we now present the simple calculation that (6.10) is equivalent to the
criterion in §4 for vanishing of the (2, 0) curvature. In §4 we showed

(6.11) [R{2\  = [
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We c o m p u t e

(6.12.1)   V ^ V / ^ Λ l o g i / * ) =   V ^ ^ ^ *

(6.12.2) =  +Vi(δ
{U0)BιJ VjlogHi) =

(6.12.3) = ( J ( 1 ' 0 ) ( i / "i ( V/ 5% 7 . / / i )  

(6.12.4) =δ{UO\H~i(ViB
ϋ VjH^)   ^

In (6.12.1) and (6.12.2) the derivatives δ{U0) and VJ. commute because
there is no curvature in the holomorphic holomorphic directions. The sign
change in (6.12.3) comes from commuting forms. Similarly,

(6.13)

Combining (6.12) and (6.13) proves the required result.
The pushdown inner product. Finally, we will now describe a general

theoretical formula for the pushdown construction of the function U that
is needed for unitarity.

Let πc : J /  » +  stf' j&c = Jί be the projection map, and for a point
A e F~λ (0), let iA \&c* *sί be the map g H > g A . Let ψχ and ψ2 be
«̂ c invariant sections of 3* over Im iA such that < ^ , ψ2 > =  1 at the
point A. On the &c orbit Im /^ ,

(6.14) ω ( ^ , ^ 2 ) ^ =  πc(ω) σ
for some form top form σ along Im iA . The pullback /* a is a top form
on  <§c (we assume that '§c has discrete isotropy subgroups).

According to (6.2), U is determined by σ in fact, the value of U at
the point nc(A) is

(6.15) U(πc(A))= ί i\a.
Jzc

The form σ can be determined as follows. On F~ ι(0), we have Γ«i/  =
TJt θ Γ(gc) as symplectic vector spaces. Of course, T(gc) =  ^..(g^,).
Since ωn^2 and π*(ώ)m^2 are the natural symplectic volumes on Γ J /
and TJί, and since < ψ{, ψ2 > =  1 on i 7 " 1 ^ ) , σ must be the natural
symplectic volume form on T(gc). By the definition of the determinant
H, this natural symplectic volume form pulls back to
(6.16) i*Aσ = H σ09

where σ0 is a fixed volume form on T(gc).
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The variation of σ along the Gc orbit can then be determined by com 
puting its Lie derivatives. In fact

(6.17)  Slσ =  0, &Jτσ = 2Faσ.
a o

Equations (6.16) and (6.17) determine σ. It has Gaussian decay as one
moves slightly away from F~ ι(0), and so the integral (6.15) which gives
U may be evaluated for large k by steepest descent. The leading order
solution for U is H ι/ 2, as claimed above.

7. Explicit proof that i ? ( 2 ' 0 ) vanishes

This is the most technical section of the paper. Its main purpose is
to complete the proof, begun in §4, that the (2, 0) curvature of the con 
nection δ̂ Q vanishes for the gauge theory problem where there is no a
priori argument available. In §4 it was shown that the vanishing of i? ( 2 ) 0 )

followed from the vanishing of its zeroth order piece [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 . In princi 
ple, however, had we not been able to make such a simplification by the
intrinsic considerations of §4, we could have proved the vanishing of all
of i? ( 2 ' 0 ) by the methods used below.

The identity which we wish to prove the determinant H = d e t ' ( Γ J Γ J
satisfies is

(7.1)

This is an identity for intrinsic objects on Jί. As discussed in §3, (f2+ι

and (f0 may be written in terms of G reen's functions and their derivatives
on F~\θ):

{ 7 2 )

where the derivatives in (?2+ι act on the function <f0.
The proof of (7.1) will be motivated by the following philosophy. A

priori, in finite dimensions, the vanishing of [R{2'0)]0 follows immedi 
ately from two facts. First, the (2, 0) curvature of the connection δ̂ Q

on %?Q vanishes trivially; and, second, the pushdown connection δ Q has
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the same curvature as δ Q. In the gauge theory case, this is only a for 
mal argument since it involves ill defined operators. It can however be
used to provide an outline for a rigorous argument by rephrasing the two
facts above not in terms of the operators themselves, but in terms of the
coefficients of the pushdown operators. More precisely, as we saw in §3,
if we look at operators such as those appearing in the above argument,
the coefficients of terms which do not vanish when acting on G IHS (gauge
invariant holomorphic sections) over F~ ι(0) are given by explicit expres 
sions written in terms of G reen's functions. Looking at the degree zero
piece of the operators appearing in RP"0) provides the desired outline for
the proof: On the one hand, the first fact, that the (2, 0) curvature of δ*°
upstairs vanishes, suggests that a certain nontrivial combination of explicit
functions on F~~ ι(0) sum to zero. The second fact, that the curvature of
the pushdown connection is the same as the curvature of δ*Q, suggests
that this same combination of functions must sum to desired expression
[^2+ iWlo a P P e a r i n 8 i n C7 1)

The proof that [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes then amounts to showing that what
is suggested formally is in fact true. In this section we shall write down in
complete detail the manipulations of G reen's functions which show the de 
sired result. (The proof also relies on the manipulation of §3 which shows
that the pushdown connection is the same as the connection discussed in
§4.) For the gauge theory problem, one must then show that, with a suit 
able regularization, these manipulations are rigorously valid. We do not
carry through the analysis of regularization here, although we strongly be 
lieve that no essential complications would arise in doing so. Our basis
for this belief is that the vast experience of physicists shows that the rele 
vant physical system, the b c system, has only the anomalies discussed
in §2; but these anomalies should not spoil the manipulations below. We
should point out, however, that the manipulations of this section do not
appear to simplify when expressed in a more physical notation. Since the
anomalies are not relevant for our consideration here, we will not see the
shift k  > k + h in our discussion.

This section is divided into several parts. In §§7a and 7b we develop
some machinery which allows us to systematize the procedure of pushing
down operators and identities which was discussed in §3. In §7a we define
some useful geometric objects. In §7b we define a means to extract from an
operator on i ? the coefficient of the zero grading piece of the pushdown
operator. In §7c we rederive the connection δ Q using this machinery;
along the way we find some useful identities. In §7d we review the a priori
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argument that [ i?( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes in a way which will motivate the calcu 
lations in §7e. In §7e we present the heart of the calculation: By looking
at the zero grading pieces of the pushdown operators, we interpret the a
priori argument that [ i?( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes in terms of relationships between
explicit functions on F~ ι(0). Neglecting issues of regularization, we then
prove these relationships using manipulations with Green's functions.

7a. Some useful geometric objects and identities. In this subsection we
will develop some machinery which makes the pushdown procedure more
transparent. To begin, we define the holomorphic derivatives V^ and
V in the J( and ^ directions by

(7.3) f L L f / ^ i

so that Vz =  Vi + Vz . We may then compute the following commutators:

b I b> 1
• •  — c/Z V vtSl — t>^

bV /

(7.4.2)

(7.4.3) f ^
The important point here is that the commutator of any two derivatives is
necessarily in the Jί direction. This is a consequence of the fact that the
holomorphic variation V(.^ maps into the image of ^ . The commuta 
tors (7.4) are easily derived using the explicit formulas (3.30) for
For example, for (7.4.3), we compute

(7.5.1) [ % L k L k

?(7.5.2) =  (OVOV'V Tί. Vf» +  *ί* V? a)
(7.5.3) =  {τ;x)\ \τ;{)b^k jab

cτfc

(7.5.4) =  0.

(7.5.3) follows since the Tz form a group representation, and (7.5.4) fol 
lows since 3£T2 =  0.
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Next, to make the group action more transparent, we introduced some
slightly modified covariant derivatives. Recall that the quantum mechan 
ical generators are

(7 6) K =  \ TLVL +  Fa.

We define modified covariant derivatives V\  and V\  by

(7.7.1) vf =  i(τ;ι)a
LFa =  vf +  ΪFL, FL =  (τ;ι)a

LFa,
(7.7.2) v[ =  vf +  Vf\

That is, V; equals vf in the Jί directions and the quantum mechanical
generatorsin the G directions. Consistent with these definitions we write

(7.8) Vf =  iFa =  TL
zavf,  a =  a group index.

The requirement that the group generators form a representation leads
us to expect

(7.9) [Vf , V^] =  0.

Using the fact that [V. , Vy ] =  0 this is seen to be equivalent to

(7.10) VΪF
L =  ^_FL.

This identity is fundamental in what follows.
We will prove (7.10) as a consequence of two other identities. The first

is a "structure equation" along the &c orbits: Think of {T~ ι)c
i as a basis

of &c invariant ( 1, 0) forms along the fibers of the .̂ action. We have

(dτ;% =  vί(τ;
ι)c
Γvί(τ;

ι)c
i

( 7.11) =  fab
c(τ;ι)a

L(τ;
ι)b
ί

To prove (7.11), first note that

( v Y, =    (τ
(7.12) =   {τ;γ)\ \τ;ι)c

;ΐL{τ
1;avιτfb){τ;ι)b

L
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SO

(7.13)

But, by the group law

Π i4) rtαί^Of)   τib{vL 
  f c

 Jab >

completing the proof of (7.11).
The second identity needed to prove (7.10) is

; x ) τ ] ι : ι =  ( τ ; ι ) a
L ( τ ; ι ) b

 Lfab
cFc.

To prove this, note that, since F is a moment map,

(7.16) fjFc = ω(Ta, Tb) = ( r / ω71) α i +  (T/ωTz)ab.

Multiplying by {T;x)a
t{T;ι)bj then yields (7.15).

Finally, to prove (7.10), note that

Applying (7.11) and (7.15) then gives

(7.18) V/z  VLFL =  F^VJ^^^^j^

This vanishes if /  and j_ are both in the 9 direction, thus proving (7.10).
7b. Operator grading. In §7e we will express the a priori argument that

[ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes, in terms of the coefficients of the zeroth order pieces
of pushdown operators. To do this we will need to assign to a differential
operator D on Sf with only holomorphic derivatives a function [D]o

on F~ ι(0) which is the zeroth order piece of the pushdown differential
operator.

A suitable definition is the following: Let D be a differential operator
on Sf with only holomorphic derivatives. Choose any decomposition of
D of the form

(7.19) D = [D]o + ΣDh~U* "Lvf... V f V
1 n
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where all the V derivatives are to the right, and all the V derivatives
are to the left. Define [D]Q as indicated to be the piece of this decompo 
sition with no derivative operators.

Such a decomposition of D always exists. It is not unique because
vf does not commute with V?. However, using the commutation re 
lations derived above, it may be checked that the zero grading piece [Z>]0

is unique. This grading pushes down to the natural notion of grading of
operators with only holomorphic derivatives on Jί since the operators
V/ Sr annihilate GIHS.

7c. The pushdown connection δ̂ Q .
Verification that δ^Q respects the & action. We have already seen that

GOT

the connection δ Q preserves holomorphic sections. Before rederiving the
dp

connection δ Q in the notation of the previous subsection, we check here
that δ̂ Q also respects the group action. Equivalently, we must show that
the group generators Va are parallel: We have

(T7.20.1) =   jSJLjTiaVi

(T7.20.2)

(T7.20.3)

(T7.20.4)  Mϋ (VLVjFa).

(The above is a definition of the terms (T7.20.1) (T7.20.4). We will refer
to the above equation by (T7.20). We use similar notation throughout the
section.) Now

(7.21) ViVJFa = 0

since 9 acts holomorphically and by the definition of Fa . Thus (T7.20.4)
is zero. Also using the definition of Fa , we find

(7.22) (T7.20.3) =   lω^^δJω'ψv }_=  (T7.20.1).

Finally, to see that (T.20.2) vanishes, recall first that ω and δJ and so
also M are group invariant. Therefore,

(7.23) 0 = (ViT^U
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But then

(7.24) (T7.20.2) =  2 (V.ifjM^ VjVk = 0.
odd in (i<  >k.) even in (./< • £.)

(The holomorphic derivatives in (7.24) commute since ω is of type (1,1).)
Combining (7.21) (7.24) we see that [δ*°, Vf]  vanishes. The con 

nection δ*Q thus respects the group action.
Deriving the pushdown connection. For J /  finite dimensional, δ̂ Q =

δ   @uv is holomorphicity preserving and respects the group action and
so pushes down to the desired projectively flat connection δ Q =  δ   (9
on %?Q (see §1). We found an operator (9 in §3 which was equivalent to
@up when acting on  ̂ invariant holomorphic sections over F~ ι(0), but
which involves only derivatives in the Jί directions—the *§ derivatives
were solved by using

(7.25) Vf = vζ + iFa = 0 onGIHS.

The operator (9 has a well defined regularization in the gauge theory case.
We now want to rederive the expression for (9 in a more systematic

fashion. We decompose @up in the form (7.19), and further separate out
those terms whose coefficients vanish on F~ι(0). First, we compute the
following identities

V V =
(7.26) L "

__ Ύ ^

(7.27) V̂ v; = Vfvf + [Vf, Vf ]  + Vf Vf + vf v f + v

For (7.28) we have used the fact (see (7.4)) that the k index of
is necessarily in the ^# direction.

Using (7.26) (7.28) we obtain the decomposition

(7.29) up
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where

(7.30.1) <f:

(7.30.2) 02+ι •  

(7.30.3) <?0 •  

(7.30.4) 0G = M^iVv'f +  vfvf) = Mu (2vf +  V'^)V'f,
(7.30.5) d^ =  M^ liF^'j   î F,   lϊvf Ft).

The various operators (7.30) appearing in the decomposition (7.29) of
^ M p have the following properties:

1. The operator (9F vanishes on F~ ι(0) since F. and V?F. vanish
there.

2. The operator (9 vanishes when acting on G IHS since it involves a
derivative V[ on the right.

3. As desired, the operator (9 only involves derivatives in the J£ di 
rections and agrees with the operator @uv when acting on G IHS over
F~ ι(0).

4. (9 is further decomposed into two pieces # 2+ι and # 0. <f^ is the
zeroth order piece of (9. ^ 2 + 1 is the sum of the purely first and second
order pieces of (9.

Using the explicit expression for (Jt'^)~j given in (7.4), we obtain
explicit expressions for # 2+ι and < 0̂ in terms of G reen's functions. It
may be checked that these expressions agree with those derived in §3.

7d. The formal argument that / j*2>0) vanishes. We briefly present, in
a way that will be useful for the arguments to follow, the reason why
[i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes in the finite dimensional case. We first observe that

(7.31.1) <fup A(fup = 0,

(7.31.2) &FΛ(? = 0 onF~l{0),

(7.31.3) [δ{U0)  (?up,(?^] = 0 on G IH S,

(7.31.4) [ ( ϊ ( 1 ' V^ ] 0 =  0.

as?

These facts are simple to verify. For example, (7.31.3) follows since (9
annihilates G IHS and δ{l>0)  @up preserves GIHS.
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Using (7.31.1)—(7.31.4) we obtain two different expressions for
\@ Λ (fup]0. On the one hand, from the decomposition (9up = & +
(9s +  @F =  Λ, , +  Λ +  (9^  +  @F , we obtain

(7.32)

on F \θ). (In the second equality above we have used (7.31.1) and
(7.31.2).) On the other hand, from (7.31.3) and (7.31.4) we get

(7.33) \<f Λt?up]0 = [δ{UO) d?up,^]o = 0.

Thus [^2+ i(^o)ίo vanishes and hence [ i? ( 2 ' 0 ) ] 0 vanishes.
7e. The rigorous argument that [ i ? ( 2 0 ) ] 0 vanishes. In gauge theory,

the argument of the previous subsection is formal. The difficulty is that
the operator @up on & =  s/  x C appearing in equations (7.32) and
(7.33) involves ill defined sums. We can, however, use the argument as an
outline for a rigorous proof. We do this by writing (formally, in the gauge
theory case) [&G Λ<fup]0 as the sum of nine explicit functions on F~\θ)
given in terms of G reen's functions. Equation (7.33) suggests that these
nine terms sum to zero. Equation (7.32) suggests that these terms sum
to the expression [ ^2+ i(^o)Jo T o P Γ 0 v e t h a t [^2+ i(^o)ίo vanishes we
must show that both these conclusions are true. Since everything is now
expressed in terms of explicit functions on F~ ι(0), we can give a proof
completely in terms of G reen's functions.

In this subsection, foregoing questions of regularization, we will carry
out the details of this proof. The more difficult analytical question of reg 
ulating the arguments given here involves making the nine terms discussed
above well defined using a regularization scheme which is consistent with
the scheme used in defining the determinant of the Laplacian. After this,
one must check that the manipulations, carried out in this subsection, of
these nine terms are valid within the given regularization scheme. To sim 
plify the exposition, we will present the discussion below as it would be
presented if we had such a regularization scheme in place.

The basic ideas involved are simple, and the procedure is more or less
algorithmic. Since the details are tedious and involve a large number of
equations, it is probably best to outline the steps involved.

Step 1: We formally derive a decomposition of [0 Λ&up]0 into the
sum of nine "primitive" terms. These terms are expressed explicitly on
F  1 ( 0 ) in terms of G reen's functions.
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Step 2: In this step, we massage the terms found in Step 1 to show
rigorously that they sum to zero (7.33). The abstract proof of this result
was based on the fact that [δ Q, Va ] =  0. Accordingly, we group the
terms of Step 1 so as to make the role of the Vα explicit. Keeping in
mind the explicit proof in §7c that δ*Q respects the group generators, we
shall use the crucial identity (7.23) at the appropriate point.

Step 3: In this step, we massage the terms found in Step 1 to show rig 
orously that they sum to  [^2+ i(^o)lo T h * s corresponds to the rigorous
version of equation (7.32). The abstract proof of this result was based on
the technique of breaking operators up into derivatives acting in the Jί
and & directions, which is done systematically by the machinery intro 
duced above. Accordingly, we group the terms of Step 1 to make manifest
the derivatives in the Jf directions and the & directions. We now give
the details.

Step 1. Deriving the primitive terms. Our goal is to decompose
\@ Λ tfup]0 into primitive terms which can be grouped in two ways cor 
responding to Steps 2 and 3 above. We find it simplest to first make a
preliminary decomposition in a way suggested by Step 2. So, to make the
group generators manifest, we write:

(7.34)

(7.35) [ vf, &up\  =  (τ;1)a
J[Vf,<?up] +  [(τ;ι)a

L,

Now we will decompose this into more primitive terms, designed so that
they may be grouped into the natural preliminary decomposition (T7.56)
of Step 3. To do this, we must first compute the commutator

(T7.36.1) [Vf, <?up\  = 2Mk L(T;l)aj[Vf, V,]V,

(T7.36.2) +  MkL{T;λ)apL, [Vf, VJ]

(T7.36.3)   Λ^ i ( Vt VI ( 77 1) β i ) v; S Γ

(T7.36.4)

Now recall

(7 37) Vf
(7.38) VfcV.
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so that

(7.39.1) [V'f, V,] =   ( Vt 7f

(7.39.2) f

The term (T7.36.2) is therefore zero. Substituting (T7.39.1) into (T7.36.1)
and (7.37) into (T7.36.3) and (T7.36.4), and expanding we deduce

. V, (T7.40.rn

L (T7.40.2)/
f a ) V2 , (T7.40.3)

L J ! n V ί (T.7.40.4)! from (T7.36.3)
 2iMkί(VL(T;ιfj)(VLFa) (T7.40.5) J

^YL (T7.40.6)
V^  (T7.40.7)l from (T7.36.4)

. (T7.40.8) J

(In writing down the terms (T7.40) we have used the convention that a
derivative operator acts only on those terms to its left within its parenthesis
level.)

The desired expansion. We now obtain the desired expansion of
ψw Λ &G]Q m F i r s t j w e a p p l y Mu (2vf + vf) to both sides of (T7.40).
Each term on the left hand side gives rise to two terms. In the term labelled
(T7.42. n B) below, the operator Mu (2vf + V'^) acts on the coefficient
of the term (T7.40. n ); the term labelled"(T7.42. n A) is the remainder of
the contribution from (T7.40. n ). Next we evaluate the zeroth order pieces
of these terms using the the following identities, valid on Fι(0):

(7.41) [(2vf +  Vf )V,]0 =   / (Vf FL),

[ ( 2 V f +  v;^)VmV/]0 =   2/ (vJvf F,)   i(V
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We obtain the following expansion:

887

= +  2iMD M ί((Vi + Vf)

x [  f FL)   i

\ tf

2iMU M L({Vi

 2MiJ M [TzWkT~X\  j

  2iMϋ M {{Vi + vf)

( T 7 4 2 1 B )
from (T7.40.1)

(T7.42.1A),

?Ft) (T7.42.2A)} from (T7.40.2)

vζfj (T7.42.3A)} from (T7.40.3)

(T7.42.4B)

(T7.42.4A)

from (T7.40.4)

n—K
from (T7.40.5)

(T7.42.5B)

(T7.42.7A)} from (T7.40.7)

(T7.42.8B)} from (T7.40.8)

In writing down (T7.42) we have omitted some terms which are triv 
ially zero. For example, the term (T7.42.2B) which arises when
Mϋ (2vf +  V'/ ) acts on the coefficient of (T7.40.2) is zero since it in 
volves [V^Q which is zero. (In (T7.42) we have again used the convention
that a derivative operator acts only on those objects within its parenthesis
level.)

While we have used formal manipulations to arrive at the decomposition
(T7.42), the terms appearing on the right hand side are all functions on
F~ ι(0) which have well defined regularizations in the gauge theory case.
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Step 2. Proof that the primitive terms sum to zero. We will now show
that the terms (T7.42) sum to zero. (This is the rigorous version of (7.33).)

Derivation of the equations to be proved. Our derivation of the primitive
terms in Step 1 was tailor made to allow us to see why they group to zero.
We need only trace the decomposition given there backwards.

To begin, notice that the terms (T7.42.7A) and (T7.42.8B) arise from
the terms (T7.40.7) and (T7.40.8). These in turn arise from (T7.36.4),
which, because it contains a Vα to the right annihilates G IH S. We thus
expect:

(7.43) (T7.42.7A) +  (T7.42.8B) =  0.

This is indeed the case, as we see below. Similarly, a glance at equa 
tions (T7.42) and (T7.40) show that the terms (T7.42.3A), (T7.42.4A),
(T7.42.4B), and (T7.42.5B) have their origins in the term (T7.36.3), which
also vanishes on G IH S. We thus expect (and prove below) that

(7.44) (T7.42.3A) +  (T7.42.4A) 4  (T7.42.4B) +  (T7.42.5B) =  0.

The terms (T7.42.1A), (T7.42.1B), and (T7.42.2A) arise from (T7.40.1)
and (T7.40.2). These in turn arise from the first term on the right hand
side of (7.35). Since [δ, Vf] = 0 and δ*Q respects the group action,
the first term on the right side of (7.35) vanishes. Thus we expect to find
that (T7.42.1A), (T7.42.1B), and (T7.42.2A) sum to zero. In fact we shall
show that they vanish separately:

(7.45) (T7.42.1A) =  0, (T7.42.1B) =  0, (T7.42.2A) =  0.

We will see that (T7.42.2A) =  0 follows from a simple symmetry argu 
ment. To prove explicitly that (T7.42.1A) and (T7.42.1B) vanish, we will
need to use (7.23) which was the crucial equation in proving that δ̂ Q

respects the group action.
Proving the equations. We now proceed with the proofs of the above

claims in terms of manipulations of G reen's functions.
Proof of (7 A3). First recall that Fa = TfaFm , so

(7.46) Vf Fa =  (Vf 7f β ) F a +  (Vf F a ) 7 f β.

On F~ ι(0) the first term on the right in (7.46) vanishes. Thus (T7.42.7A)
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+  (T7.42.8B) equals

MιJ MU

(7.47) from (T7.42.8B) using (7.46)

from (T7.42.7A)

Since V( Fm =  VOTi
Γ

1, the two terms on the right hand side of (7.47) cancel
and (7.43) is proved.

Proof of(7.44). This is slightly more involved. Writing Fa =  T™aFm

and substituting into (T7.42.5B) gives

 (T7.42.5B) =  2iMU MKL ((V, +  v

(T7.48.1) = 2 /

(T7.48.2)

(T7.48.3)

We now claim that

1 " '

/ M^MM((Vi + Vf )(Vί

(T7.48.1) =  (T7.42.4B), (T7.48.2) =  (T7.42.4A),
(T7.48.3) =  (T7.42.3A),

which immediately imply (7.44). The first equality of (7.49) is immediate.
~\For the second, we first note that on F~\θ),

(7.50) (V; +  Vf )(VLFJ = 2(vjvf FL) + ( vjv/ p .
Substituting (7.50) into (T7.48.2) gives

(T7.48.2) =  2iMU MkL{TzVkT~l) j

F, +  <  V , ] =  (T7.42.4A).
(7.51)

(For the last equality of (7.49), we observed that the m index in (T7.42.4A)
is in the G direction "for free".)

The proof of the last equality of (7.49) is similar and (7.44) is proved.
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Proof of'(7.45). To prove that (T7.42.1A) is zero we use a symmetry
argument:

(T7.42.1A)=   2Mϋ [MkL(VLTz)T;l]f

odd under(/ « >m)

even under(/ < *m)

The odd symmetry of the first term in (7.52) is the identity (7.23) used in
proving that δ Q respects the group action.

A similar argument involving (/  < +  m) proves that (T7.42.1B) =  0.
To complete the proof of (7.45) and hence Step 2, we prove that

(T7.42.2A) vanishes, also using a symmetry argument. On F~ ι(0), we
have

(7.53) (T7.42.2A) =   f j f t

Now, V̂  F. is even under (k < > j), and V7 F( is even under (/  < > / ) .

On the other hand because M^  is a form, the combination MiJ M~ ι  is
antisymmetric in the simultaneous interchanges (k< >j)9 (/ < • / ). Thus
(T7.42.2A) vanishes as claimed.

This completes the proof that the terms of (T7.42) sum to zero.
Step 3. Proof that the primitive terms sum to  [^2+ i(^o)lo

speaking, our demonstration that the primitive terms sum to  [^ 2 + i o o
is organized so that the splitting between the Jt directions and the G
directions becomes increasingly apparent as the calculation progresses.

A preliminary decomposition of [<fup Λ<f^]0. We first regroup the prim 
itive terms so as to make the split up of derivatives into Jί and & direc 
tions more apparent. The grouping we want is motivated by the following
consideration. In Step 1, as a first step to obtaining the decomposition of
@G Λ (9up into primitive terms we expanded [V'^, <fup] by first writing

V̂  =  {T~ ι)ajV'a and arrived at (T7.40). As a consequence, the group

generators Va ( with a group index a ) appeared manifestly in the final
result. To make the Jί and 9 directions more evident, we leave the j_
index on the covariant derivative and instead write

(7.54) [Vf, <?up] = Mk L{2[V'[, VJV, +  [V,, [ vf , V,]]).
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Using the commutation relations (7.4), we then obtain

(T7.55.1) [V'f, d?up] =

(T7.55.2) k j L

(T7.55.3) + ^ (V/ Vr , .)V21

(T7.55.4)   iM L(VLVLFj).

This is the analog of (T7.40). We now apply Mΰ {2vf +  vf) to (T7.55)
and extract the zeroth order piece of the resulting expression using (7.41)
in a manner similar to the derivation of equation (T7.40). We obtain (with
a similar labelling convention for the terms):

(T7.56.1B) =   2iMϋ Mkί((VL +

(T7.56.1A)

(T7.56.2A)

(T7.56.3A) fc

(T7.56.4B)   iMu:MkL((Vi fc}

These five terms must sum to the nine terms of (T7.40). In fact the
definition of the primitive terms in (T7.40) was arranged so that this fact
may be seen by a simple regrouping.

Proof that the primitive terms sum to the preliminary decomposition.
We have completed all the formal manipulations to motivate the proofs
of Step 3. All subsequent arguments will involve only manipulations with
explicit functions on F~ ι(0).

To begin, we show that the five terms (T7.56) do sum to the nine terms
(T7.40). We need the following identities:

(7.57.1)

(7.57.2) VLFL =  (V,Fa)(T;l)a
ι+ (V.
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(7.57.3)   [(v y/ vf β) + (k

(7.57.4) v, v/ z =  ( v . v ^ ; 1 ) ^ / /

(To obtain (7.57.3) we differentiate (7.57.1) and use VkV,_Tz =  0.)
Using these identities we easily obtain:

(T7.42.1B) +  (T7.42.4B) =  (T7.56.1B) (using (7.57.1))
(T7.42.1A) +  (T7.42.4A) =  (T7.56.1A) (using (7.57.1))

(T7.42.2A) =  (T7.56.2A)
(T7.42.3A) +  (T7.42.7A) =  (T7.56.3A) (using (7.57.2))
(T7.42.5B) +  (T7.42.8B) =  (T7.56.4B) (using (7.57.4)).

(For (T7.56.4) we have also used vffβ =  (V, +  vf)Fa on F~\θ).)
These equalities prove that the terms of (T7.56) sum to those of (T7.42).

Proof that the preliminary decomposition sums to  \ @1+χ{@^)\   To
show that the five terms of (T7.56) sum to  \ @lΛ.\ {@§)\  we note first
an immediate simplification. The m index arising from the holomorphic
variations of JT j in (T7.56.1A), (T7.56.1B), and (T7.56.3A) range only

over the J( directions. Since the m index of V  ̂ lies in the G directions,
we conclude that

(T7.56.1B) =  0, (T7.56.3A) =  0, the first term of (T7.56.1 A) =  0.

Recalling that (T7.42.2A) =  0, so that (T7.56.2A) =  0, we thus see that
(T7.56) takes the simplified form:

(T7.58.1)

(T7.58.2) ^^ ĵ

(T7.58.3)   iMU M L(vf V/ V^ ).

The terms of (T7.58) allegedly sum to  [ ί f2 + , ( ^0 )] 0 . To show this,
we could at this point proceed completely algorithmically and expand all
derivatives in (T7.58) in terms of V"̂  and V  ̂ and attempt to massage
what resulted. It is convenient, however, to first simplify the problem
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slightly. Using the commutation relations (7.4), we compute

(7.59)

The third term above vanishes on F (0). Substituting (7.59) into (T7.58),
we see that
(7.60) ψG Λd?up]0 =  iMD MkL((WLVL)(VL + vf)Fj).

We are thus left with the task of massaging (7.60) into the function
 (^2+ i (^o)) Consistent with the philosophy of Step 3, this is achieved by
making manifest the splitting into J£ and G directions. The key identity
is:

(7.61)

This is just the decomposition of (fup when acting on functions rather
than a section of Sf.

Substituting (7.61) into (7.60) gives
(T7.62.1)

 LVkVL = MkL(vfvf +  [Vf, vf ])
+  MkL(vfvf +  Vfvf +  Vf Vf)

(T7.62.2)

But,

(7.63)

L + vf)Fj).

(T7.62.1) =  d?2+ι(iM
ϋ (vf Fj)) =  <

Hence, to complete Step 3 and therefore the proof that [ i?( 2 > 0 ) ] 0 =  0,
we need only show that (T7.62.2) =  0. We have that (T7.62.2) equals

iMϋ MLL

(7.64) (i)

(Π)
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By symmetry, we may replace the operator labelled (I) above by a com 
mutator. Also, since derivatives of F. along Jΐ vanish on F~ ι(0), the
operator labelled (II) may be commuted all the way to the right and then
replaced by V̂  . A little algebra (using the fact that 9 derivatives com 
mute) yields:

(T7.62.2) =  0,

thus concluding the proof.

Appendix

We collect here some relevant formulas about Weyl Kac characters. The
material here is only used in §5 and to specify some normalization con 
ventions used throughout the paper. We closely follow the exposition and
conventions of [26] (see also [13]).

Let G be a compact simple and simply connected group with maximal
torus T  and Lie algebra g. The complexified Lie algebra of G decom 
poses under the action of T  by conjugation as

Here, Ea is the vector subspace on which T  acts by the homomorphism
α : Γ H S 1 , and EQ is the complexified Cartan subalgebra tc. The
"roots" a occurring in this decomposition form a finite subset of the
character group f = H om (Γ, S 1 ) . The nonzero roots may be divided
into positive and negative roots. An element α of t is determined by its
derivative ά at the identity:

(A.2) a = eiά, ά e t* =  H om( ί, Λ).

Identifying a and ά, the space f is a lattice in t* (the weight lattice).
The root spaces EQ, for a Φ 0, are one dimensional and Ea = E_a.

The Cartan subalgebra Eo is r =  Rank((7) dimensional. It is standard to
choose ea e Ea such that the three vectors

(A.3) ea € Ea, e_a ==eae E_a, ha = -i[ea, e_a] e Eo

satisfy the SU(2) commutation relations

(A.4) [ha,ej = 2iea, [ha, e_J =-2iea, [ea, e_J = iha.

The element ha satisfies α(Aβ) =  2, and is called the coroot corresponding
to a. It lies in the group t = AR =  H o r n ^ 1 , T), which may be thought
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of as a lattice in t (the coroot lattice). Since G is simply connected the
coroots ha generate the lattice f.

The Weyl group W  is the group of outer automorphisms of T  which
are obtained by conjugating by elements of G. The group W  preserves
the lattice t and permutes the roots in f.

Since G is simple, all invariant inner products on g are proportional.
The basic inner product is defined by the condition that (ha , ha )   2
for a0 the highest root. For the representation φ of lowest weight λ, we
may define the inner product

(A.5) (tι,t2)φ =  ττ(φ{tι)φ{t2)).

This is a positive integer, l(φ), times the basic inner product. The quadrat 
ic Casimir of the representation φ is the operator  l/ 2^2aφ(Ta)φ(Ta),
where {Ta} is any orthonormal basis of g relative to the basic inner
product. The quadratic Casimir acts as multiplication by a constant c(φ).
By taking traces we see that dim(G)l(φ) = 2c(φ)d(φ), where d(φ) is the
dimension of the representation φ. The quadratic Casimir is also given
by

(A.6) cλ = l(\ \λ p\ \  \ \p\ \ ).

Here the norm is taken in the basic inner product and p is the Weyl vector

(A.7) P =
α>0

The dual Coxeter number h is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint rep 
resentation. In §5 we need the formula

(A.8) h\ \u\ \ 2 =  \  r^{uu) = Σa{u)a{u) foruet.
α>0

This follows by evaluating the trace in the ea basis and observing that
[u, [u,ea]] =  a(u)a(u)ea.

Loop groups. Let LG denote the loop group M ap(51, G) with point 
wise multiplication. It has Lie algebra Lg =  M ap ( 5 !, g). Let Lg =
Lg θ R be a central extension by R of Lg, so that Lg = Lg θ R with
the Lie bracket

(A.9) [ ( c 1 , C 1) , ( c 2 , C 2 ) ] =  ( [ c 1 , c 2 ] ,ω ( e 1 , e 2 ) ) ,
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(Here ( , •) is an invariant inner product on G .) This is the most general
form of a central extension of Lg. The Lie algebra extension determined
by ω corresponds to a group extension

(A. 10)
if and only if ω/ 2π represents an integral cohomology class in LG. This
is true if and only if (ha,  hQ) is an even integer for each coroot ha . For G
simple, the basic inner product is the smallest one satisfying this condition.

Let T denote the group of rigid rotations of S ι. If we identify the Lie
algebra of T with R by a < > ajβ , then the Lie algebra of the semidirect
product  xLG is RθLg with the bracket

(A.11) [(XpCj), ( x 2 > e 2 ) ] =  (θ, [el9 e 2 ] + • * 1 ^ e 2  x 2 jQ

 xT is a maximal abelian subgroup of  xLG. If we let z e S ι then
the complexified Lie algebra of  xLG has the Fourier decomposition

(A. 12) (Cθίc)θ(θ^0/ cz")θ
\ (n,a)

The pieces of this decomposition are indexed by homomorphisms a =
(n, a) from T x Γ ^ S 1 (called affine roots). Here a is a root of g and
n eZ . Acting on (z, e2πιu) e T x Γw e have

(A. 13) e ( z , e ) = z e S s / ,
where, as in (A.2), we have identified a and its derivative. The affine root
a is positive when
(A.14) n>0 or n =  0 and a > 0.

The affine Weyl group Waff is the semidirect product of f and W.
Here, the elements of T  are thought of as lying in LG and act by conju 
gation.

The Lie algebra of  xLG is R φ Lg θ R, with the bracket given by
combining (A.9) and (A.I I ) .

The Weyl Kac character formula. T h e weigh t s 1= (n, λ , k) o f  xLg
lie in Z x f x Z c R x / * x R . An element w = wη for w e W  and
7/  € t acts on the weights by

w(n, λ , k ) = (n, w(λ), k)
(A. 15) ,  2> / ( / !, λ , k) = (n +  (λ, A/ ) +  {k\ \η\ \ 2 , λ + k η , k ) .

Here ί and t* are identified using the inner product.
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Every irreducible representation has a unique lowest weight A. This
weight is antidominant, that is,

for a any positive root. The integer k is called the level of the repre 
sentation. Equation (A. 16) implies that there are only a finite number of
irreducible representations at each level. The isomorphism classes of irre 
ducible representations of  xLG are in one to one correspondence with
the antidominant weights.

The Weyl Kac character formula gives an expression for the character

eΓγ

of an irreducible representation. Here the sum is over all weights y in the
representation, counted according to multiplicity. The character formula
is

( A 1 7 )

where l(w) is the number of positive roots a for which Wa is negative
and ~p = (0, p,  A) . The product is over all positive roots counting
multiplicities. In particular, the root a = (n, 0) is repeated r = Rank(G)
times.

Theta functions. In order to make contact with theta functions, we need
to make (A. 17) more explicit. We write z e T as z = e2πιτ, for τ e R.
The formulas below make sense for τ in the complex upper half plane;
we use them in this form in §5. Evaluated at (z, e2πιu) E T x Γ, the
denominator in (A. 17) is

Π ( τ , κ )=  Y[(l   eι )(z, e
α>0

(A,8)  no  '"• • • >/  \
n\ rT~\C\  2πi<u,a> «wj  2πi<u,a> n^\

α>0 /

Note that, for convenience in §5, the definition of Π(τ, ύ) is chosen to
agree with that of [12], not [26].
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For the numerator of (A. 17), we write the sum over W^  =  JVx f as a
sum over f followed by a sum over W . For w =  wη, w e W, η e f,
and I =  (0, λ, k), we have

w(λ  h)w(η) 9 k j

Thus,

(A.20)

x exp (2πi((p  f te;(λ  

= exp

4  h)w(η), u)))

2

• • • » ) •

where we have
And so,

((A.21))

used

Σ 1
ηef

the

2

invariance

Hj ~p)\ z,e

πι{<p,u>—{τ/

of ||

2πiu^

|| under W .

!
w(λ p),k+ h( τ > U > >

where

(A.22) θγJc(τ, u) = 2πik(u, (a + £

To obtain (A.21) we have shifted the sum over t from ?/  to w(η).
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Finally, substituting into (A. 17), we obtain

, 2πiτ
Xχ,de ' e θw{λ_phk+lι(τ,u)

Π(τ, u)exp{ 2πi{(p, u)   r|G |/ 24))

where

( A 2 4 )

For the second equality in (A.23), we have used the Freudenthal strange
formula:
(A.25) \ \p\ \ 2/ 2h = \G\ / 24,

where \G\  is the dimension of G.
The functions θγ k defined in (A.22) are theta functions for the torus

t x ί/ AR x AR with the symplectic structure and complex structure

ω = 2πkCiidθ\dθί
(A.26) lJ. 1 2

uι = θ\    τθ[ i =  l , . . . , r.
Here (θ[, θ\ ) are real coordinates for txt, C / ; is the matrix of the basic
inner product, and uι are holomorphic coordinates.

For consistency with [7], in §5 we shall actually use the characters of
highest weight representations at level k. If γ is a highest weight, then
/ A ~n\  H.W./  2πiτ 2π/ wλ L.W. /  2πiτ 2πi(—w)N

( A 2 7 ) r̂.* ( e ' e ) =  X γ,k(e ' e )>
L W

where χ ' is the lowest weight character given above. It is easy to see
that θ_γ_p(τ,  u) = θγ+p(τ, u) and that
/A ΛO\  /  \  —2πi<p, u> , v  2πi<p ,u>,  1 λ( |G| r)/ 2
(A.28) π(τ, u)e H =π(τ,u)e ( 1)
So the highest weight character is

H.W, 2πiτ 2πiu, __ θγ+ pk+ h(τ , tt)

 ̂ ' e(A.29) ^ ' ^ ' e Π(τ,  u

Π(τ, W) =  Π(τ , ' W
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TT W

Since χ0 ' 0 ' =  1, we get the Macdonald identity:

(A.30) ί ϊ ( τ , !θ =  0"A( τ , iO .

In §5, we also use the following facts.
(a) Differentiating (A.22) term by term we see that θγ k satisfies the

heat equation

dτ Aπik dvΐdu
(b) The functions θγ k are (up to a normalization independent of τ

and u) orthonormal in the inner product

(θy,k>θy'.k)(τ> u) = e^ ^2
θγJζ(τ, u)*θy,%k{τ, u),

(ΘX ,Θ2)=  [ drudrΰτ rjlφχ, Θ2)(τ, u).
JTxT
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